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PREFACE

To the Teacher

ALL ABOUT THE U.S.A. AND THE U.K. is a special textbook for second year

students of English as a Second Language. A host of facts presented within themes
will not only provide students with information about the United States and United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, but also stimulate cross-cultural
exchange.
The primary goal of this textbook is to provide the students an overview of
British and American culture and traditions and to improve the reading
comprehension of nonnative speakers of English. The content strives to create a
general portrait of the U.K and the U.S, both their virtues and shortcomings. The
book answers many questions that students ask about these nations and helps them
understand British and Americans better.
Although the book is a high intermediate to advanced reader, I have tried to
deal with sophisticated ideas in the easiest language possible. In this book, the
vocabulary has been simplified and the sentences shortened to make the content
accessible to a greater number of students. The vocabulary and the structures used
in the textbook have been carefully controlled at an intermediate level, and every
effort has been made to keep the language natural. The readings are long enough
and difficult enough to challenge advanced students. However, with sufficient inclass assistance, students in the intermediate range will also be able to understand
and enjoy them.
Here are some salient features that make the edition more effective teaching
tool:
 Prereading discussion questions strengthen the background brought by
students to reach reading and introduce some of the vocabulary used in the chapter.
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 Prereading “Guess” questions arouse curiosity and give students some
specific information to look for as they read.
 “Check your Comprehension” questions now follow each section for the
readings. These questions encourage students to reflect upon what they’ve learned,
and teachers can use them as a starting point for general discussion, paired
conversation, or writing assignments.
 Vocabulary lists contain brief notes that clarify confusing word forms, such
as irregular plurals and words used only in the plural.
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To the Student
This edition of “All about the USA and the UK” has two main goals. The
first is to introduce you to the lifestyles, attitudes, customs, and traditions of
Americans and British. The second is to increase your knowledge of the most
widespread American and British custom of all- the custom of communicating in
English.
All about the USA and the UK discusses both strengths and weaknesses of
American and British culture. However, its primary intent is to describe and
analyze rather than evaluate. It is left to you, the reader, to compare American and
British ways with those of other cultures and to form opinions about American and
British lifestyles.
If your past instruction in English has been in British English, do not worry.
The switch to American English will not present major problems. In terms of
sentence structure, these two versions of English are almost the same. British
English has more irregular verbs than American English (learnt versus learned, for
example). These are some minor spelling differences (such as colour versus color)
and some differences in vocabulary. (The British lift is the American elevator; a
British vest is an American undershirt.) Still, you will find that British and
American English are very much the same language.
As you probably know, English is rapidly becoming the global language of
our shrinking world. It is spoken by about 1.5 billion people and is the language of
international communication in business, diplomacy, technology, sports, travel,
and entertainment. Wherever you go and whatever you do, your knowledge of
English will come in handy.
I hope that the book will help you improve your understanding of English
and the people who speak in this language as a mother tongue.

Gayrat Tаjibаev
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UNIT ONE
HISTORY

1. Key historical events of United Kingdom of Great Brita in and
Northern Ireland

QUESTIONS BEFORE YOU READ:
1. What British kings and queens do you know?
2. Which of the British prime ministers do you remember?
3. What is a rebellion? What is a revolution? What causes these
types of wars?
Guess
Try to answer these questions. Then look for the answer in the
reading. Check (  ) one:
1. Who established the parliamentary party government in the U.K?
William Pitt

Robert Walpole

1. Which country in the 19 t h century Empire did not include?
Canada

Austria

2. When did the U.K join the European Economic Community?
1961

1991

KEY WORDS AND WORD COMBINATIONS:
independent

parliament,

legislative

incorporate, nominally
union,

emancipation,

parliamentary party, government, successor, reign, recognition, refugee,
rebellion, economic decline, partition, endorse, Commonwealth of freely
associated states
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The United Kingdom may be said to date from 1707 when the
parliament of England and Scotland were united but the name was not
adopted until 1800 when the government of Ireland was incor porated.
English law through the nominally independent parliament governed
Ireland. The people, mainly Catholic, rebelled in 1798. The settlement
proposed was legislative union and Catholic emancipation; the latter
was delayed until 1828-29 (when Nonconformists also received full
civic rights) but the union took effect in 1801, as the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.
With the accession of the Hanoverian George I (1714), the
system of parliamentary party government took hold. In 1712, S ir
Robert Walpole began his long spell in office as Britain’s first prime
minister, adopting a peace policy that stressed the benefits of trade.
Walpole left office in 1742 and for the next 40 years, none of his successors,
with the exception of Lord North, enjoyed long periods of power. The greatest of
them was William Pitt. In the Seven Years War with France, which broke out in
1756, Pitt put new life into the military, and his policy contributed greatly to
substantial imperial gains, notable Canada and much of India.
Relations between Parliament and Crown went through an unsettled period
in the reign of George III. He and Lord North, as prime minister, took the blame
for the loss of the American colonies. The war of Independence ended with
Britain’s recognition of American right to self-government in 1783. The
humiliation was softened by economic development at home where the Industrial
Revolution was in full swing.
In 1793, revolutionary France declared war, and was not finally defeated
until 1815. The demands of the war stimulated the new, stream-powered industries.
After 1815, there was frequent unrest as an increasingly urban and industrial
society found its interests poorly represented by a parliament composed chiefly of
Landowners.
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The Reform Act of 1832 improved representation in Parliament, and further
acts (1867, 1884, 1918 and 1928) led gradually to universal adult suffrage.
The accession of Victoria in 1837 was the beginning of an era of
unprecedented material progress. There were many causes but the most potent
were the creation of a modern banking system, new means of communication,
railways and steamships, and the use of the same power, steam, to build a factory
system to produce consumer goods on an enormous scale.
Early industry development produced great national wealth but its
description was extremely uneven and the condition of the poor improved slowly.
Legislation to improve working conditions, education and public health did not
keep pace with the growth of industrial cities. The 1840s saw much immigration
from Ireland (where there was famine) and from areas of political unrest in
continental Europe; a second wave of immigration from the continent occurred
after 1880, including Jewish refugees.
Abroad, there was war with Russia in the Crimea (1854-56); most wars
however were fought to conquer or pacify colonies. The 19th century Empire
included India, Canada, Australia, and territories in Africa and East Asia. After
1870 the Suez Canal enabled Britain to control the empire more efficiently, she
became a 40% shareholder in 1875 and the controlling power in Egypt in 1882.
The most serious imperial wars were the Boer Wars of 1881 and 1899-1902.
British opinion was deeply divided, and liberal government elected in 1905
negotiated a Union of South Africa, by which South Africa enjoyed the same
autonomy, which had been agreed for Canada (1867), Australia (1901) and later
New Zealand (1907). The Statute of Westminster (1931) clarified the domination
status of these countries.
Whereas early Victorian reforms were responses to obvious distress,
governments after 1868 were more inclined towards preventive state action. The
budget of 1910 was designed largely to finance a program of welfare; its rejection
in Parliament by the House of Lords led to the Parliament Act (1911) which ended
the Lords’ power to veto bills.
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On August 3, 1914, Germany invaded Belgium, and Britain was obliged by
treaty to retaliate by declaring war.
At this time, a rebellion was staged in Ireland, born of the failure of
successive attempts to agree a formula for Irish Home Rule. The issue was
complicated by factional disagreement in southern Ireland and the wish of
Northern Ireland to remain in the UK. In 1920 after four years’ conflict, the
Government of Ireland Act partitioned the country. The Northern six countries
remained British, a parliament was created and a Unionist government took office.
The Southern 26 counties moved by stages to complete independence as the
Republic of Ireland.
After the First World War there followed a long period of economic decline
and industrial difficulty. There was an unsuccessful General Strike in 1926. In
1931, a coalition National Government was formed to deal none too successfully
with the impact of world depression. Germany revived as a military power in the
1930s, and invaded Poland on September 1, 1939. Britain, bound once more by
treaty, declared war. The Second World War ended with German and Japanese
defeat in 1945. It was a time of great social upheaval. In 1945 election a Labor
government was returned with a large majority, and a socialist program which
emphasized wealth distribution above wealth creation. Subsequent governments
modified but generally accepted the changes then introduced. After 1979, however,
Conservative governments reversed much of this legislation before Labor regained
power in 1997 on a free-market manifesto, which promised better economic
management and job creation.
Beginning with the independence and partition of India and Pakistan in
1947, there was rapid progress to independence for all the colonies. The new
conception was a Commonwealth of freely associated states, recognizing the
British monarch as symbolic commonwealth head (some states chose to take the
monarch as head of state).
The Second World War all but bankrupted Britain, but it was at least a
decade before her politicians began to realize that they could no longer play the
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world stage on a par with leaders from the USA and USSR. The option of joining
other European countries in moves toward unity was resisted in favor of a special
relationship with the USA. It was not until 1961 that economic reality persuaded
Britain of the need to join the European Economic Community. The application
was rebuffed by France where President Charles de Gualle was suspicious of
“Anglo Saxon” motives. A second application was successful in 1973.
Membership of the Community was endorsed by referendum in 1975.

QUESTIONS AFTER YOU READ:
1. Who was the first Britain’s Prime Minister?
2. What stimulated the new stream-powered industries?
3. When did India and Pakistan partition from United Kingdom?
4. What was formed after all Britain’s colonies had gained their independence?
5. Why did Britain’s politicians begin to realize that they could no longer play
the world stage?
6. When did Britain join the European Economic Community?

SELF STUDY MATERIALS:
§ ENGLAND
After the withdrawal of the Roman legions, 5th century Celtic Britain was
invaded by Scandinavian and Teutonic tribes, collectively called the English. In the
course of the next 150 years, the English conquered the east and centre of the
country, pinning down the Celtic Britons on the higher lands to the west. More
than 200 years passed before the prevailing tribes recognized one king.
Then the Danish invasion came, their incomplete defeat by Alfred the Great,
the consolidation of the kingdom under Alfred’s successors and the North
Conquest led by William, duke of Normandy, who was crowned king in 1066.
When William died in 1087, he left Normandy to his eldest son Robert, thus
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separating it from England. The French dialect known as Anglo Norman was
spoken by the ruling class in England for two centuries after the conquest.
The Norman heritage was preserved also in the overlap between French and
English feudal lords. Henry II, the founder of the Plantagenet dynasty, was
feudatory lord of half France. But most of the French possessions were lost by
Henry’s son John. Thereafter the Norman baronage came to regard themselves as
English.
The ambitions of Edward III began and those of Henry V renewed the
Hundred Years War (1338-1453) with French, which ended with the loss of all the
remaining French possessions except Calais.
The dynastic struggle between the rival houses of York and Lancaster
culminated in the Tudor ascendancy and clerical factions. Henry VII was a
unifying monarch preparing the way for Henry VIII who forced the church to lay
the rule. Tudor power reached its zenith with Elizabeth I when England, allied with
other Protestant powers, humbled the Spanish Armada. (Henry King VIII (14911547) was a very important monarch. Under him Britain became independent of
the Roman Catholic Church; it got richer and more powerful. In 1534 the
Parliament named Henry head of the Church of England and gave the King all the
power in the country. He had six wives. Henry’s daughter, Elizabeth (1533-1603)
became the queen in 1558. she never married and is remembered as a very popular
and strong Queen. She is known for saying “I know I have the body of a week and
feeble woman, but I have the heart and stomach of a king… ”. During her reign
England became very important in European politics, the Spanish Armada was
defeated, arts and especially theatre developed.
Elizabeth’s death brought on a great struggle for supremacy between Crown
and Parliament. There followed the Civil War, the execution of Charles I, the rile
by Protector Cromwell by military dictatorship, and the restoration of the Stuart
monarch on terms which conceded financial authority and thus decision-making
power to Parliament.
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The attempt of James II to restore the royal prerogative led to the
intervention of William the Orange. James fled the country and the crown was
taken by William and his wife Mary as Queen. The accession of William involved
England in a protected war against France but before peace was achieved, the 1988
revolution was confirmed by the Hanoverian succession, and the history of
England was merged with that of G.B by the union with Scotland in 1707.
§ SCOTLAND
Earliest evidence of human settlement in Scotland dates from the Middle Stone
Ages. Hunters and fishermen on the west coast were succeeded by farming
communities who made as Shetland. The Romans were active in the first century
AD but made so little impact on hostile tribes they built Hadrian’s Wall between
the Tyne and Sol way Firth as their northern frontier. At this time, the Picts with
their own language and culture consolidated their strength beyond the firth of
Clyde, but it was the southern Scots, a Celtic people from Ireland, who gave their
name to the land.
In 843 Kenneth Mac Alpine united the Scots and the Picts to found the
kingdom of Scotland. A legal and administrative uniformity was established by
David I whose 29-year reign ended in 1153. His successor maintained an
understanding with England which allowed for two countries of peace, but in 1286
Edward I of England asserted his claim as overlord of Scotland and appointed his
son nominee to succeed to the crown.
Resistance to English rule was led by Robert Bruce, who turned back the
English at Bannockburn. His son, David II, was less successful in the battlefield,
but defended independence by clever diplomacy. He died in 1371 and was
succeeded by his nephew Robert, the first king of the Stuart line.
The reigns of five James’s occupied the country and a half between the death
of Robert III in 1406 and the accession of Mary. This was the time when the
alliance between France and Scotland was cemented by common hostility to
England.
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James IV reinforced a peace agreement with Henry VII by marrying his
daughter Margaret in 1503. Religious differences put a strain on the alliance, and
when Henry VII invaded France, James attacked England only to be killed in the
Battle of Flooded.
The young James V was assailed by conflicting pressures from pro-French
and pro-English factions but having secured his personal rule, he entered into two
successive French marriages. His second wife, Mary, was the mother of Mary,
Queen of Scots, who married the Dauphin in 1558. Protestant opposition to French
influence was bolstered by Elizabeth I of England who sent troops, Mary was then
in France. Returning to Scotland after her husband’s death in 1561, she was beset
(окружать; осаждать) by religious enemies and forced to take refuge in England,
where she was the nearest heir (=successor) to Elizabeth. Her son James VI
survived the animosity between his own and his mother’s followers to make an
alliance with England. With the execution of his mother by a nervous Protestant
establishment in England James became heir (=successor) to the English throne to
which he succeeded in 1603.
The crowns of England and Scotland were now worn by the same monarch
but for a century more the two countries remained independent. Reflecting the
religious and political divisions of the Civil War in England, which led to the
execution of Charles I Scottish armies fought for both sides. The Scots soon
united, however, to accept Charles II as their king. Having established dominance
in England, Cromwell moved against Scotland forcing Charles II into exile. His
restoration in 1660 was welcomed in both kingdoms. His successor James VII of
Scotland and James II of G.B and Ireland was less astute (ayyor, makkor, hiylakor)
in managing religious and political differences. The collapse of his regime in 1688
and the arrival of William of Orange confirmed the Protestant ascendancy in
Scotland and England. The union of parliament, which followed in 1707, brought
Scotland more directly under English authority but in many respects the country
retained its own system of government.
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The remaining supported of James VII, the Jacobins, led two abortive risings
on behalf of James’s son and grandson (the old and new Pretenders) but were
defeated decisively at Culloden (Colloden) in 1746.
§ WALES
After the Roman evacuation, Wales divided into tribal kingdoms. Cunedda
Wledig, a prince from southern Scotland, founded a dynasty in the north-west
district of Gwynedd to became the centre point for Welsh unity. Offa’s Duke, the
defensive earthwork built in the time of King Offa of Mercia, was the dividing line
between England and Wales but over the next two centuries a succession of Welsh
kings deferred to the English monarchy. With the accession of Llewelyn (11941240) the house of Gwynedd overcome rival claims from Powys and Deneubarth
to forge a stable political state under English suzerainty. But when Llewelyn ap
Gruffydd (1246-82) intrigued (интриговать, строить козни ( against - против );
обманывать, надувать) against Edward I, Wales was annexed and Edward’s
infant son, born at Caernarvon, was made Prince of Wales.
In the Tudor period, Welsh loyalty to Henry VIII, who was of Welsh
descent, was fully reciprocated.{re’sipreceit = обмениваться, взаимно делиться }
The Act of Union in 1536 made English law general and admitted Welsh
representatives to Parliament.
§ NORTHERN IRELAND
Northern Ireland is part of the U.K. the Government of Ireland Act 1920 granted
Northern Ireland its own bicameral parliament (Stormont), and between 1921 and
1972 it had full responsibility for local affairs except for such matters as defense
and the armed forces, foreign and trade policies, and taxation and customs.
However, in the late 1960s a Civil Rights campaign and reactions to it escalated
into serious rioting and sectarian violence involving the Irish Republican Army
(IRA, an illegal organization aiming to unify Northern Ireland with the Republic of
Ireland) and loyalist paramilitary organizations. The Northern Ireland government
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resigned and direct rule by the U.K government began in 1972. The Northern
Ireland parliament was abolished in 1973. The Northern Ireland Constitution Act
1973 provided for devolved government on a power-sharing basis, but this
collapsed in May 1974.
Under the Northern Ireland Act 1974 the U.K parliament approves all laws
for Northern Ireland and the Northern Ireland departments are under the direction
and control of a U.K Cabinet Ministers, the Secretary of Sate for Northern Ireland.
Attempts have been made by successive governments to find a means of
restoring greater power to Northern Ireland’s political representatives on a widely
acceptable basis, including a Constitutional Convention (1975-76), a Constitutional
Conference (1979-1980) and 78-member Northern Ireland Assembly elected by
proportional representation in 1982. This was dissolved in 1986, partly in response
to Unionist reaction to the Anglo-Irish Agreement signed on 15 November, 1985,
which established an Intergovernmental Conference of British and Irish ministers
to monitor political, security, legal and other issues of concern to the nationalist
community.
On 15 December, 1993 the Prime Minister of the U.K and the Republic of
Ireland (John Major and Albert Reynold) issued a joint declaration as a basis for
all-party talks to achieve a political settlement, inviting Sinn Fein (“Over selves
Alone”, pro-Republican nationalist party and the political wing of the IRA) to join
the talks in an All-Ireland Forum 3 months after the cessation of terrorist violence.
The IRA announced a complete cessation (=interruption, stop) of military
operations on 31 August 1994. On 13 October 1994 the anti IRA Combined
Loyalist Military Command also announced a ceasefire dependent upon the
continued cessation of all nationalist republican violence.
On 22 February 1995 the British and Irish Prime ministers (John Major and
John Bruton) announced new joint U.K-Irish proposals for a settlement in Northern
Ireland contained in 2 documents.
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The proposal envisaged an elected single-chamber 90-members Northern
Ireland assembly with a north-south body comprising members of this assembly
and representatives of the Irish government.
On 28 November 1995, John Major and John Bruton agreed on a start to
preliminary talks involving Northern Ireland’s main political parties while a 3member international body headed by former US Senators George Mitchell
prepared a report on “the arrangements necessary for the removal from the political
equation” of paramilitary arms. The Mitchell report, published on 24 January 1996,
set out 6 principles to which all parties should adhere, including a commitment to
renounce violence verifiable disarmament of all paramilitaries and a pledge to
adhere to any agreement reached through all-party negotiations. Concluding that
the paramilitaries “will not decommission any arms prior to all party negotiations”
the commission recommended that negotiations and decommissioning of weapons
should proceed at the sometime. However, John Major suggested that, “In the
absence of prior decommissioning, there may will be another way forward”,
proposing elections to a temporary body which could be used a forum for
negotiations.
On 9 February 1996, the IRA exploded a bomb in the Docklands area of
London (the first of several incidents) and announced the end of their cease-fire
(=stop).
Elections were held on 30 May to constitute a 110-member-forum to take
part in talks with the British and Irish government. Each of the 18 Northern Ireland
constituencies returned 5 delegates. The 10 parties receiving the most votes cast;
the Social Democratic and Labor Party, 21 with 21.4%; the Democratic Unionist
party, 24 with 18.8%; Sinn Fein, 17 with 15.5%; the Alliance Party, 7 with 6.5%,
the United Kingdom Unionist Party 3 with 3.7%; the Progressive Unionist Party, 2
with 3.5%; the Ulster Democratic Party, 2 with 2.2%; the Northern Ireland
Women’s Coalition, 2 with 1%; Labor, 2 with 0.8%. The electorate was 1.1m.
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Opening Plenary talks, excluding Sinn Fein, began under the chairmanship
of Senator Mitchell on 12 June 1996, with Gen. Jon de Chastelain (Canada) and
Harri Holkeri (Finland) as deputies.
Talks resumed on 3 June 1997 under the newly elected Labor Government
in which Dr Marjorie (“Mo”) Mowlam was appointed as Secretary of State for
Northern Ireland. The Government stated its intention that substantive negotiations
should begin in September 1997, with a view to reaching a conclusion by May
1998, when the final outcome would be put to the Ireland, North and South, for
approval in concurrent referendums. A restoration of the IRA cease-fire was
declared from 20 July 1997; the Government indicated it would assess whether it
was genuine over a period of some six weeks. Sinn Fein was invited to enter the
talks on 29 August. The talks resumed on 9 September, when Sinn Fein affirmed
their commitment to the six Mitchell principles of democracy and non-violence.
Under the chairmanship of George Mitchell, a marathon negotiation struggle
on 9-10 April 1998 led to agreement on a frame work for sharing power designed
to satisfy Protestant demands for a reaffirmation of their national identity as British
Catholic desires for a closer relationship with the predominantly Catholic Republic
of Ireland and Britain’s wish to return to Northern Ireland the powers London
assumed in 1972 when the local Stormont legislature was disbanded.
Under the Good Friday Agreement, there is to be a democratically elected
legislature in Belfast, a ministerial council giving the governments of Northern
Ireland and Ireland joint responsibilities in areas like tourism, transportation and
the environment, and a consultative council meeting twice a year to bring together
ministers from the British and Irish parliament, and the three assemblies being
created in Northern Ireland and in Scotland and Wales. The Irish Government is
moving to eliminate from its constitution its territorial claim on Northern Ireland.
The critical issues of police and judicial-system reform the release of
paramilitary prisoners, and the dismantling of the vast underground arsenals of
weaponry in the province are the subject of further study and recommendations. In
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the referendum on 22 May 1998, 71.12% of votes in Northern Ireland were cast in
flavor of the Good Friday peace agreement and 94.4 % in the Republic of Ireland.
As a consequence, in June Northern Ireland’s 1.2 voters elected the first
power sharing administration since the collapse of the Sunning dale Agreement in
1974.
In August 1998, a breakaway faction of the IRA exploded a bomb in the
centre of Omagh, causing extensive mayhem. The outrage increased public
demands for a workable peace. In September, Gerry Adams, leader of Sinn Fein,
declared that violence must be “a thing of the past”. But IRA blockage on the
decommissioning of arms continues to hold up the transfer of powers from London
to Belfast.

FURTHER MATERIALS:

1. All about the U.S.A. (a cultural reader ) Milado Broukal. Peter
Murphy. Longman. Second edition.
2. The Word Almanac and Book of facts . 2004.
3. The Politics, cultures and economies of the World.
Macmillan 2000.
4. Oxford Guide to British and American Culture . Jonathan Crowther.
Oxford University press 1999
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2. TWO PRESIDENTS AND TWO WARS
Before You Read
Discuss
1. What do you know about Presidents George Washington and Abraham
Lincoln?
2. What is revolutionary war? What is a civil war? What causes these types of
wars?
3. What sections of the present-day U.S. fought in the American Revolutionary
War? In the American Civil War? Point these areas out on a map of the U.S.

Guess
Try to answer the questions. Then look for the answer in the reading.
1. Which of these former presidents has an American state name after him?
Check (  ) one:
----------George Washington

----------Abraham Lincoln

2. Whose portrait is on these coins?
the penny-----------

the quarter-----------

3. Who is on these American bills?
the $1 bill--------------

the $ 5 bill------------

KEY WORDS AND WORD COMBINATIONS: Revolutionary War, Civil War,
Continental Congress, Declaration of Independence, Confederacy, honour,
leadership, challenge, courage, surveyor, military leadership, colonial opposition,
presidency, slavery, secession, oppose, secessionist, inauguration, assassinate,
perish, dedicate
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George Washington and Abraham Lincoln are the only American
presidents whose birthdays are widely celebrated as legal holidays. Why these two
presidents are especially honored? Without their wise leadership, the United States
would probably not exist today. Both men lived during critical periods in
American history, and both met the challenge of their times with great courage and
wisdom. Washington faced the dangers of a revolutionary war to help the 13
American colonies win their independence from England. Less than 100 years
later, Lincoln declared war on the southern states to keep the young nation from
dividing in two.
But Washington and Lincoln are remembered not only for their political
accomplishments. Both men are American heroes. They are symbols of traits and
ideals that are greatly admired by Americans. Among these admirable traits are
honesty, courage, and love of freedom.
George Washington, commonly called the father of his
country, was born in 1732. The son of a wealthy Virginia
planter, he was privately educated and trained to be a
surveyor (a person who measures land boundaries). But
when serving as an officer in the French and Indian War
(from 1753 to 1758), he gained an interest and experience
in military leadership.
In 1759, Washington married a widow Martha Custis, who later became
famous as a wonderful hostess in the first president’s home. After his marriage,
Washington returned to his Virginia plantation, Mount Vernon, to live the life of a
gentleman farmer. However, he soon became involved in colonial opposition to
British policies in America. In 1763, the British government began to tax its
colonies more heavily and also tried to increase its control over the colonies.
England wanted to sell the colonies all the manufactured goods the colonists
needed, so it tried to restrict the colonist’s trade with other countries. England also
prohibited westward expansion into American territories reserved for the Indians.
But the increased taxation caused the most trouble. Eventually, the colonists
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refused to pay the new taxes on stamps, tea, and other imports. As a result,
relations between the mother country and its colonies went from bad to worse.
In 1774, the First Continental Congress met. It was attended by 56 delegates
from 12 of the 13 colonies. This group told Great Britain what kind of treatment
the colonies demanded concerning taxation, trade, and the right to make their own
laws. But British colonial policies did not change. In 1775, the Second Continental
Congress declared war on Great Britain and named Washington commander in
chief of the Revolutionary Army. Washington’s job was very difficult. His army
was small, poorly fed, and inadequately clothed. The men suffered greatly during
terribly cold winters. Washington had to fight the Revolutionary War with poorly
equipped, untrained soldiers. He never asked for and never received any salary for
the job he performed. In fact, he often spent his own money to buy clothes for his
men and sent aid to their families.
Before the colonies declared their independence, celebrations honoring the
birthdays of British rulers were customary. After the Declaration of
Independence1, the American people ignored royal birthdays and began instead to
celebrate General Washington’s birthday. This custom started in 1778 during the
army’s cold, snowy winter at Valley Forge, Pennsylvania, when one of the military
bands marched to Washington’s headquarters and played for him.
With help from the French government, Washington’s army was able to
defeat the British. By 1781, it was obvious that the British had given up. It was
then suggested that a monarchy be set up, with Washington as king. Washington
viewed this idea “with abhorrence” (hatred). He was not an ambitious man. He did
not want power. He only wanted to go home. When the peace treaty was finally
signed in 1783, Washington eagerly returned to Mount Vernon. But his life as a
farmer was again interrupted. When the new country formed a stronger national
government, George Washington was unanimously chosen as its first president. He
took office in 1789 and was reelected in 1792. in 1796, he refused a third term and
retired from political life. He died 2 years later and was buried at Mount Vernon.
Today more than a million tourists visit this beautiful site every year.
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Shortly after his death, Washington was praised in these famous wards:
“First in war, first in peace, and first in the hearts of his countrymen.” To the
American people, Washington symbolize dignity, statesmanship, and, above all,
honesty. The famous cherry tree story, which was invented by Washington’s first
biography, has become a lesson in morals for all American schoolchildren. The
story says that when George Washington was about six years old, his father gave
him a hatchet, which the little boy loved to play with. One day, he hit the edge of
his hatchet against his father’s favorite young cherry tree. He did enough damage
to kill the tree. The next morning, his father noticed the damage and ran into the
house shouting, “George, do you know who killed that beautiful little cherry tree…
in the garden?” George’s famous reply was, “I can not tell a lie, Pa, you know I
can not tell a lie. I cut it with my hatchet.” His father, pleased with the boy’s
courage and honesty, quickly forgave him. Because of this cherry story, traditional
desserts on Washington’s Birthday are cherry pie or a log-shaped cake decorated
with cherries.
The birthday of the nation’s first president has been declared a holiday by
the federal government and by all the individual states. In 1968, the federal
government moved the holiday to the third Monday in February and also renames
it Presidents’ Day. In some states, it is an occasion to honor both Washington and
Lincoln, and some states call the day Washington – Lincoln day. In other states,
the holiday honors all former presidents.

!The thirteen Original Colonies: Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia, Maryland,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Virginia
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Although Americans admire George Washington, the
greatest American hero is certainly Abraham Lincoln.
Why? Americans like to believe that people who are
honest and hardworking can achieve success no matter
how humble their beginnings. Abraham Lincoln is a
perfect example of what Americans call a self-made man.

Abraham Lincoln was born on February 12, 1809, in a log cabin in
Kentucky. His parents were uneducated and poor. Stories about Abraham
Lincoln’s youth demonstrate his honesty. (In fact, he earned the nickname “Honest
Abe.”) Abraham Lincoln eventually became a lawyer; he had very little formal
education. But he did have a brilliant mind and great moral strength. He had the
courage to do what he felt was right, no matter how great the sacrifice. In 1860,
shortly before the Civil War, he said, “Let us have faith that right makes might;
and in that faith let us, to the end, dare to do our duty as we understand it.”
Elected to the presidency in 1860 and reelected in 1864, Abraham Lincoln
was the first successful presidential candidate nominated by the Republican Party.
During his presidency, the American Civil War was fought. The issues were
slavery and secession. In the agricultural southern states, blacks forcibly brought
from Africa were used as slaves to work on tobacco farms and do housework. In
the northern states, where there were only small farms, the economy had little use
for large numbers of agricultural workers. Moreover, Northerners opposed slavery
as inhuman. In order to protect their right to keep slaves, the southern leaders
decided that the southern states should secede (separate) from the Union and form
a new nation – the Confederate States of America.
Abraham Lincoln felt that the Union had to be saved. In 1858, Lincoln had
said, “A house divided against itself can not stand. I believe this government can
not endure permanently half slave and half free.” In 1860, U.S.A., was indeed, “a
house divided.” At that time, the U.S. was the only important democracy in the
world. Self-government would be proved a failure if the nation could be destroyed
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by a minority of its own citizens. Lincoln chose to lead the country into civil war
rather than allow the South to secede.
There were 33 American states when the Civil War began. Eighteen of them
did not allow slavery, and 15 did. During the Civil War, 11 states fought for the
Confederacy (Virginia, North Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Tennessee, Alabama,
Mississippi, Arkansas, Louisiana, and Texas). On the Union side there were 23
states, after a section of Virginia that wanted to remain in the Union separated from
the rest and became West Virginia (1863). Seven western territories also fought on
the Union side. Among the states that bordered the North and the South, some side
with the Confederacy and others with the Union. For some, it was a difficult
decision. Kentucky and Missouri, for example, remained in the Union, but
secessionist (apostate) groups within these states set up their own state
governments and sent representatives to the Confederate Congress.
The Civil War began in April of 1861, only a few months after Lincoln’s
inauguration as president. It began when Lincoln declared secession illegal and
sent military troops to keep federal position of a U.S. government fort located in
the harbor of Charleston, South Carolina. In terms of human suffering, the Civil
War was by far the most painful the U.S. has ever been involved in. About 620,000
solders died in battle and another 500,000 suffered from war-related injuries or
illnesses. The number of Civil War deaths was almost as high as the total number
of American lives lost in all other wars that the U.S was involved in from 1775 to
1995. in addition, the Civil War caused the breakup of many friendship and even
families when loyalties were on opposite sides. By the end of the war, the economy
of the South was in ruins and a great deal of property had been destroyed. On April
9, 1865, General Robert E. Lee, the Confederate commander in chief, surrendered
to General Ulysses S.Grant, the Union commander. It took until May 26 before the
word reached all the generals in the field, and the battle between the North and the
South finally ended.
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During the war, Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation declared all slaves in
the Confederate States to be free. After the war, the thirteenth Amendment to the
Constitution was adopted. It freed all slaves throughout the nation.
Lincoln was an excellent writer who could express his beliefs clearly and
with great emotional force. For example, in 1863, Lincoln dedicated a national
ceremony in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, the site of one of the civil War’s bloodiest
battles. He ended his shortest and most famous speech with the following wish:
“…that this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of freedom, and that
government of the people, by the people, for the people shall not perish from the
earth.” These words, as well as other parts of Lincoln’s speeches, are still
memorized and recited by schoolchildren and actors because they express in
beautiful language the highest ideals of American democracy.
On April 14, 1865, less than a week after Lee’s surrender, Lincoln, his wife,
and some friends attended a play at Ford’s Theatre in Washington, D.S. shortly
after 10:00 p.m., a gunshot was heard in the crowded auditorium. John Wilkes
Booth, a well-known actor and southern sympathizer, had shot the president in the
head. Lincoln was carried unconscious to a neighboring house, where he died early
the following morning. He was the first American President to be assassinated, but,
unfortunately, not the last.
Because Lincoln had spent most of his adult years in Illinois, his body was
brought back there and buried in the state capital, Springfield. Now there is a large
monument where Lincoln, his wife, and three of their four sons are buried. Visitors
to Springfield can also tour the home where the Lincolns lived before moving to
the White House.
Lincoln’s birthday, February 12, is celebrated as a legal holiday in 15 states.
Another 15 states honor him on Presidents’ Day or Washington-Lincoln day.
Arizona celebrates Lincoln’s birthday on the second Monday in February. Most of
the southern states do not celebrate Lincoln’s birthday since he was their enemy
during the Civil war.
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! U.S. Free and Slave States and territories, 1860
The Union: California, Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas1
Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
Vermont, West Virginia2 Wisconsin
The Confederacy (South): Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana,
Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia
! Although there were fifteen slave states, four of them – Delaware, Kentucky,
Maryland, and Missouri – remained in the Union
West Virginia broke off from Virginia and joined the Union in 1863 as the thirtyfifth state.

QUESTIONS AFTER YOU READ:
1. What caused the American Revolution?
2. What two important jobs did George Washington have?
3. What were the two main causes of the American Civil war?
4. How many men were killed or wounded in the American Civil war?
5. How did Lincoln die?

1

2

Kansas became the thirty-fourth state in 1861
West Virginia broke off from Virginia and joined the Union in 1863 as the thirty-fifth state.
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SELF STUDY TASKS: Translate into your native language.
The Declaration of Independence

such principles, and organizing its

In Congress, July 14th, 1776

powers in such form as to them shall

The Unanimous Declaration of the

seem most likely to effect their safety

Thirteen Unite States of America

and happiness. Prudence, indeed,
will dictate, that governments long

When, in the course of human

established should not be changed

events, it became necessary for one

for light and transient causes; and

people

accordingly

to

dissolve

the

political

all

shown,

with another, and to assume, among

disposed to suffer, while evils are

the

the

sufferable, than to right themselves

separate and equal station to which

by abolishing the forms to which they

the laws of nature and of nature’s

are accustomed. But when a long

God entitle them, a decent respect

train of abuses and usurpations,

to the opinions of mankind requires

pursuing in variably the same object,

that they should declare the causes

evinces a design to reduce them

which impel them to the separation.

under absolute despotism, it is their

We hold these truths to be self-

right, it is their duty, to throw off such

evident: that all men are created

government, and to provide new

equal; that they are endowed by

guards for their future security. Such

their Creator with certain inalienable

has been the patient suffering of

rights; that among these are life,

these colonies; and such is now the

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.

necessity, which constrains them to

That

alter

to

of

secure

the

earth,

these

rights,

their

mankind

hath

bands which have connected them
powers

that

experience

former

more

system

government.

men, deriving their just powers from

present King of Great Britain is a

the consent of the governed; that

history

whenever any form of government

usurpations,

all

becomes destructive of these ends it

object

establishment

is rights of the people to alter or to

absolute tyranny over these states.

abolish it and to institute a new

To prove this, let facts be submitted

government, laying its foundation on

to a candid world.

the

history

repeated

of

of

governments are instituted among

of

The

are

injuries

having

in

the
and

direct
of

an
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The Gettysburg Address

consecrate, we can not hallow this

By Abraham Lincoln

ground. The brave men living and

Speech at the Dedication of the

dead, who struggled here, have

National cemetery at Gettysburg

consecrated it far above our poor

November 19, 1863

power to add or detract. The world
will little note, nor long remember,

Fourscore and seven years ago our

what we say here; but it can never

fathers

this

forget what they did here. It is for us,

continent a new nation, conceived

the living, rather to be dedicated

in liberty, and dedicated to the

here to the unfinished work, which

proposition that all men are created

they who fought here have thus far

equal. Now we are engaged in a

so nobly advanced. It is rather for us

great civil war, testing whether that

to be here dedicated to the great

nation

task remaining before us, that from

brought

so

forth

conceived

upon

and

so

dedicated, can long endure. We are

these

honored

dead

we

take

met on a great battlefield of that

increased devotion to that cause for

war. We have come to dedicate a

which they gave the last full measure

portion of that field as a final resting-

of devotion; that we here highly

place for those who here gave their

resolve that these dead shall not

lives that that nation might live. It is

have died in vain; that this nation,

altogether fitting and proper that we

and that government of the people,

should do this. But in a larger sense

by the people, and for the people,

we can not dedicate, we can not

shall not perish from the earth.

FURTHER MATERIALS:
1.

All about the U.S.A. (a cultural reader) Milado Broukal. Peter

Murphy. Longman. Second edition.
2. The Word Almanac and Book of facts 2004.
3. The Politics, cultures and economies of the World.
Macmillan 2000.
4. Oxford Guide to British and American Culture Jonathan Crowther.
Oxford University press 1999
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UNIT TWO
ATTITUDES, VALUES, AND LIFESTYLE

3. The American and the British Charac ter
Discuss Before You Read
1. What influences the British opinion of Americans in general?
2. Do the Americans seem very familiar with the British?
3. What similarities have you noticed between the British and the
American character?
4.

Compare

Americans

to

people

in

other

countries.

What

differences have you noticed in behavior, attitudes, and values?
5. In your opinion which of the two nations is more alike to the
Uzbek? (Give some reasons.)
Guess
1. Are the British a little jealous of American’s power?
a. Yes

b. No

2. The British think names ending with numbers, like William II
Honcock III, are rather silly, because…
a. They sound difficult

b. They suggest importance without good
reason

3. In which country do the people seem more formal?
a. The U.K

b. The U.S

KEY WORDS AND WORD COMBINATIONS: positive,
influence,

check

pants,

premedical

hair,

accent,

attitude,
pretentious,

welcoming, advanced technology, stereotype, multicultural society,
ancestor, bowler hat, stiff upper lip, quant, snobbish,

curi osity,

pioneering spirit, optimistic, advertising , possession
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§ What the British think of Americans…
British

people

have

mixed

opinions

about

the

Americans,

reflecting the close but sometimes troubled relationship between the
two nations. When people get to know Americans as individuals they
have a lot more respect and affection for them than the popular, rather
negative, stereotype (=fixed idea of a person’s character) based on a
casual meeting or on television programs might suggest.
For many British people the U.S. is associated with power in
international politics, Hollywood, money and violence. The British are
a little jealous of American’s power. But although Americans believe
they rule the world, few of them know much about anything outside
the U.S... The British think that money matters more than anything
else to Americans, and they do not really approve of this and do not
like brash (=too public) displays of wealth.
They also believe that the U.S. is a dangerous where you can not
walk in the streets or subways without fear of being attacked. Despite
this, many want to go there for their holidays. Young people generally
have a much more positive attitude and love everything that comes out
of America.
Many people see and hear American tourists in Bri tain and this
influences their opinion of Americans in general. The average
American man visiting Britain appears to be middle -aged or old,
wealthy, and wearing a colorful shirt or check pants. He is fat,
because of the unhealthy foods that Americans eat, and friendly, but
can easily become excited and rude. His wife has premedical hair and
wears little white socks, trainers and pants, and has a Burberry in case
in rains. She finds everything British cute or quaint, especially
anything to do with the royal family. They both talk loudly with
strong accents. British people make fun of Americanisms like gee
honey and have a nice day. They think names ending with numbers,
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like William D Hancock III, are rather silly and pretentious
(=suggesting importance withou t good reason).
British people believe that Americans have no culture and that
except for a few intellectuals. Americans are not very interested in
culture. Americans spend their free time watching baseball and
football, often on television. If they want culture they get television
programs from the BBC.
Seriously, however, there are many more positive aspects of the
American character. British people who visit Americans in their own
country find them friendly and welcoming to visitors. They have no
worries about class, they work hard, they enjoy the best living
standards and the most advanced technology in the world, and they
have an open attitude to life that is refreshing. The popular stereotype
of white Americans is created by white Britons, but these people know
that the U.S., like Britain, is a multicultural society and are aware of
the great variety of attitudes and lifestyles, as well as the problems,
which that brings.
§ What Americans think of the British…
The U.S. once belonged to Britain, an d many Americans have
British ancestors, so when Americans think of Britain, they think of a
place that seems very familiar. Americans watch British television
programs, especially period dramas (=plays set in a historical period),
see James Bond films, and read detective stories by Agatha Christie.
As children, they read British books like “Winnie -the-Pooh”. On the
basis of these experiences, which are common to people who are not
of British origin, most Americans know more about Britain than about
any other country. Although only a few Americans travel to Britain,
almost all have an opinion of the British.
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Many Americans would have difficulty drawing a map of Britain.
They think the country consists of London and a village in Scotland
where one of their ancestors come from. London itself is covered in
fog. The average British man wears a bowler hat and carries an
umbrella. He waits in a queue for the bus, eats fish and chips, and
drinks a lot of tea. He has a servant -everyone in Britain does- and he
has great respect for the Queen.
Americans admire the behavior of the British, although they
themselves would never want all their social rules. Americans think of
the British as being perfectly polite and proper, always knowing which
knife and fork to use, always saying “please”, “thank you” and
“excuse me”. The violence associated with football matches is not
widely known about in the U.S. Britons are also famous for their
reserve and their “stiff upper lip”, i.e. for not giving their opinion or
showing their feelings in public, which makes them seem formal and
distant.
Americans often say that the British are “quant” a word which
means old fashioned, but in a nice way. This impression comes partly
from differences in how the two countries speak English. Briti sh
English has words and structures that have not been used in the U.S.
for a long time, and so it sounds old -fashioned or formal. A favorite
British adjective is lovely, which is used to describe anything,
including the weather. Other British words, like holiday, smashing and
brilliant make Americans smile.
The view of Britain as a country where everyone behaves in a
strange but nice way is not realistic, and Americans who have been to
Britain have some negative impressions to add to the positive. The
British are snobbish and do not seem very friendly. The famous
British reserve seems cold to Americans who are more used to an
open, enthusiastic way of communicating. British people cause
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confusion by not saying what they mean. They say: “That’s no
problem when they know that it will be a big problem, and get upset
when Americans fail to understand. Overcooked food, the smallness of
the houses, baths instead of showers, and the weather witch is always
dull or rainy, are other favorite complains of American vi siting the old
country. But in spite of these negative things the view of Britain from
the U.S. is, in general, very positive and for many Americans, going to
Britain almost like going home.
§ Attitudes, Values, and Behavior
The great American novelist an d humorist Mark Twain described
the typical Englishman or women as a “person who does things
because they have been done before” and the typical American as “a
person who does things because they haven’t been done before”.
Americans love to try something n ew out of curiosity and believe that
newer may be better.
As a nation of immigrants, the U.S. has had a continental in flux
of people with a pioneering spirit, with the courage to make major
changes in their lives. In the mid nineteenth century, this spir it led
American settlers to make the long, difficult, and dangerous journey
westward in search of gold or free land. The desire to make a fresh
start in a new place is still noticeable throughout the nation. About 42
million Americans change residences eve ry year. Some moves are due
to changing jobs or going off to college. Other people move from big
cities to suburbs (or vice versa). Some move to find adventure or a
more pleasant climate. The pioneering spirit of Americans is evident
in the working world, too. Employees change jobs and even careers as
opportunities change.
Englishman, on the other hand, try to remain in the place where
he was born. They have proverbs such as: “East or West home is best”,
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or “Englishman’s house is his castle” and so on. Th ey are very
devoted to their traditions and keep their lifestyle unchanged.
Americans love science and technology, and so do the British.
The U.S. has embraced the age of communication with great
enthusiasm. From preschoolers to senior citizens, Americans are
learning to use computers – at school, at work, and at home. Robots,
lasers, and other inventions of modern technology fascinate them.
Americans subsidize all kinds of space exploration, from outside the
Earth to inside the atom, in order to uncover t he secrets of the
universe.
Love of change is closely tied to faith in improvement.
Americans have always been optimistic, believing in the perfectibility
of people, the basic goodness of their country, and the ability of
American ingenuity to improve the quality of life. But people have
come to realize that, if life can become better, it can also become
worse. The dangers of air and water pollution, nuclear power, and
overpopulation have become clear.
Watching

Americans

in

action,

foreigners

sometimes

se e

behavior that seems rude, misguided, or just plain silly. The following
traits are characteristically, but certainly not exclusively, American.
Hurry, Hurry, Hurry. Almost every American wears a watch and,
in nearly every room in an American home, there is a clock. “Be on
time”. ”Don’t waste time”. “Time is money”. “Time waits for no one”.
All these familiar sayings reflect the American obsession with
promptness and efficiency. Students displease their teachers and
employers displease their bosses when t hey arrive late. This desire to
get the most out of every minute often makes Americans impatient
when they have to wait. The pressure to make every moment count
sometimes makes it difficult for Americans to relax.
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The desire to save time and do work more quickly and easily
leads Americans to buy many kinds of machines. These range from
office equipment such as calculators, photocopy machines, and
computers to dozens of home and personal appliances such as
microwave ovens.
§ The Importance of money . After visiting the U.S. in the 1830s,
the French historian Alexis de Tocqueville wrote, “I know of no
country…. Where the love of money has taken stronger hold…..”
Americans are often accused of being materialistic, of valuing wealth
and possessions above all else. Money is valued both as a symbol of
success and also for a more obvious reasons purchasing power. Many
items that didn’t even exist 50 years ago are now considered
necessities in the American home. In addition, purchases are made in
order to “keep up with the Joneses”, to show friends that one can
afford a bigger house or a fancier car. Also, advertising encourages
people to keep buying things for beyond what they need. In the mid nineteenth century, the American author Henry David Thoreau advised
his countryman, “Simplify your needs!” However, Americans have
moved in the opposite direction. Now, just as Thoreau predicted, many
find that their possessions own them. They must work hard to earn
enough money to buy and maintain the many possessions they con sider
necessities.
Yes, Americans love to make a lot of money and spend it on
themselves – to buy things that save time, give them pleasure, or serve
as status symbols. However, Americans are also very generous and
willing to donate money to good causes. The American character
includes a strong sense of obligation to help those in need.
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§ Say What You Mean, and Mean What You Say . Americans
believe that “honesty is the best policy”. They are direct and assertive.
They ask for what they want. In many cultur es, respect for those in
position of authority keeps people from expressing their true feelings
or intentions. In the U.S.A., however, children often argue with their
parents and citizens express opposition to actions of the government.

QUESTIONS AFTER YOU READ:
1. Why do the British believe that the U.S. is a dangerous where you can not
walk in the streets or subways without fear of being attacked?
2. Why are many Americans obese (=fat)?
3. What do the British value? And what about the Americans?
4. Do you agree with the British when they believe that Americans have no
culture and that except for a few intellectuals?
5. In what country people express their opinion openly?
6. How did the great American novelist Mark Twain describe the typical
Englishman or woman and the typical American?

FURTHER MATERIALS:
1. All about the U.S.A. (a cultural reader) Milado Broukal. Peter
Murphy. Longman. Second edition.
2. The Word Almanac and Book of facts 2004.
3. Oxford Guide to British and American Culture Jonathan Crowther.
Oxford University press 1999
4. The U.S.A. Customsand Traditions. Fourth Edition Ethel Tiersky,
Martin Tiersky Longman
5. Spotlight on Britain. Oxford University Press 1997.
6. Guide to British and American Culture. Oxford University Press
1999.
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4. FAMILY LIFE
Discuss Before You Read
1. Have you ever seen a wedding in the U.S. or in the U.K? What
did you notice? What were the bride and groom wearing? Was
anything confusing to you?
2. Think about the American or The British couples you know.
What have you noticed about their husband-wife relationships?
What generalizations can you make about American and British
marriages?
3. What does the marriage mean?

Guess
1. What percentage of adult Americans (18 and older) are married?
56%

65%

2. What does the bride throw t o her wedding guests?
Rice

A bouquet of flowers

3. How much does the average wedding cost in the U.S and the
U.K.?
80,00-90,00$

19,00-20,000$

KEY WORDS AND WORD COMBINATIONS: bride, groo, spouse,
wedding, average age, elope, get engaged, propose, fiancée, date,
social contact, ethnic background, marriage ceremony, perform
wedding, divorce, marriage license, wedding party, exchange vows,
nuclear family, single-parent families, divorce rate, alimony,
No – fault divorce,
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§ Weddings
“Marriage halves our grief, doubles our joy, and quadruples our
expenses”, says a well-known proverb. It also decreases both freedom
and loneliness. Today’s Americans and the British seem willing to
take the bad with the good because the institution of marriage
continues to be popular. By middle age, about 90% of Americans and
the British have been married at least once.
However, the countries’ single adult population is large as the
married population. Only 56% of Americans are married and living
with their spouse.
A wedding is the occasion when people get married. Marriage is
the state of being married, though the word can also mean the wedding
ceremony.
Attitudes to marriage have changed a lot over the last 50 years.
Many people in Britain and the U.S. now live toget her without getting
married. This was once called “living in sin” and was not socially
acceptable. Marriage is still popular, though people tend to be older
when they get married. People can marry at 18 or at 16 if their parents
agree, but the average age is, in the U.S., 23 for women and 26 for
men, and in Britain 26 and 28 respectively.
In past times, if parents did not approve of a marriage, the
couple eloped (=went away and got married secretly).
§ Planning to get married
Before getting married couples get engaged. It is traditional for
the man to propose (= ask his girlfriend to marry him) and, if she
accepts, to give his new fiancée an engagement ring. Today many
couples decide together to get married.
Although people try to be practical in most ma tters, when they
choose a spouse, the decisions is usually based upon feelings of love
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rather than practical considerations. In the U.S., parents do not
arrange marriages for their children. Teenagers usually begin dating in
high school and eventually find partners through their own social
contacts. They want to “fall in love” before they think about marriage.
Most parents encourage their children to marry someone of the same
race and religion. Still, when young adults move away from their
parents’ home to attend college or to work in another city, they often
date and then marry a person from a different ethnic background.
The couple then set a date and decides who will perform the
marriage ceremony and where it will be held. In the U.S. judges and
religions leaders can perform weddings. Religious weddings are often
held in a church or chapel, but the ceremony can take place anywhere
and couples often choose somewhere that is special to them. In Britain
many couples still prefer to be married in church, eve n if they are not
religious. Others choose a civil ceremony at a registry office or a
hotel.
Traditionally, the family of the bride (= the woman is to be
married) paid for the wedding, but today the couple usually pay part
of the cost. A traditional wedd ing with a hundred or more guests is
expensive.

Before

the

wedding,

the

couples

send

out

printed

invitations and guests buy a gift for them, usually something for their
home. In the U.S. couples register at a store by leaving there a list of
presents they would like. Guests go to the store to look at the list and
buy a present. In Britain couples send a wedding list to guests or, as in
America, open a bride’s book in a store.
Before a wedding take place in a church it must be announced
there on three occasions. This called the reading of the banns. Some
religions groups refuse to allow a couple to marry in church if either
of them has been divorced, but they may agree to bless the marriage
after a civil ceremony.
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The night before the wedding the bride and bride-groom or
groom (= her future husband) often go to separate parties given for
them by friends. At the groom’s stag party guests drink alcohol, joke
about how the groom is going to lose his freedom. The hen party for
the bride, called in the U.S. a bac helorette party, is usually quieter.
To be legally wed, a couple need only fulfill the requirements set
by the state in which the ceremony is performed. State laws determine
who may get a marriage license. In most states, teenagers 18 or older
can marry without parental consent, but 16 and 17 year olds must have
parental permission. In most states, those under age 16 are not allowed
to marry. Marriages between first cousins or people more closely
related are forbidden in many states. Most states require me dical
examinations and certificates before issuing a marriage license, and
some refuse licenses to people with certain physical or mental
illnesses.
§ The wedding
Some people play a special role as part of the wedding party. The
groom’s closest male friend acts as the best man and stands next to
him during the ceremony. Other friends act as ushers and show guests
where to sit. The bride’s closest woman friend is chief bride’s maid
(Am E maid of honor) or matron of honor if she is married, and other
friends and children are bride’s maids.
Many woman choose to have a white wedding, so called because
the bride wears a long white wedding dress, with a veil (= a piece of
thin material) covering her face. Her wedding clothes should include
something old; something new, something borrowed, and something
blue, to bring luck. The bridesmaids wear matching dresses specially
made for the occasion and, like the bride, carry bouquets of flowers.
The bridegroom, the best man and other men may wear morning
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dress (= a long tailed jacket, dark trousers and top hat) or in the U.S. a
tuxedo (= a black suit with a white shirt). Women guests dress smartly
and often wear hats.
There are, of course, endless variations on American and British
weddings. Some weddings combine Bri tish customs with those of the
couple’s native countries. Many weddings blend customs from
different cultures because the bride and groom are from different
ethnic or religious backgrounds. Other couples discard tradition and
“do their own thing”. Some cou ples want their weddings to reflect
their interests or display their talents. They may, for example, write
their own wedding vows. They may get married on a mountaintop or a
beach and wear blue jeans. Many couples have gotten married in front
of the Statue of Liberty. One couple even held their wedding
ceremony in an amusement park on a roller coaster!
On the wedding day the bride traditionally arrives at the church a
few minutes late and enters with her father who will give her away to
her husband. Some brides today find this offensive. A wedding march
is played as the bride enters. Traditional pieces of music played
during the procession are the wedding march from Wagner’s opera
Lohengrin and orchestral music from Mendelssohn’s A Midsummer
Night’s Dream, but today many couples select other music. Typically,
the person performing the ceremony talks about the importance of
marriage, and a friend of the couple may read a poem. Then the bride
and groom exchange vows (= promise to stay together and support
each other). The groom places a wedding ring on the third finger of
the bride’s left hand, and sometimes the bride gives him a ring too.
The couples are then declared man and wife. They sign the register (=
the official record of marriages) and as they leave t he church guests
throw rice or confetti (= small pieces of colored paper in lucky shapes,
such as horseshoes and bells) over them.
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The happy couple and their guests then go to the bride’s home or
a hotel for the wedding reception. This may be a formal mea l or a
party. The bride and groom and their parents greet the guests, who, in
the U.S. say congratulations to the groom and felicitations to the
bride. There are often speeches by the best man, the bride’s father and
the bridegroom. The bride and groom tog ether cut a wedding cake,
which usually has several tiers (= layers), each covered with white
icing (Am E frosting) with figures of a bride and groom or miniature
wedding bells on top. Before the newly – weds leave for their
honeymoon (= a holiday to celeb rate their marriage) the bride throws a
bouquet of flowers backward over her head to a group of single
women standing behind her. Supposedly, the one who catches the
bouquet will be the next to marry.
At some weddings, the groom throws his bride’s garter t o the
single men. Catching the garter also means an approaching marriage.
Some guests take home a slice of cake in a little box. Some people
believe that if a single woman sleeps with this piece of cake under her
pillow she will dream of the man she is goi ng to marry. The car the
couple leaves in has usually been decorated by their friends with the
words “just married” and with old tin cans or shoes tied to the back.
§ The family unit
Society in Britain and the U.S. is traditionally based on a nuclear
family living in the same house and closely involved in each other’s
lives. Fifty years ago, the typical family was a husband and a wife,
and two or three children. The father spent all day at work and made
most of the decisions about how the money he earned was spent. The
mother stayed at home to manage the house and look after the
children. Children were expected to obey their parents. Some older
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couples still have traditional marriages, with the man as breadwinner
(money earner) and the woman as home maker.
Many modern families live rather differently, and because of this
some people think that the family unit is dying and society is being
weakened. Many couples still get married, but others live together
without getting married. A few years ago, couples l iving together
usually got married when they wanted to start a family (= have
children), but this happens less now. Another trend is for people to get
married later in life and to have fewer children, so the size of the
average family is shrinking.
Many families are disturbed each year as a result of divorce. In
the U.S. about half of all married couples get divorced. In Britain the
divorce rate has more than doubled since the early 1980s. Many
children are brought up in single-parent families (=families in which
children are looked after by their mother or father, not both) and only
see the other parent occasionally. Other children have two homes and
divide their time between them. If their parents remarry the children
may have to fit into a step-family. They may later have half-brothers
or half sisters from the new marriage. Families in which some children
are adopted (=legally and permanently made part of another family) or
fostered (=looked after by another family for a period of time) because
their own parents can’t take care of them are not uncommon.
The U.S. divorce rate is twice that of Europe and three times
higher than Japan’s. What goes wrong? The fact that divorce is so
common in the U.S. does not mean that Americans consider marriage a
casual, unimportant relationship. Just the opposite is true. Americans
expect a great deal from marriage. They seek physical, emotional, and
intellectual

compatibility.

They

want

to

be

deeply

loved

and

understood. It is because Americans expect so much from marri age
that so many get divorced. They prefer no marriage at all to a marriage
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without love and understanding. With typical American optimism, they
end one marriage hoping that the next will be happier. No – fault
divorce laws in many states make it easier th an ever to get a divorce.
When a couple gets divorced, the court may require the man to
pay his former wife a monthly sum of money called alimony. The
amount of alimony depends on the husband’s income, the wife’s
needs, and the length of the marriage. If the woman is working and
earns a good salary, she may receive no alimony at all. Occasionally
the court decides that a woman should pay her husband alimony. If the
woman has supported her husband during the marriage, the court may
decide that she must continue to support him after the divorce.
An increasing number of organizations are recognizing that there
are different family structures. For instance, family tickets to
amusement parks, etc, used to be based on two adult and children, but
now there are special deals for families with only one adult and
children.
Many mothers now have jobs, and young children spend part of
the day being cared for by a child minder or at a daycare centre. Some
politicians and religious leaders, and many ordinary people, still
believe that the traditional family in which the mother stays at home is
best and criticize mothers who work. But most younger women today
are not content to be full – time homemakers. Today’s young woman
wants marriage, but she also wants to keep her own identity.
The majority wives, even those with children, work outside the
home. As a result, the older idea that housework, cooking, and child
care are “women’s work” is being discarded. In the contemporary
marriage, the husband and wife share both financi al and domestic
responsibilities. In most families, the working wife probably still
handles the large share of the housework, cooking and childcare, but
she gets some help from her husband.
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Sharing

money-making

and

housekeeping

responsibilities

provides a better life for both parents. The typical American or British
wife enjoys being out in the working worl d. Her husband discovers
that cooking and child care can be fun and can bring him closer to his
family. He may also find that it is nice to have his wife’s help in
supporting the family. Of course, problems can develop in the two
income family if the husband expects his working wife to be the
perfect homemaker or the wife expects her husband to help with
household chores. Most women today will not tolerate a husband who
considers himself the boss.

QUESTIONS AFTER YOU READ
1. What is a bride’s book?
2. In what cases do the bride and groom elope?
3. Who pays for the wedding?
4. What does the bride throw to her wedding guests?
5. How has women’s liberation affected the American and British
marriage?
6. Why do so many Americans get divorced?
7. How has American and British family life changed as a result of
American and British mothers working outside the home?
8. How does the mobility of Americans affect families?
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5. American and British Etiquette

Discuss Before You Read
1. How do American manners compare to polite behavior in other
countries?
2. On what occasions is it traditional to give gifts? Do you think this
is the same everywhere?
3. Many workers who perform service for others expect to receive tips
(extra money). Name the types of workers tha t you would tip.

Guess
1. What is the expected response to the formal greeting, “How do you
do?”
-------“I am fine” ------“I am a student” ------“How do you do?”
2. What is the polite response when someone sneezes?
---“My condolences.” ---“Bless you.” ---“Please cover your nose”

KEY WORDS AND WORD COMBINATIONS: acceptable behavior,
compliment, harassment, insult, condolences, social situation, multiethnic, multi-racial, respect and consideration, tolerant, humble,
timid culture, apologize, nonnative s peaker, ethnic slur, handshake,
casual acquaintance, domineering person, specific comment, pick ons
nose, belche, yawn, simply manner
§ Attitudes and good manners
How do people know what is considered good manners in a
particular culture? In the seventee nth-century court of King Louis
XIV, it was easy. Visitors were given une etiquette (=a ticket) listing
rules of acceptable behavior. And that was the origin of today’s
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English word etiquette, which refers to the proper way to behave in
social situations.
Children are taught good manners, or simply manners (= polite
ways of behaving), so that when they are older they will automatically
show respect and consideration for other people.
In Britain good manners were once seen as proof of a person’s
worth, as in the old saying “a manner makes man”. Though attitudes
have become more tolerant over the years, people still tend to judge
others according to how they behave. People may be said to have no
manners if they are rude or behave without thought for others. F or
instance, somebody who picks their nose in front of others, or belches
(= lets out gas from the stomach through their mouth), or yawns
without putting their hand in front of their mouth, or who speaks
rudely to somebody, will attract criticism. On the o ther hand, a person
who is polite and courteous, who is considerate d towards other people,
who says little about their own achievements and who respects the
privacy of others, is much more likely to win approval and respect.
Ideas about appropriate person al behavior vary from country to
country, and it can be difficult in a foreign country to know what its
people consider to be good manners.
British and American parents often tell their children that “please”
is the magic word: if the children remember to say “please”, their
parents are more likely to give them the things they ask for. “Please”
is used in many situations. People generally say “please” whenever
they ask for something, whether it is for goods in a shop, for help, for
a favor or for information.
People are also taught to say “thank you” or “thanks” when
somebody has given them something or done something for them. In a
shop many British people say “thank you” several times at the
checkout, e.g. when the operator tells them the total cost of t heir
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goods, when he or she gives them their change or gives back their
credit card, and sometimes again before they leave.
After receiving a present, it is good manner to say “thank you”
and sound pleased. Some people add a specific comment, e.g. “That
great – red is my favorite color!” When a person is sent by mail it is
polite to a thank-you note, a short letter or card to thank the person
who sent it and tell them how much you like it. It is also polite to
write and say “thank you” after you have been i nvited out for a meal
or been to stay with somebody.
Americans believe that all people are entitled to equal opportunity
and respect. No one is privileged, and no one is worthless. A person
who acts very humble and timid will make his or her American frie nds
uncomfortable. On the other hand, a domineering person will have
trouble keeping American friends. A polite but assertive manner is
socially acceptable. No matter what your status is in religion to
another person, feel free to look directly into his ey es and speak your
true feelings. Occasionally, it is a social necessity to tell a “white lie”
and complement someone on something you don’t rely like. But, most
of the time, you can express your true opinions. Americans won’t
mind if you disagree with them as long as you show respect for them
and their ideas.
Here are some suggestions that may help you make friends:


Don’t be “nosy”. Americans, like people everywhere, enjoy

talking about themselves. Friendly interest is considered good
manners as long as one doesn’t ask for extremely personal information
such as age, weight, income, or the cost of valuable possessions
(home, car, jewelry, etc.). Asking these kinds of questions sounds
“nosy”, which is an insult. It’s fine to ask a person’s line of work.


Don’t smoke without permission. Nonsmokers don’t want the

smell of the health risks of secondhand smoke. Smokers who must
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have a cigarette or cigar should excuse themselves and go outside to
smoke.


Don’t

go

too

close.

When

conversing

with

casual

acquaintances, Americans tend to stand closer than Asians do and
father apart than people from the Middy East, southern Europe, and
Latin America. What difference does distance make? Standing too
close may give the impression of forced intimacy or an attempt to
dominate. Standing too far away seems formal, aloof, and cold. When
in the U.S., notice the distance between people in public situations.
Keep your distance from other similar to what you observe.


Don’t touch. Except for a brief, firm handshake as part of an

introduction or a farewell, Americans don’t usually touch people they
don’t know well, so hands off!


Don’t make ethnic slurs. The U.S. is a multi -ethnic, multi-

racial culture, and there is considerable social interaction among
different groups. Don’t say anyth ing negative about any ethnic group.
Your new friend’s spouse or brother-in-law may be a member of that
group.
§ Table manner
Good manners are important at meal times, though people worry
less about table manners than they once did now that many meals are
less formal. When eating at a table with other people, it is considered
polite to keep your napkin (= a piece of material or paper used to wipe
your mouth) below the table on your lap, to chew with your mouth
closed and not talk with food in your mouth, t o keep your elbow off
the table, and to eat fairly slowly. It is bad manner to take a lot of
food all at once, or to take more until it is offered. It is also better to
ask somebody to pass the salt, etc. rather than to reach across the table
for it.
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When invited to a meal at somebody else’s house people often
take a bottle of wine, chocolates, or flowers, as a gift. Apart from this,
it is not usual to give presents to people you do not know well. It is
not considered polite to look round other people’s ho uses without
being invited to do so, and people usually ask where the toilet is
rather than going to look for it. Many people do not smoke and
visitors should ask permission before they smoke in somebody’s
house. Close friends are much less formal in each other’s houses and
may get their own drinks and help to clear away the meal.
§ Formal and informal manners
Good manners do not have to be formal. It is friendly as well as
polite to say “hello” or “good morning” to somebody you meet, to say
“please” and “thank you” to family and friends as well as to strangers,
and to apologize if you hurt or upset somebody. A warm tone of voice
and a smile are also important.
People shake hands when they are introduced to somebody for
the first time but, except in busine ss, rarely do so when they meet
again. Nowadays, unless there is a great age difference, most adults
use each other’s first names straightaway. In shops and banks, on
aircraft, etc. customers are often addressed respectfully as “Sir” or
“Madam” to show that they are important to the company. People are
expected to arrive on time for both business and social events and it is
considered bad manners to be late or not to telephone to let people
know if you are delayed.
Manners are expected even in situations w hen it is impossible to
talk. A well-mannered driver may, for instance, slow down to allow
somebody to cross the road or make a gesture of thanks when another
driver lets him or her pass. Airlines encourage passengers to consider
others and to leave the washroom clean after use.
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§ Congratulations, Condolences, and Apologies
In general, it is polite to say “congratulations!” (with a lot of
enthusiasm) when a person has accomplished something. Examples of
these kinds of occasions include graduation, job promo tion, the birth
of a child, and the purchase of a home. When congratulations are in
order, it is sometimes also appropriate to give a gift, especially when
invited to a birthday, graduation, wedding, or anniversary party.
Equal attention must be given to g ood manners on sad occasions.
If a coworker, classmate, or neighbor experiences a death in the
family it is appropriate to express sympathy (condenses). In doing so,
the words die or death should be avoided. It is best to simply say, “I
was so sorry to hear about your loss” (or”- about your father”). It’s
also customary to send a sympathy card, but if you don’t know the
mourner’s religion, be sure to select a card without religious symbols.
Most customs regarding mourning relate to the family’s religion and
vary from one group to another, so don’t send flowers or food unless
you know it’s appropriate.
The simple words “I’m sorry” display good manners in a great
many difficult social situations. “I’m sorry” has two main uses: (1) to
express sympathy to someone who has had a bad experience and (2) to
express regret for bothering someone or causing a problem. Other
expressions of an apology are “Excuse me” and “Pardon me”. Use of
these expressions when you are trying to get out of a crowded elevator
or stopping a stranger to ask directions.
§ Classroom Etiquette
The relationship between student and teacher is less formal in the
U.S. than in Britain, especially at the college level. American college
students do not stand up when their teacher enters the room. St udents
are generally encouraged to ask questions during class, stop by the
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professor’s office, phone, or e-mail if they want to discuss something.
Most teachers let students enter class late or leave early when
necessary.
Despite the lack of formality, st udents are still expected to be
polite and considerate of their teacher and classmates. When students
want to ask questions, they usually raise a hand and wait to be called
on. But if professor is giving a lecture that is the wrong time to
interrupt with a question. When the teacher or a student is speaking to
the class, it’s rude to begin whispering to another classmate. When a
test is being given talking to a classmate is not only rude but also
risky. Most American and British teachers assume that student s who
are talking to each other during a test are cheating. The result may be
a test grade of zero.
§ Language Etiquette
Americans are usually tolerant of nonnative speakers who have
trouble understanding English. But they become a little annoyed when
a person does something incorrectly because of misunderstanding what
was said. No one wants soap when he asked for soup. So if you don’t
understand what is said to you, politely ask the person to repeat or
explain.
For the confused nonnative English speake r, there are several
ways to ask for help, for example, “Could you please repeat that?” or
“Would you please speak more slowly?” If a definition is need, ask
“What does the word______ mean?” To find out how to express a
particular idea in English, ask “How do you say_____ in English?”
Here are a few more polite English expressions that must be part
of your English vocabulary. The polite response to a compliment is
“Thank you”. (A smile and a nod is not enough). The response to
“Thank you”, is of course, “You are welcome”. If some one asks “How
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are you”, don’t start talking about your medical problems. Just say
“Fine, Thanks. How are you?” What do Americans say when someone
sneezes? Believe it or not, they say “Good bless you” or simply “Bless
you”.
One final point: When in a group, it quite rude to converse in a
language that some of the people can’t understand. Those who don’t
speak the language will feel left out. If it becomes necessary to switch
to a language that not everyone present understands, then it’s polite to
translate or summarize what was said.

QUESTIONS AFTER YOU READ:
1. How do American adults affect American manners?
2. When you introduce two people, what are some rules about whose name
goes first?
3. Name several occasions when it’s appropriate to say “Congratulations!”
4. How has women’s liberation affected manners between the sexes?
5. Name some things students can do and shouldn’t do in an American
classroom?
6. What are three questions that a casual acquaintance should not ask an
American?
7. When should you send a sympathy card to your friend?
8. What are two things you should not do in an American classroom?

SELF STUDY MATERIALS:
§ Families and family life
The family – one of the oldest human institutions – has existed for
about 300000 years, continuall y changing with the times. In all
nations family life is the basis of individual security and cultural
continuity. “We can choose our friends, but we can not choose our
relatives”, Americans sometimes joke. Yes, there is also an American
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saying: “Blood is thicker than water”. Our relatives may drive us
crazy, but they are also the first people we call to report good news or
to ask for help.
A family may include parents and their children, grandparents,
aunts, uncles, and cousins, as well as more distant re latives. But when
British and American people use the word family they often mean only
mother, father and their children. In a general social context “the
family” is usually taken to mean this nuclear family.
§ The extended family
Americans often move fro m city to city, so it is common for members
of the extended family (grand parents, aunts, uncles, etc) to live far
away. Some grandparents see very little of their grandchildren.
Families try to stay in contact with each other by holding big family
reunions. In Britain members of the same family may live close to
each other and see each other regularly, but many don’t.
Family loyalty is still important, and many people feel they need
it. But it is not part of British or American culture for old people to
live with younger members of their family. Most elderly people live in
their own homes and, when they can not care for themselves, move
into an old people’s home or a nursing home. In the U.S. retired
grandparents may move to the Sun Belt (one of the southe rn or
southwestern states), where the climate is warm.
More than 7 million American households live in mobile homes –
living quarters built on wheels. Mobile homes can be moved but are
generally brought to a permanent site. After the wheels are removed
the home is attached to the ground. For the typical American family,
home may be a different place every five or six years about 16 % of
Americans change residences. But family members hop into a car or
on to a plane to come together for major turning points in one
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another’s lives. Such events include birthdays, graduations, weddings,
anniversaries, and funerals.
Indian, Pakistani and Bangladeshi families in Britain often have
closer contact with their relatives and may live with them in the same
house. In some of these families women play a more traditional role of
mother and homemaker, though many have jobs.
§ Family life
Some families are very child -cantered (=put the children’s
interests first). The closest families eat meals at the same time and
spend their free time together. Some families, however, only see each
other for a short time in the evening, and though the children are still
considered important, they to fit in with the lives of their parents.
The average day for many families begins with get ting the
children up and ready for school. There is usually a rush for everyone
to use the bathroom, find clean clothes, eat breakfast, and catch the
bus. In the meantime the parents have to get ready for work
themselves. Early mornings are a scramble for many families.
The school day usually ends at about 3 p.m. in the U.S. and 4 p.m.
in Britain, and the working day at 5 p.m. or later, so many parents
have to make arrangements for younger children to be cared for after
school. They may go to an after -school club (Am E After school
centre) or stay with a neighbor’s children. Older children often do
activities like sports or music at their school, or go home and do their
homework. Children often also have to do chores (=small jobs around
the house).
In many families, the children eat when they get home and their
parents eat later. In the evenings the children play or go and see
friends. If every one is staying in, they may watch television together.
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Many parents make an effort to spend quality time with their children,
an hour or so each day when they give them their full attention.
At the weekend families may go to sports games together, go
shopping or go on trips to museum, parks, etc. In school holidays
(vocations) they may visit other family members or go to the beach.
American families are often criticized for their way they do
things separately, though many people believe that is good for
children to learn to be independent. From an early age children are
encouraged to decide what they want to do, eat or wear, and their
parents try to respect their opinions.

FURTHER MATERIALS

1. Guide to British and American Culture. Oxford University Press
1999.
2. Aspects of Britain and the U.S.A. Oxford University Press. 1997.
3. World Book. Encyclopedia. 1994
4. Language and Civil Society. An Electronic Journal Damon
Anderson and Melvia Hasman. Washington, DC.
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UNIT THREE
Cultural Diversity

6. A Nation of Immigrants
Discuss Before You Read
1. What is an immigrant? What is a refugee? Are all immigrants
refugees or vice versa?
2. What is an alien in the U.S.? What is an alien in a science fiction
story? What is the difference between a legal alien and illegal
alien?
3. In

you opinion, what are the

main reasons why people

immigrate?

Guess
1. Approximately what percentage of the U.S. population is
foreign born?
----5%

----10%

----20%

2. About how many illegal aliens currently live in the U.S.?
---1 million

---3 million

----6 million

2. More Americans say that their ancestors came from this country
than from any other.
----England

----Italy

----Germany

KEY WORDS AND WORD COMBINATIONS: persecution,

famine,

immigrant, migration, Western Hemisphere, settlement, ancestry,
alien,

refugee,

Immigration

and

Naturalization

Service

(INS) ,

Immigration restriction, deportation, asylum
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§ A nation of Immigration
An Immigrant is somebody who goes to settle permanently in a
different

country.

Between

1821

and

1997,

about

64

million

immigrants came to the U.S.A... It was the largest migration the
human race had ever known. What caused it? In his book A Nation of
immigrants, John F. Kennedy (later the nation’s thirty -fifth president)
explained: “Three strong forces – religious persecution, political
oppression, and economic hardship – provided the chief motives for
the mass migrations to our shores”. Kennedy’s great -grandfather had
been one of those immigrants, a farmer who left Ireland during the
potatoes famine in the 1840s.
The earliest immigrants to the area now known as the U.S. were
probably the Native Americans (or American Indians). They came to
the Western Hemisphere from Asia about 15.000 years ago or perhaps
even earlier. By the fifteenth century, there were 15 million to 20
million Native Americans in the Americans. Perhaps as many as
700.000 were living within the present limits of the U.S. when
Christopher Columbus reached the Western Hemisphere in 1492.
During 1500s, French, Spanish, Portuguese, and English explorers
visited the New World. The Spanish founded the first European
settlements in the area that is now the U.S. The first permanent British
colony

within

present-day

U.S.

territory

was

established

in

Jamestown, Virginia, in 1607, by 104 British colonists. In 1620, a
second British colony, consisting of 102 people, was founded in
Plymouth, Massachusetts.
In 1790, the white population of the 13 original colonies totaled
slightly more than 3 million. About 75% of these first Americans were
of mostly British ancestry; the rest man, Dutch, French, Swiss, and
Spanish. The British gave the new nation its language, laws and
philosophy of government.
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American

independence

did

not

immediately

stimulate

immigration. Between 1790 and 1840, fewer than 1 million foreigners
entered the country. But between 1841 and 1860, more than 4 million
arrived. Potato crop failures in Ireland stimulated Irish immigration.
Germans came to escape economic and political difficulties. During
the last half of the nineteenth century, many Scandinavians came,
attracted by good farmland. The Industrial Revolution and the
westward movement gave new immigrants an important role in the
nation’s economic development. Employers needed factory workers.
Landowners wanted tenants for western lands. They sent agents to
Europe to “sell” America. Agents of steamship lines and railroad
companies attracted thousands of immigrants with stories about a
fabulous “Land of opportunity”.
Immigration took another great leap after 1880. Between 1881 and
1920, about 23.5 million aliens were admitted. Nearly 90% of these
newcomers were from Europe. After 1882, the government kept Asian
immigration to a minimum because American workers feared that new
Asian immigrants would take their jobs or lower their wages.
In the 1890s, the sources of European immigration began to shift.
Between 1881 and 1890, approximately 80% of American immigrants
came from northern and western Europe. By 1911, about 77% were
coming from southern, central and Eastern Europe – from Italy,
Russia, Austria-Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, Greece and areas later
became Poland and Czechoslovakia. Many of those from Russia,
Romania, and Poland were Jews feeling religious persecution.
Most immigrants arriving between 1886 and 1924 came into New
York Harbor, past the inspirational Statue of Liberty, which is 151
feet tall. She invited them to go through the “golden door”. First, they
were taken to nearby Ellis Island to be checked in. From 1901 to 1917,
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this facility processed 2.000 to 5.000 immigrants every day. Now, it is
a museum.
During World War I, immigration declined due to traveling
difficulties. After the war, Europeans once again began crowding
abroad ships to the U.S. But American industry no longer needed
them. During the 1920s, Congress passed the first quota law, l imiting
the total number of immigrants allowed and the number of allowed
from each country.
From 1930 to 1945, legal limits and World War II kept
immigration to a minimum. When the war ended, immigration rose
sharply because entrance was allowed to million s of people left
homeless by the war. Special legislation admitted large numbers of
displaced persons, refugees, orphans, and war brides.
During the last half of the twentieth century, the United States
lifted immigration restrictions from time to time to take it refugees
and ease suffering in other parts of the world. In the late 1950s,
thousands of Hungarians were admitted. In the early 1960s, because of
the Cuban revolution, more than 150.000 Cubans entered the U.S. To
relieve crowded conditions in Hong Kong, several thousands nonquota Chinese were also permitted entry. In 1979, the U.S. admitted
more than 20.000 Vietnamese refugees per month. In the late 1970s
and 1980s, hundreds of thousands of Russians (mostly Jews) were also
allowed to enter.
Now, immigration is permitted according to various categories.
Immediate relatives of U.S. citizens may come in without numerical
limit. The number of immigrants who are sponsored by family
members living in the U.S. is limited to about 225.000 per year, and
there are limits on how many visas can be issued per country. A
significant number of people are allowed to immigrate because they
have occupational skills needed in the U.S. The immigration laws are
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very complex. Someone wanting to immigrate should talk to an
immigration lawyer or with the local office of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS).
Immigration restrictions may seem cruel to those who are living in
difficult circumstances elsewhere, but they became necessary because
in the twentieth century, the U.S. population grew at a very rapid rate.
By 1920, the population had reached 100 million. Fifty years later, it
had doubled. A higher birthrate, lower infant mortality, and long life
expectancy all combined to cause this population exposing. Toda y,
many Americans are having smaller families. However, the population
is continuing to grow, so limits on immigration are likely to continue.
Looking back over some 200 years of immigration, which notions
have sent the most people, the ten largest ancestr y groups of today’s
Americans are (in decreasing order of size) German, Irish, English,
African, Italian, Mexican, French, Polish, Native American, and
Dutch.
§ Immigration into Britain
People have been coming to Britain for centuries, but immigration
only become an issue in the 1960s. After World War II, Britain needed
more workers and admitted citizens of Commonwealth countries
without restriction. Many came from the Caribbean and from India,
Pakistan and Bangladesh. They found work in hospitals, in th e textile
industry and in the public transport system, though most jobs were
poorly paid. Nearly 500.000 Commonwealth citizens came to Britain
before 1962, many of whom later were joined by their wives and
children. People from other countries were allowed in provided they
had a work permit for a specific job. When there were no longer
enough jobs the Commonwealth Immigrants Act (1962) was passed to
restrict the numbers entering Britain. The country was put under more
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pressure when many Asians arrived from East Africa in the late 1960s.
Many had kept British Citizenship after Kenya and Uganda became
independent and was not subject to the restrictions of the 1962 Act. In
the following years several more Acts were passed, further restricting
the right to live in Britain.
Immigration is now strictly controlled. Normally, only people
from the European Union and certain Commonwealth citizens can get
permission to live in Britain. The right to stay may also be given to
people from other countries who have special s kills and to asylum
seekers and refugees. Britain now accepts about 50.000 immigrants
every year.
From time to time there are reports from immigrants entering the
country illegally hidden in lorries of ships. Many are deported (=sent
home), and though it is possible to appeal against deportation it may
take several years for a case to be decided.
In Britain black and Asian immigrants were at first welcomed. As
more of them arrived and settled near people from the same country,
whole areas of cities were taken over. This created fear and distrust
among the rest of the population. In the 1960s, the politician Enoch
Powell opposed further immigration and gained the support of many
white people. Others thought he was exaggerating the problems and
promoting racism (= hatred of people of a different race). About the
same time the National Front was formed, and in the 1970s it held
demonstrations against black people and Asians, many of which
resulted in violence
More recently, there have been great efforts to integ rate people
from ethnic minorities into local communities and to develop a
multicultural society based on equality and acceptance.
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§ British citizenship
Under the British National Act 1981 there are 3 main forms of
citizenship: Citizenship for personal closely connected with the UK;
British

Department

Territories

citizenship;

British

Overseas

citizenship. British citizenship is acquired automatically at birth by a
child born in the U.K. if his or her mother or father is a British
citizen, or is settled in the U.K. A child born abroad to a British
citizen is a British citizen by descent. British citizenship may be
acquired by registration for stateless persons and for children not
automatically acquiring such citizenship or born abroad to parents
who are citizens by descent; and for other adults by naturalization.
Requirements for the latter include 5 years’ residence (3 years for
applicants married to a British citizen). The Hong Kong (British
Nationality) Order 1986 created the of British National (Overse as) for
citizens connected with Hong Kong before 1997, and the British
Nationality (Hong Kong) Act 1990 made provision for up to 50.000
selected persons to register as British citizens. In 1995, 40.500
persons were granted citizenship and a further 26.000 under the Hong
Kong Act.
The British government decided to stop giving asylum to political
refugees and religious organizations in September 24, 2004.
Every person living in the United States, citizen or not, is entitled
to most of the nation’s basic freed oms and protections. However, there
are many advantages to becoming citizens for people who intend to
live in the U.S.A. permanently. Of these, the most important are the
right to remain in the U.S. and the right to participate in its
government by voting. Once aliens become naturalized citizens, their
rights are the same as those of any native -born citizen, except that
they cannot become president or vice president.
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With few exceptions, anyone born in U.S. is automatically a
citizen. Also, a person born ou tside the U.S. to parents who are both
American citizens is a citizen. An alien who wishes to become a
citizen must fulfill certain legal requirements. In most cases, a person
must wait five continuous years after becoming a permanent resident.
At least half of those five years must be spent in the U.S., and no trips
outside the U.S. for more than six continuous months are permitted.
The applicant must also have lived at least three months in the state in
which the application is made.
In order to show the potential for being a good, productive citizen,
it is necessary that the applicant show an understanding of the English
language and of the history, principles, and form of government of the
U.S. The applicant must also demonstrate good moral character and a
belief in the principles of the U.S. Constitution, such as representative
government and free speech. Once approved for citizenship, the
applicant goes before a judge and swears loyalty to the United States
of America. This swearing in ceremony is usual ly attended by a group
of people who become citizens at the same time.
Probably the most important right and responsibility of citizens in
a democracy is to participate actively in government. One way that
they participate is by voting. Unfortunately, in e very election, a large
percentage of those entitled to vote never come to the pools. In 1996,
for example, fewer than 50 % of those eligible voted for a presidential
candidate. When a large number of citizens do not vote, those who do
have a greater voice in determining the outcome of the election. If
only 50 % of the people vote, 26 % of the total population can elect
the president and members of Congress. The idea of majority rule is,
thus, lost.
Another way that citizen can participate in government is b y
communicating with their representatives. In order for elected
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officials to represent their constituents properly, they must know what
the voters think about current laws and pending legislation. Do they
feel that certain laws are outmoded and should be discarded?
Are they for or against a particular bill? Is there something their
government should be doing but isn’t (or shouldn’t be doing but is)?
Representatives who want to stay in office (be reelected) try to vote as
their constituents desire. Voters can communicate with reaper sanative
by mail, phone, or e-mail or by attending town hall meeting.
Unfortunately, very few voters take the time to communicate with
their federal or state representatives. As a result, a small, active
minority can influence legislation out of proportion to their numbers,
and this leads to a distortion of the representative form of government.
Americans often exercise their right to protest government action
(or inactions). The U.S. Constitution gives people living in the U.S.
the rights to assemble peaceably, to petition the government (request
changes), and to express opinions freely about the government
policies. Peaceful protests outside government office buildings (and
many foreign embassies and consulates) are common. Grou ps (such as
those opposed to the government’s ant drug or abortion policies)
march with signs, singing and chanting, to let their government know
what they favor or oppose. However, in expressing dissatisfaction,
people must respect the rights of others to express opposing views or
be neutral.
One of the citizen’s duties- military service-often leads to
controversy. Although the U.S. does not now have compulsory
military service, from time to time in its history, a military draft has
been in effect. Of course, during World War II, citizens were required
to serve in the armed forces, and most did so willingly. But in more
recent times, the government has met with a great deal of resistance to
its draft laws. During the Korean War and, especially, during the
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Vietnam War, many young men did everything they could to avoid
military service. Some demanded noncom bat assignments because
they had strong personal or religious objections to killing. Some left
the country to avoid the draft. Much of that resistance was due to the
lack of support for the United States’ fighting against countries that
were not directly threatening its safety. American opposition to the
War in Vietnam was so strong that the U.S. was finally force to
abandon its military efforts there.
Another duty of citizens is to serve on a jury, if selected. A jury is
a group of people who are chosen to list to evidence presented in
court. In civil cases, members of the jury must decide which of the
battling parties is right. In criminal cases, they must decide whether
the accused person has committed a crime. The jury is basic to the
American system of justice. The right to a jury trial is guaranteed by
the U.S. Constitution and by most state constitutions. Jury panels are
usually selected from voter lis ts. From these panels, which may
include several hundred people where courts are busiest, 12 jurors are
usually selected to hear each trial. Many people find jury service an
interesting and rewarding experience. Others consider it a nuisance.
Juries summons means people are required to take time off from work
(or their other daily activities) to appear in court and fulfill this civic
duty – sometimes for days or even weeks.

QUESTIONS AFTER YOU READ:
1. What historical development in the U.S. stimulated immigration?
2. What problems in Europe stimulated immigration?
3. Why do the U.S. and the U.K. need immigration restrictions?
4.
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How can a citizen participate in government ?

7. Multicultural Britain and the U.S .
Discuss Before You Read

1. What do you know about th e history of African-Americans in the
U.S.?
2. What famous African-Americans can you name? Why are they
famous?
3. Name some difficulties that a person can overcome. Name some
things that a person can be overcome by?
Guess
1. What percentage of American population is African-American?
----4%

----13%

----21%

2. When did slavery end throughout the U.S.?
---1820

---1865

----1895

3. The U.S. today has …………… .
a. more Hispanics than African-Americans
b. more African-Americans than Hispanics

KEY WORDS AND WORD COMBINATIONS: mainstream,

ethnic

minority, prejudice, aboriginal population, segregation, reservation,
preserve ones culture, social division, Equal Employment Opportunity,
Commission
Emancipation

The

Commission

Proclamation,

for

Racial

Equality ,

abolish,

assassination,

boycott,

facility,

indivisible, slave, struggle, kidnap

Both Britain and U.S are multicultural societies; they are made up
of people from many different racial and cultural backgrounds. The
biggest group in society is often called th e mainstream. In the US, it is
white people whose ancestors come from Europe, especially northern
Europe. In Britain the mainstream is the white population from
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England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland. Both mainstream groups are of
mixed origin, but consist entirely of write people. Other racial or
cultural groups that are present in smaller numbers are often called
ethnic minorities. In the U.S. Native Americans, African Americans
and Hispanics are the main ethnic minorities. In Britain, ethnic
minorities include the families of former immigrants from South Asia
and the Caribbean, as well as people from China, Italy and many other
countries.
The terms mainstream and ethnic minority point out and reinforce
divisions in society, whereas the phrase multicultural society suggests
that the different groups are part of a whole. In both Britain and the
U.S. society is still divided with some groups receiving better
treatment or having more opportunities than others, but many attempts
have been made to reduce discrimi nation (= different treatment on
account of a person’s race, co lour, etc) and to increase harmony and
understanding between people from all cultural backgrounds.
§ A history of discrimination
Throughout the history of the U.S., minority groups have face d
prejudice. During the main period of immigration, each new group of
immigrants was treated with suspicion by those already there. The
groups that suffered most were those whose color or physical features
were most distinctive. Black people, now widely ca lled African
Americans, who had been brought to the U.S., as slaves, suffered both
former

statuses.

American

Indians,

now

often

called

Native

Americans, who were the aboriginal population of the US (=He people
living there before settlers arrived), and His panics have also suffered.
These groups are still discriminated against (=treated worse than other
people) and may be underrepresented (=found in smaller numbers
compared with other ethnic groups) in certain jobs.
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When slavery was ended in the US, many wri te people could not
accept that black people should have the same status as Whites, and
the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) 3* was formed to fight against equal treatment
for Blacks. For a long time segregation was practiced in the South:
black people were not allowed t o go to the same schools, churches or
restaurants as whites, and they had to sit in different areas on buses.
Native Americans were given no rights under the constitution and
have been frequently attacked and forced to give up their lands. Now,
most live on special reservations and struggle to preserve their
culture, religion and political independence.
§ Social division in Britain
Many immigrants came to Britain from Jamaica and other
Caribbean countries and from South Asia after 1945. These countries
were formerly part of the British Empire, and when the people came to
Britain they were often treated as inferior to white people. They
tended to live close to each other in a particular part of a town and
often married within their own community. In this w ay cultural
traditions were preserved and social divisions reinforced. There was
discrimination against ethnic minorities in housing social welfare and
employment. Few white people were interested in getting to know the
immigrants as individuals, and there was general ignorance and lack
of cultural sensitivity. The immigrants were distrusted and thought by
some people to be more likely to commit a crime than white people.
Younger Blacks are still more likely to be arrested by the police than
white youths.

3

The KU KLUX KLAN (KKK) A secret U.S. organization opposed to equal
rights for African Americans. The members wear long white robes and tall
pointed hats to hide their identi ty. The organization was robes first formed in
Tennessee in 1866.
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By the 1960s increasing numbers of immigrants had caused fear
among the white population that there would be serious unemployment
and poverty. Prejudice increasing and sometimes turned into racism
(=hatred of people of a different race). The National Front organized
demonstrations in areas with a large black or Asian population. Then
in 1962 a law was passed restricting immigration.
Mass demonstrations are now rare, but racially motivated attacks
on individuals continue. In 1993, for instance, a black teenag er,
Stephen Lawrence, was murdered by a group of white youths though
no one was convicted of the murder. Generally, there is less racism in
Britain than in other European countries. Most white people live in
social contact with them, not because of any ver y positive feelings.
§ Civil rights and equal opportunities
After World War II, considerable progress was made in the U .S. to
improve the position of minorities. The civil rights movement of the
1950s and 1960 brought about changes in the law that improve d social
conditions

for

minority

groups,

especially

black

people.

Demonstrations led by people like Martin Luther King drew attention
to their problems and helped change people’s attitudes. The Supreme
Court in the Case Drown v Board 4 of Education decided that black
children should be allowed to attend to the same schools as white
children. The army was needed in order to enforce the law, but it
succeeded later, Civil Rights Acts made segregation illegal in public
places such as restaurant. Civil rights law s also apply to Native

4

. Brown v Board of Education an important U.S. Supreme Court case
(1954) which made segregation in public schools illegal. It was help after a
school for white children in Topeka, Kansas, refused to accept a black girl
called Linda Brown.
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Americans, though most have never wanted to be part of American
society.
The US Equal Employment Opportunity Commission was created
in 1965 to make employers follow laws forbidding discrimination at
work. Many people felt that gettin g rid of discrimination was not
enough, and this led to a policy of affirmative action (=preferential
treatment towards members of political groups). However, the policy
did little to help less well -educated and unskilled black people.
Affirmative action also caused a lot of disagreement. Some people say
that giving extra opportunities to minorities is just another form of
discrimination. Some black people do not want special as distinct from
fair treatment. In response, educational institutions and employe rs are
now changing the way they practice affirmative action, and its future
is not clear.
Minorities in the US are in a much better position now than at the
beginning of the XX century. There is also respect among many white
people for the good things that cultural diversity has brought. But
discrimination is still present. Black Americans earn less money, an
average, than whites, and have shorter lives. The KKK still exists.
Black people are still attacked by Whites. There are clubs which have
no black or Jewish members, and others which have a token minority
member (=just one person from a minority group) to show that they
are not racist.
In Britain it is government police to promote equality of
opportunity,

and

to

make

improvements

in

social

conditions,

employment, etc that will benefit everyone. In 1965 and 1968
legislation (=laws) made discrimination in housing, employment and
education illegal. The law was further strengthened in 1976 when
indirect discrimination (=the practice of suggesting, e.g., in an
advertisement, that people from minority groups are less important,
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less suitable, etc.) was made illegal. Affirmative action, also called
reverse discrimination, is not allowed in Britain, though some forms
of positive action such as providing training and encouraging people
to apply for jobs in areas of work in which their group is under
represented are permitted. The Commission for Racial Equality helps
to enforce the law and tries to promote good race relations.
In the 1980s black people in Britain p rotested against continued
discrimination and the lack of houses and job opportunities in a
campaign that resulted in the Brixton riots. Since then, the government
has provided more money for social, economic and educational
programmers to combat inequalit y. Local community associations,
ethnic arts groups and sports clubs have also received money. Since
1986 it has been an offence to use language or publish material likely
to stir up racial hatred. Radio and television programmers now reflect
the diversity of culture in Britain. The police have tried to improve
their relationship with minority groups by recruiting officers from
among them, but in 1999 a report on the handing of the Stephen
Lawrence case accused the police of titutional racism (=having
policies which result in people of a particular race or color being
treated worse than those of another race or color)
§ Future prospects
The balance of America’s multicultural society is changing. The
African-American and Hispanic populations are growing fas ter than
the white population. Soon, white not -Hispanic will be less then 50 %
of the population. Fear of immigrant

communities

gaining

in

importance has led to the English Only Movement, a campaign by
people who see other cultures and languages as a threa t to the US.
They want to make English the official language of the US. They want
to make English the official language of the U.S. and are opposed, for
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example, to allowing students to be taught in other languages or
letting people vote using forms printe d in another language. Their
ideals are based on the melting pot, the idea that immigrants should
change to fit into society. As the numbers of people making up the
traditional mainstream get smaller, attitudes toward minorities will
have to change.
In Britain, most members of ethnic minority groups now think of
themselves as British and take pride in this discrimination but many
also feel considerable pride in their cultural origins and keep alive
their traditional festivals and practices. Many people fro m the
mainstream also enjoy cultural events such as the Nottng Hill
Carnival 5, and this has helped promote tolerance. But there is still
need for greater acceptance. Organizations like National Front
continue to attract support and there are still attacks on black people
and Asians. In a recent survey 80% of 18 -34-year olds from ethnic
minorities thought that racism had got worse. But, provided that there
is no serious decline in the country’s economy, racial harmony
amongst the majority of the population s eems likely to continue.
§ The Hispanics
About 35 million people living in the U.S. (about 2.5% of the
population) belong to a Spanish -speaking ethnic group. More than half
of them are foreign-born. Native speakers of Spanish are called
Hispanic (or Latinos). Hispanics form the second -largest cultural
minority in the US, after the nation’s 36 million African -Americans.
The Hispanic population is younger than the national average, and its
birthrate is higher. It is the most rapidly growing minority group in
the country. Hispanics are the country’s largest ethnic minority. For
5

The Notting Hill Carnival – a colorful street festival held every year on
Summer Bank Holiday, in an area of west London.
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this Large Spanish-speaking population, the US now has Spanish radio
and TV stations as well as Spanish newspapers, magazines, signs, and
directions in many places.
Almost three-fourths of the nation’s Hispanics live in five states:
California, Texas, New York, Florida, and Illinois. The three largest
Hispanic groups in the US are Mexicans, Puerto Ricans, and Cubans.
Mexican immigrants and Mexican -Americans (those born in the U.S.)
total about 13 million.
Mexicans have an important place in American history. They
helped establish Los Angeles and many other settlements in the
Southwest that later became major American cities. Also, they taught
important methods of farming, mining, and r anching to Americans
who settled in the West. When the Mexican -American war ended in
1848, the peace treaty gave the U.S. more than 525.000 square miles
of territory in the Southwest. Mexicans living in this area were
granted U.S. citizenship. Because of t hese Mexican-Americans,
California, New Mexico, and Colorado were permitted to enter the
union as bilingual states.
The island of Puerto Rico is located about 1.000 miles southeast
of Florida. In 1878 during the brief Spanish -American War, the U.S.
won Puerto Rico (along with Guam and the Philippine Islands) from
Spain. Puerto Rico has remained part of the U.S. ever since. Puerto
Ricans are American citizens, but, if they live in Puerto Rico, they do
not vote in the U.S. elections. They can travel to and f rom the nation’s
mainland, majority in or near New York City.
Puerto Rico has what is called commonwealth status with the
U.S. government. It receives protection and assistance from the
federal government but has some local authority over its internal
affairs. Among Puerto Ricans, there is disagreement about political
goals for the island. Some are satisfied with the commonwealth status,
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some advocate statehood, and others want the island to become
independent.
Cuban immigrants and their children make up the third largest
group of Hispanics. About 1 million Cubans now live in the U.S. Most
came as exiles during or after 1959, when Fidel Castro took over and
the country became communist. Most Cubans in the U.S. live in
southern Florida, Puerto Rico, New Yor k City, and New Jersey. Many
of

these

immigrants

are

well -educated

with

backgrounds

in

professions or business. As a result, they have a higher standard of
living in the U.S. than many other Hispanics.
The influence of the Hispanic culture is felt and enj oyed by the
rest of American society. Hispanic food is eagerly consumed every
where. Nachos (corn chips with hot cheese on top) are about as
popular as hot dogs in American ballparks. In supermarkets, salsa (a
spice sauce) sells almost as well as ketchup. Hispanic singers are very
popular among younger Americans, as are Spanish dances such as the
meringue, tango, samba, and-of course-salsa.
§ The African-American
We shall overcome, we shall overcome
We shall overcome some day!
Oh deep in my heart, I do bel ieve
We shall overcome some day!

These words are a variation of a song written in 1901. Portions of
the melody go back even further. Yet, when Americans heart it, they
think of the civil rights moment in the mid -twentieth century. Every
year, Americans hear this beautiful song over and over on radio and
TV, especially on Martin Luther King’s birthday (celebrated the third
Monday in January) and during Black History Month (February).
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Most of today’s black Americans are descendants of Africans
brought to the U.S.A. by force and sold into slavery. After slavery was
abolished, segregation in the South and discrimination in the North
kept

blacks

second-class

citizens

for

almost

another

century.

Conditions have greatly improved for black Americans during the pa st
50 years. Among this nation’s 35 million blacks are many successful,
important, and

famous

people. However,

as

a

group

African -

Americans remain a disadvantaged minority. Their struggle for equal
opportunity has been won in the courts of law but they are still
struggling for the respect and prosperity that most other Americans
enjoy.
In the fifteenth century, Europeans began to import slaves from
the African continent. The discovery of the Americas increased the
demand for cheap labor and therefore incre ased the slave trade. During
the next 400 years, slave traders kidnapped about 15 million Africans
and sold them into slavery. When the American Civil War began in
1860, there were about 4.5 million blacks in the U.S.; most of them
slaves.
The vast majority of slaves lived in the South, where they
worked in cotton, tobacco, and sugar -cane fields. Most were deprived
of a formal education, although a few were taught to read and write.
Their African religious practices were discouraged, and they were
forced to convert to Christianity.
The slaves suffered greatly, both physically and emotionally.
They worked long hours in the fields. They lived in crowded,
primitive houses. Some were abused by cruel masters. Often slave
owners separated black families by selli ng a slave’s husband, wife, or
child. Uncle Tom’s Cabin, a famous novel about southern slavery,
emphasized all these evils. The book aroused so much antislavery
feeling in the North that Abraham Lincoln said to its author, Harriet
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Beecher, “So you’re the little woman who wrote the book that made
this Great War”.
In 1863, 2 years before the war ended, Lincoln’s Emancipation
Proclamation freed the slaves in the Confederate states. Shortly after
the war ended in 1865, the Thirteenth Amendment to the Constituti on
freed all slaves. A few years later, the Fourteenth and Fifteenth
Amendments gave the former slaves full civil rights, including giving
African-American men the right to vote.
By 1870, black Americans had been declared citizens with all the
rights guaranteed to every citizen. But they were members of a
conspicuous minority within a white society. Furthermore, most black
Americans were uneducated, unskilled, and unprepared to provide for
their own basic needs. With freedom, they found many new problems
– legal, social, and economic.
After the Civil War, blacks began moving to the big cities in the
North, and this trend continued in the twentieth century. In the North,
blacks found greater freedom, but conditions were still difficult and
opportunities limited. Discrimination, in the sale and rental of housing
forced blacks into poor, crowded, mostly black communities.
Blacks who remained in the South endured even worse conditions.
Southern blacks were forced to obey state laws (called Jim Crow
Laws) that kept them segregated from whites. Blacks and Whites went
to different schools, drank from different water fountains, used
different bathrooms, ate in different restaurants, and were buried in
different cemeteries. Blacks were required to sit in the back of buses,
even when there were plenty of seats in the front.
The first change in the South’s segregated way of life came in
1954 when the U.S. Supreme Court declared that no state could send
students to different public schools based on race. After this his toric
decision, many other discriminatory practices were declared illegal.
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During the 1960s, the greatest black leader was Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. In 1955, King was a young Baptist minister in Montgomery,
Alabama, when he formed an organization to boyco tt his city’s buses.
Because of regulations requiring blacks to sit in the back of the bus
and to give their seats to whites if the bus got crowded, nearly all of
Montgomery’s 50.000 blacks refused to ride the city’s buses for more
than a year. Eventually, the U.S. Supreme Court declared that dividing
buses into black and white sections was unconditional, and therefore
illegal.
The Montgomery bus boycott made Dr. King a famous man and
the unofficial leader of the nation’s growing civil rights movement.
King’s philosophy showed the influence of his Christian beliefs and
the example of Mohandas Gandhi, the great Indian leader whose
nonviolent protests helped to free his country from British control.
Like Gandhi, King urged people to refuse to obey evil laws a nd
regulations, but to protest without fighting and without resisting
arrest. For more than a decade, King led nonviolent protests and
traveled around the country speaking to American audiences both in
person and on television. His most famous speech was d elivered in
1963 in front of the Lincoln Memorial in Washington D.C., before a
live audience of 200.000 and a TV audience that included almost the
entire nation. His message included these memorable words:

QUESTIONS AFTER YOU READ:
1. From what countries did many immigrants come to Britain?
2. What historical events caused the U.S. to acquire a large Spanish-speaking
population? Name at least three.
3. What problems are African-Americans still trying to overcome?
4. In what ways blacks kept separate from whites in the U.K. and the U.S.?
5. How did the African-Americans fight against discrimination?
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SELF STUDY TASK:
1. Translate into your native language
I HAVE A DREAM
I say to you today, my friends, though, even though we face the
difficulties of today and tomorr ow, I still have a dream. It is a dream
deeply rooted in the American dream. I have a dream that one day this
nation will rise up, live out the true meaning of its creed: “We hold
these truths to be self evident, that all men are created equal”.
I have dream that one day on the red hills of Georgia sons of
former slaves and the sons of former slave -owners will be able to sit
down together at the table of brotherhood. I have a dream that one day
even the state of Mississippi, a state sweltering with the hea t of
injustice, sweltering with the heat of oppression, will be transformed
into an oasis of freedom and justice.
I have a dream that my four little children will one day live in a
nation where they will not be judged by the color of their skin but by
the content of their character. I have a dream…. I have a dream that
one day in Alabama, with its vicious racists, with its governor having
his lips dripping with the words of interposition and nullification, one
day right there in Alabama little black boys a nd black girls will be
able to join hands with little white boys and white girls as sisters and
brothers.
I have a dream today… I have a dream that one day every valley
shall be exalted, every hill and mountain shall be made low. The rough
places will be made plain, and the crooked places will be made
straight. And the glory of the Lord shall be revealed, and all flesh
shall see it together. This is our hope. This is the faith that I go back
to the South with. With this faith we will be able to hew out of the
Mountain of despair a stone of hope. With this faith we will be able to
transform the jangling discords of our nation into a beautiful
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symphony of brotherhood. With this faith we will be able to work
together, to stand up for freedom together, knowing that we will be
free one day.
Excerpts from Dr. Martin Luther King’s
“I have a dream” speech, August 28, 1963. Washington, D.C.
§Responsibilities
Every individual, no matter how important or wealthy, must obey
the laws. Of course, not all laws are p erfect. Some are unwise, others
are too harsh, and many are foolish. But they cannot, for any of these
reasons, be ignores. Anyone living in the U.S. who disapproves of a
particular law has the right to try to persuade the government to get it
changed through peaceful means.
The least popular laws are probably those requiring payment of
taxes. For most people the largest of these is the federal income tax.
Since 1913, the U.S. government has been collecting income taxes. As
the cost of running the governmen t has increased, so have tax rates.
When the federal income tax law was first enacted, people had to pay
1 % on annual incomes of less than $20.000. Income of more than
$500.000 was taxed at 7 %. Today’s income tax rates are between 15
% and 39.6 %. Currently, income taxes provide more than half the
money collected by the federal government each year. In 1998, the
federal government received about $ 960 billion in income taxes.
These taxes are necessary to support a federal budget that, in 1998
was about $ 167 trillion. The money is used for many things. In
addition to the cost of operating the government itself, t here are
expenses for defense, education, foreign aid, research, aid to the poor,
and countless other services provided by government agencies.
Income tax is paid by nearly everyone who earns money in the
United States – citizens, resident aliens, and visitors. Federal income
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tax rates are graduated, which means that people with large incomes
are taxed at a higher rate than those earning less. In ad dition,
deductions and exemptions reduce the amount of income that is taxed.
An unmarried person, earning $ 25. 000 a year pays about 11 % of that
in taxes, while someone earning $ 75. 000 pays about 21 % (A married
couple earning that amount would pay onl y 16 %.)
Employers are required to with hold a percentage of their
employees’ salaries and pay it to the government to be applied toward
to the employees’ taxes. Self – employed people and those earning a
substantial amount in addition to their salaries mu st take quarterly
payments toward their annual taxes. By April 15, each person whose
income in the previous year exceeded a certain minimum must file a
tax return – a statement, on forms supplied by the government, listing
income, expenses, and number of d ependent and other information.
After making calculation on the return, taxpayers can determine how
much they owe.
Those who have paid more than their share get a refund. Those
who have paid less must pay the balance. Every year around April 15,
millions of Americans complain, “Uncle Sam is taking all my money”.
Uncle Sam (the thin, bearded gentlemen whose clothes resemble the
American flag) is a symbol of the U.S. Government. Uncle Sam knows
a lot about each taxpayer and penalizes those who file false retu rns.
Still, the income tax law could not be enforced without the honesty
and cooperation of most taxpayers.
In addition to federal income tax, employers also withhold Social
Security and Medicare taxes and state income taxes. Most states and
many cities also collect income taxes. Besides income taxes, many
other taxes are collected by federal, state, and local governments. The
most common are those imposed on property and purchases. The
owner of a car, for example, pays several taxes: a sales tax when
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buying the car, an annual vehicle registration tax, and a personal
property tax. If the person who owns a car dies, the heirs may have to
pay an inheritance tax on the car’s value. Funds from these taxes are
used to provide services and facilities such as co urts, schools, roads,
and parks.
Despite complaints about high taxes, Americans know that the
taxes they pay make possible the valuable services they receive. Also,
when all American taxes are added together, they total less than 32 %
of the nation’s gross domestic product. This is one of the lowest
percentages of all industrial nations.

FURTHER MATERIALS:
1. All about the U.S.A. (a cultural reader) Milado Broukal. Peter
Murphy. Longman. Second edition.
2. The Word Almanac and Book of facts 2004.
3. Oxford Guide to British and American Culture Jonathan Crowther.
Oxford University press 1999
4. The U.S.A. Customs and Traditions. Fourth Edition Ethel Tiersky,
Martin Tiersky Longman
5. Spotlight on Britain. Oxford University Press 1997.
6. Guide to British and American Culture. Oxford University Press
1999.
7. American Perspectives. Longman. Susan Earle – Carlin. Colleen.
Hildebrand.Longman.
8. Language and Civil Society. An Electronic Journal Damon
Anderson and Melvia Hasman. Washington, DC.
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UNIT FOUR
Religion

8. Faith
Discuss Before You Read
1. Do you think Americans are religious? What evidence supports
your answer?
2. Do you think a total separation of government and religion is
good or bad for a country?
Guess
1. What percentage of Americans is Christian?
----46%

----66%

----86%

2. About what percentage of Americans attend religious services
regularly?
---25%

---45%

----65%

3. Are American high school students allowed to say prayers in
school?
----Yes

----No

----Sometimes yes

4. In what country people are more religious?
a. In the U.K

b. In the U.S.

KEY WORDS AND WORD COMBINATIONS: multi-faith community,
Freedom of worship, religious persecution, pray, religious diversity,
denomination, sect, Protestantism, ethic, polygamy, congregation,
Amish, Mormon, Separation of church and state, human destiny,
chapel, priest, Bible Belt, spiritual satisfaction, religious prejudice,
skullcap, mosque
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§ Religious freedom
Modern Britain is a multi-faith community, in which many
religious are practiced, but the main religion is Christianity. Freedom
of worships generally accepted, though in Northern Ireland religious
tensions contributed greatly to the troubles. It is said that as many as
75 % of adults believe in God, though only about 4 % go to church
regularly. Many people are christened, some get married in church,
and many have a Christian funeral service, but otherwise they have
little interest in religion. White British people rarely discuss religion
and feel that person’s religious beliefs are a private matter.
The U.S. is well known for its many traditional churches and less
formal religious, though almost all are Christian. Freedom of worsh ip
is a result of the separation of Church and State that is written into the
First Amendment of the Constitution. This happened because many
people, including the Pilgrim Fathers, went to America to avoid
religious persecution in Europe.
American Protestants are very religious, though the Catholic
Church has more members than are one Protestant group. Religious
beliefs are strong: it is said that 96 % of Americans believe in God, 90
% pray and 41 % go to church regularly. Churches are centers of
social events and business activities, as well as places of worship.
Prayers are said at football games, and some teams kneel
together on the field before a game. Today, about 86 % of Americans
are Christian (approximately 59 % Protestant and 27 % Catholic).
However, this is a nation with great religious diversity. American
Christians are divided into many different groups, including Roman
Catholic, the various national denominations of the Eastern Orthodox
churches, and hundreds of different Protestant denominati ons and sect.
The largest Protestant groups are the Southern Baptist Convention,
The United Methodist Church and the National Baptist Convention.
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Perhaps the greatest influence that Protestantism has had on
American life come from its philosophy regarding

a person’s

relationship to work. The philosophy commonly called the Protestant
work ethic – stress the moral value of work, self -disciplines, and
personal responsibility. According to this ethic, people prove their
worth to themselves and to God by workin g hard, being honest and
thrifty, and avoiding luxury, excessive pleasure, and waste. The
accumulation of wealth is not considered evil unless it leads to life of
idealness and sin. The Protestant work ethic has much in common with
capitalism and with the American emphasis on financial success,
practicality, efficiency, and self -sufficiency.
Two interesting Protestant groups founded in the U.S. are the
Mormons and Christian Scientists. The Mormons (officially known as
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter -day Saints) were organized in
New York in 1830. Because it was customary for Mormon men to have
more than one wife, Mormons were forced out of several established
communities. They traveled westward and settled in the unpopulated
valley of the Great Salt lake in Utah, where they built a successful
community.

Then

the

federal

government

passed

laws

against

polygamy and refused to admit Utah as a state until 1896, after the
Mormons discounted this practice. Today, there are 4.8 million
Mormon Church members in the U.S. Most of them live in Utah and in
eastern Idaho, where they are the major religious sect.
The Christian Science Church was founded by Mary Baker Eddy
in 1879. Christian Scientists believe that healing of sickness results
from spiritual understanding rather than standard medical treatment.
The Christian Science movement now has about 3.000 congregations
in 57 countries. About two thirds of these are in the U.S.
Another interesting Protestant group is the Amish. Originally
from Switzerland, this group (about 40.000 people) is now centered in
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the U.S. and Canada within the U.S., they have developed farming
communities in 23 states, mostly in Pennsylvania and the Midwest
states of Ohio, Indiana, Iowa and Illinois. The Amish are easy to spot.
Their clothing is old-fashioned and plain. The men have beards and
wear wide – brimmed hats and the women wear long dresses and
bonnets. Jewelry and buttons are not allowed. The Amish travel in
horse-drawn wagons because their religion forbids them to use cars.
They have no telephones or electricity in their homes. Amish children
are educated through eighth grade only and are trained to be farmers.
§ Church and State
The established (=official) church in England is the Church of
England. In Scotland it is the Pres byterian Church of Scotland, known
by Scots as “the Kirk”. Over 60 % of English people describe
themselves as “Cof E”, even if they never go to church. Many national
and local events include prayers. The church is also involved to some
extent in political life as archbishops and some bishops sit in the
House of Lords. Some people believe that politics and religion should
be kept apart, but others believe that the Church should be much more
active in demanding social justice Christian religious education is
provided in all British state schools, though it is not compulsory.
Despite the fact that only 10 % of the population is Roman
Catholic, they make up the biggest active congregation. The most
important Catholic Church is Westminster Cathedral in London.
Many immigrants came to the American colonies to escape
religious persecution. Therefore, it was natural that the nation’s
founders demanded legal guarantees of religious freedom. The First
Amendment of the Constitution forbids the establishment of an
official national religion and prohibits state federal interference with
religious institutions or practices.
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Separation of church and state has been interpreted to mean that
any institution supported by the federal government or a state
government must be free from the influence of religion. In many
communities

where

Christian

symbols

once

decorated

public

buildings, citizens have filed lawsuits claiming that the presence of
these symbols on public property is unconstitutional. There have been
many other arguments about exactly what violates separation of
church and state. Can a state government spend public funds to bus
children to parochial schools? Can parents who send their children to
parochial schools receive tax credits because they are not using the
public schools? These matters are often hotly debated in legislative
bodies, courtrooms, school districts, and election campaigns.
And, what about prayer in the public schools? At one time, it was
common for schools to begin the school day with a prayer. Bu t
atheists (=people who don’t believe in any God) objected, saying that
required time for prayer violated separation of church and state. The
government, they said, must not support any particular religion. But,
in addition, it must avoid imposing upon peo ple the idea of religion it
self, the belief that a supernatural being influences human destiny. In
1963, the Supreme Court banned compulsory prayer in public schools.
After that, it was assumed than any worship in public buildings was
forbidden. However, in recent years, American high school students
have been allowed to organize prayer clubs just as they are allowed to
form other extracurricular special -interest groups. But these prayer
sessions must be voluntary student -run, conducted outside of class
time.
Of course, religious people want their government to behave in
ways that their religion considers moral. When the laws of a religion
and the laws of the state contradict each other, heated arguments
develop. The best example is the issue of abortion. I n 1973, the U.S.
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Supreme Court said that states could not make abortion illegal. Thus
began the continuing struggle between those who are “pro – choice’
(=those who believe that a woman should have the legal right to end a
pregnancy) and those who are “pro – life’ (=those who consider it
murder to abort a human fetus). At present, abortion in the early
month of pregnancy is legal in the U.S. But members of the “religious
right” (more conservative religious people) continue to push for a
change in this Supreme Court decision and often demonstrate outside
medical clinics that perform abortions.
Although Americans strongly believe in separation of church and
state, the vast majority have always been believers in God. Therefore,
although

it

may

seem

in

consisten t,

many

official

American

ceremonies and documents make reference to God. Sessions of
Congress and state legislatures begin with prayers. The national motto
(printed on U.S. money) is “In God We Trust”. The pledge of
Allegiance to the flag calls the United States “one nation under God’.
These examples reflect the general American attitude – that there is a
God, but that people are free to believe in God or not and to worship
in whatever way they choose.
§ Christian churches
Protestant groups in Britain oth er than the Church of England are
called Free or Nonconformist Churches. Most consider high moral
standards to be important and discourage drinking alcohol, gambling,
and sex outside marriage. The Free Churches include the United
Reformed Church, the Baptist church, which is particularly strong in
Wales and the Methodist Church. Members of these churches worship
in a chapel.
A growing economical movement has tried to remove barriers
between the established and free churches, and in many places there
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are ecumenical services at which members from all faiths are
welcome. Hopes that the Church of England and the Roman Catholic
Church might be reunited were dashed in the 1990s when the Church
of England began admitting women priests.
In the U.S. the Catholic Chur ch has over 60 million members. The
largest Protestant group is the Baptists, with nearly 37 million
members. The largest Protestant groups include Methodists, Lutherans
and Presbyterians. Episcopalians, who are part of the Anglican
Communion, number only 2.5 million. Part of the Deep South is called
the Bible Belt because Protestants there are fundamentalists (=believe
the exact words of the Bible). Their preaching (=teaching) is
sometimes rudely called “Bible – bashing”.
People who have not found spiritu al satisfaction within the
traditional churches may join a sect such as the *Jehovah’s Witnesses,
the Christian Scientists, the Mormons or the *Seventh – Day
Adventists. Others join a charismatic church, such as the Pentecostal
Church, where emotions are freely expressed and spiritual healing is
practiced. In the U.S. there are over 10 million Pentecost lists. Smaller
churches in the U.S. include the *Shakers, the Amish, the *Minorities
and the *Hutterites. America also has strong religious groups that are
not churches, for example the *Promise Keepers.
The U.S. has many evangelical churches, which believe that
Christians should help others find God. E vangelists such as Billy
Sunday, Aimee Sample Mc Pherson and Billy Graham have gathered
groups of followers through the strength of their Personalities. But
some, including televangelists Jim Baker and Jimmy Swagger, have
shown that they are care more about money and other pleasures than
about God.
America also has many religious cults. They include the
*Moonies and the large and financially successful *Scientology
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organization. Other groups have shown themselves to be fanatical
(=obsessed with certain ideas) and dangerous, as seen in the violent
deaths in 1993 of more than 70 people at the *Branch Dravidians’
house in Waco, Texas.
Cults have gained a bad reputation in Britain too, mainly because of
widely – publicized stories about brainwashing (=replacing an
individual’s ideas with a new set of rules and attitudes) and the
requirement that members of cults brea k off all contact with their
families.
§ Other faiths
The main non – Christian faiths in Britain and the U.S. are Judaism
and Islam, though in Britain especially the religions came originally
from India. Pakistan, Bangladesh or the Middle East and have br ought
up their families in their traditional faith.
Britain’s

relatively

small

Jewish

community

enjoys

more

freedom from religious prejudice than Jews in many other counties.
The U.S. has about 6 million Jews and there are synagogues
(=buildings where Jews worship) in many towns and cities. Jewish
men may be recognized in the street if they are wearing a skullcap (=a
small circle of cloth on the head). Men from some branches of Judaism
wear long black coats and black hats.
Both Britain and the U.S. now ha ve large numbers of Muslims.
In general, people outside Islam know little about Muslim beliefs and
practices and are sometimes excessively influenced by media reports.
There are many mosques (=buildings where Moslems worship) in areas
where Muslims have settled, though sometimes the building doesn’t
look like a traditional mosque. In Britain Muslims fought for the right
to have Islamic state schools, similar to those for Jews and Roman
Catholics.
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Most Hindu temples in Britain are in London, Bradford,
Leicester and Birmingham, where Hindus originally settled when they
came to Britain. The largest Sikh communities are In London,
Manchester and Leeds. Worship may take place in a private house or a
gurdwara. There are about 25.000 Buddhists in Britain, and some 20
Buddhist temples and monasteries. Most people know little about
these religions but in general respect their religious and social
practices.
1. Free Church – any Christian religious group in Britain that is not
part of the Church of England or the R oman Catholic Church.
2. Nonconformist (in England and Wales) any member of a Protestant
Church which doesn’t follow the beliefs and practices of the Church
of England. For example, members of the Baptists, Methodist, and
Presbyterian Churches, or of the United Reformed Church are all
Nonconformists.
3. United Reformed Church – a Christian Church formed in Britain in
1972 when the Presbyterian Church in England joined with the
Congregationalist Church in England and Wales.
4. Baptist – a member of the largest group of protestant Christians in
the U.S. with over 38 million members around the world including a
small number in Britain. The group was found in England in the early
17 t h century by people who disagreed with other Protestants about the
ceremony of baptism.
5. Methodist Church – the largest of the Protestant Free Churches in
Britain and the U.S. It was established in 1739 by John Wesley as part
of the Church of England but it became separate from it in 1795. It
was introduced into the U.S. in the 18 t h century and today has over 50
million members around the world. It emphasizes the importance of
moral issues, both personal and social.
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6. Jehovah’s Witness a member of a Christian organization started in
the U.S. in the 1870s. Jehovah’s Witnesses believe that the end of the
world is near and that when it comes every one except them will be
destroyed. They also refuse to do military service, do not celebrate
birth days or Christmas and believe in the absolute truth of the Bible.
7. Branch Dravidians – a U.S. religious group, based in Waco, Texas
which believe that Christ would soon return to earth. Their leader was
David Koresh. In 1993 members of the group killed four U.S.
government officers who were trying to enter their building. The
building was then surrounded for 51 days until the Branch Dravidians
began afire in which 82 of them died (33 from Britain)
8. Evangelists – a Protestant Christian who travels to different places
and holds religious meetings to persuade people to become Christians
or better Christians.

QUESTIONS AFTER YOU READ:
1. In terms of numbers of members, what are the three main religions in the U.S.
and the U.K.?
2. What does separation of church and state mean? Give some examples.
3. How does separation of church and state protect religious groups?
4. How does separation of church and state protect the rights and freedom of
individual citizens?
5. What evidence supports the idea that most Americans believe in God?
6. Over the last several millennia, has religion increased human misery or human
happiness?
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SELF STUDY TASKS:
Write about on these topics.
1. Do you believe in some sort of life after death? If so, describe it.
2. Write about a religious group that you think has some interesting or unusual
beliefs or customs.
3. Most religions have rules about how a person must and must not behave.
Does religion enrich a person’s life enough to make up for this loss of
personal freedom?
4. What if person’s religion requires an act that the government considers
illegal? Which is more important – obeying the laws of one’s country or
one’s religion?
5. Should a government have the right to force a citizen to go to war and kill an
enemy? What if that person’s religion forbids killing?

FURTHER MATERIALS:
1. All about the U.S.A. (a cultural reader) M. Broukal. P.Murphy.
Longman. Second edition.
2. The Word Almanac and Book of facts 2004.
3. The Politics, cultures and economies of the World.Macmillan 2000.
4. Oxford Guide to British and American Culture Jonathan Crowther.
Oxford University press 1999
5. Spotlight on Britain. Oxford University Press 1997.
6. Guide to British and American Culture. Oxford University Press
1999.
7. American Perspectives. Susan Earle – Carlin. Colleen. Hildebrand.
Longman.
8. Aspects of Britain and the U.S.A. Oxford University Press. 1997.
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UNIT FIVE
Levels of learning

9. Education
Discuss Before You Read
1. In what ways are British schools different from those in othe r
countries?
2. Do you think boys and girls should receive the same education
and be in classes together?
3. Should school attendance be required? Why? Until what age?

Guess
1. What

percentage

of

American

adults

are

high

school

graduates?
----43%

----63%

----83%

2. Who sets guidelines for American public schools?
---the federal government

----the 50 state governments

3. Are American public schools different from public schools in
the U.K.?
----Yes

----No

----Sometimes yes

KEY WORDS AND WORD COMBINATIONS: academic, commitment,
compulsory, curriculum, elementary, evaluate, grade, kindergarten, motivation,
parochial, shortage, specialist, subsidize, teamwork, vocational, junior, senior,
extracurricular activity, fagging, educator, enroll
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Education is a subject about which many people care deeply. Most
believe that the state should provide education free of charge and to a
high standard. At election time, politicians who promise to spend more
on education are popular with voters. Recently, there has been a lot o f
debate about students having to pay their own fees at university, as
well as their living expenses. Some people are afraid that poorer
students

will

not

receive

enough

financial

help

and

will

be

discouraged from going on higher education.
Both in U.K., and the U.S., everyone has the right and the
obligation to become educated. Even children with physical or mental
disabilities are entitled to be educated to whatever extent they can be.
A lot of money is spent to provide special services and equipment for
students who need extra help. In the U.S., for example, special
assistance is provided to children who speak little or no English. In
some schools, they attend English as a second Language (ESL) classes
for part of their school day and study other subject s in classes with
English speaking students. In schools where a sizable number of
students speak a language other than English, a bilingual program may
be offered. In transitional bilingual programs students study English,
but some academic subjects are ta ught in the native language. Some
bilingual programs continue to teach student at least one subject in the
native language indefinitely to help them maintain fluency and
literacy in their native language as well as English.
American elementary and secondar y education is vast and complex
enterprise. From kinder garden through high school, about 72 million
students are enrolled in school. To educate this huge number of
students, more than 3 million teachers are employed. They are by far
the largest professional group in the country.
In order to develop an educated population (a necessity in a
democracy), all states have compulsory school attendance laws. These
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laws vary from one state to another, but they generally require school
attendance from ages 6 – 16. However, most students attend school at
least until high school graduation, when they are 17 or 18 years old.
About 83 % of American adults are high school graduates.
British law require all children to be in full – time education from
the age 5 to 16, but parents like, if possible, to send younger children
to a nursery school or play school from the age 2 or 3. The availability
of preschool education varies from area to area, and parents often have
to pay for it. Most children go to state schools near their home. Britain
has several different school systems. Depending on where they live,
children may go to an infant school from age 5 to 7 and then a junior
school until they are 11. Others attend a primary school from age 5 to
11. They enter the reception cla ss as “rising fives”, just before their
fifth birthday. Most primary schools are mixed taking both boys and
girls.
At 11 children, begin their secondary education. There are about
4800 secondary schools in U.K. Children go to a grammar school,
comprehensive school or high school depending on their ability, their
parent’s wishes, and what schools there are nearby. Some are single –
sex schools. In a few cities, children can go to a city technology
college, a school partly funded by industry. Some students le ave
school at 16 but may stay on for a further two years in the sixth form.
Public schools are for high academic standards and to provide
pupils

with

the right

social

background

for

top

jobs

in

the

Establishment. A much higher proportion of students from p ublic
schools win university places, especially to Oxford and Cambridge
Universities, than from state schools. Former public school student
may also have an advantage when applying for jobs because of the old
school tie, the old boy network through which a former public school
pupil is more likely to give a job to somebody from a public school,
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especially his own public school, than to someone from a school in the
state system. Some people send their children to public school mainly
for this reason; others believe public schools provide a better
education than state schools. Public schools have at various times also
been associated with strict discipline, bullying (a problem that is
common in schools where some children use their strength or
important positions to hurt or frighten smaller or weaker children) and
occasionally home sexuality.
The British education system aims to educate the whole person, so
that each child develops his or her personality as well as gaining
academic knowledge.
American education has been greatly influenced by John Dewey, a
famous twentieth – century philosopher. Dewey believed that the only
worth while knowledge was information that could be used. He
considered it pointless to make students memorize useless facts that
they would quickly forget. Rather, he felt, schools should teach
thinking

process

and

skills.

Dewey

also

influenced

teaching

techniques. Children learn best by doing, he said. Applying this idea
today, science classes involve experimentation; the study of music
involves making music; democratic principles are practiced in the
students’ council; school projects encourage creativity and team work.
Children don’t spend the day working silently and alone. They often
work in groups, share ideas, and complete projects toget her.
In G.B. most primary and secondary schools offer a range of extra
– curricular activities (=activities outside normal lessons), including
sports, music, community service and trips to places of interest.
Secondary schools also give careers, advice and help students to
prepare for having job by arranging short periods of work experience
with local businesses.
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Many Americans send their children to a nursery school or to day
care or pre-school at an early age. As in Britain, U.S. schools are
divided into primary and secondary, but these words are rarely used. It
is more common to talk about elementary school, junior high school,
and the grade, or year group. Students are in elementary schools
taught from kinder garden till the end of sixth grade. Grades s even and
eight are taken at junior high school, and ninth to the twelfth grades at
high school.
About 86 % of American children receive their elementary and
high school education in public schools. These schools have important
characteristics in common
They are supported by state and local faxes do not charge
tuition.
Most are neighborhood schools, open to students who live in the
district.
They are coeducational, which means that boys and girls attend
the same schools and have nearly all their closes t ogether. By
providing girls with equal educational opportunity, public schools
have helped to create self-sufficient American women
They are locally controlled. The individual states, not the
federal government, are responsible for education. Public schoo ls are
required to follow some state guidelines regarding, for example,
curriculum (what students study) and teacher qualifications. But most
decisions about a school district’s are made by an elected board of
education and the administrators that board hi res. This system creates
strong ties between the district’s schools and its local community.
Americans believe in separation of church and state. Therefore,
American public schools are free from the influence of any religion.
As a result, children of many different religions feel comfortable
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attending public schools. This secular public school system helps a
diverse population share a common cultural heritage.
Private schools can be divided into two categories:

Parochial

(supported by a particular religious group) and independent (not
affiliated with any religious group). Private schools charge tuition and
are not under direct public control, although many states set
educational standards for them. To attend a private school, a student
must apply and be accepted. Parochial (mostly Catholic) schools make
up the largest group of private schools.
There are many private schools in the U.S. some of which are
boarding schools. Some, like Philips Exeter Academy and the Bath
Academy, are very similar to Britai n’s public schools (=private
schools). They are very expensive, have a high reputation, and many
of their students come from rich and well – known families. Children
often go to the same school as their parents. Many of the most famous
schools of this sort are in New England.
Some U.S. private schools give special attention to a particular
area of study. There are, for example, schools for people who are good
at music or art. Military schools are often chosen by parents who are
in the armed forces, or who t hink their children need a lot of
discipline.
Private schools in the U.S. are often single – sex and their student
usually wear a uniform. This is unusual in public schools.
Public schools are, in most of Britain, independent schools and,
despite their name, are not part of the state education system. Schools
run by the state are called state schools. In Scotland however, which
has a separate education system from the rest of Britain, the term
public school refers to a state school. Only about 10 % of chi ldren
attend independent public schoo ls, and their parents have to p ay fees
that may amount to several thousand pounds year. A small number of
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children from less wealthy families win scholarships, in which case
their fees are paid for them.
Many of Britain’s 200 public schools are very old. They include
Eton, Harrow, Winchester and, for girls Cheltenham Ladies’ College
and Roe dean. Public schools were originally grammar schools which
offered

free

education

to

the

public

and

were

under

public

management. This was in contrast to private schools which were
privately owned by the teachers. Since the 19 t h century, the term
public school has been applied to grammar schools that began taking
fee – paying pupils as well as children paid for from public funds.
Most pupils go to public school at the age of 13, after attending
private prep schools. The majority of public schools are boarding
schools where students live during term – time. Most have a house
system, with boarders living in one of several houses under t he charge
of a housemaster. In a few schools younger pupils have to do small
jobs for the senior pupils. This is sometimes called fagging.
Since 1988 the subjects to be taught in state schools have been
laid down in the National Curriculum, which also set s the standards to
be achieved. Children have to study the core subjects of English,
mathematics and science, and also the foundation subjects of
technology, geography, history, art, music and physical education.
Older children take a foreign language. Th e National Curriculum
does not apply in Scotland, and school there are free to decide how
much time they devote to each subject. Children do standard
assessment tests (SATs) at ages 7, 11 and 14. At 16, students take
exams for the General Certificate of Se condary Education (GCSE) or
the Scottish Certificate of Education. Some may take GNVQs (General
National Vocational Qualifications) in work -related subjects. Some
students go on study for
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A

levels in the three or four subjects.

Many people worry that the education system fails to make sure
that all children reach minimum standards of literacy (=reading and
writing) and innumeracy (=number skills), and there are often
demands for more attention to be paid to the three R’s (reading,
writing and arithmetic). Standards at individual schools are watched
closely by parents and the government. Schools are visited regularly
by OFSTED inspectors, and schools whose pupils are not making
adequate progress or in which discipline is poor risk being closed
down. School performance tables enable parents to compare one
school with another, but many people feel that it is unfair to base a
comparison on exam results alone.
Education standards are often said to be falling. This usually
happens after GCSE and A level result are announced: if there are a
lot of students with high grades people say that the exams are too
easy. Others think that standards are rising and that it is now much
harder to achieve good grades.
The quality of a child’s education depends largely on wher e he or
she goes to school. In the U.S.A., facilities and resources vary a lot
from one school district to another. In education , (as in many other
areas) money to operate schools comes from local property taxes. (in
G.B. from central government and the

council tax). As a result,

poorer communities have less money to spend on books, equipment,
and teachers salaries. All these factors affect the quality of education.
In areas where the community is stable, the funding good, and the
school environment orderly, a hard working student can get an
excellent education.
Another problem is a serious shortage of qualified teachers.
Teaching is a hard job, and the rewards are not what they should be.
Starting salaries for teachers are much lower than for employees i n
many other occupations requiring a college degree. Teaching is a time
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– consuming job; lesson – planning and paper – grading are often done
at home. It is common for teachers to devote 60 hours a week to their
job. Considering all these factors, it’s not surprising that many young
adults choose other occupations.
Teachers and schools shouldn’t be blamed for all the problems.
Students themselves are also responsible for how much they learn.
Many

students

do

not

study

enough.

Elementary

schools

are

encouraging more studying nowadays by retaining students (requiring
them to repeat a grade). In high school, some students are distracted
by part – time jobs, school activities, TV, and socializing. Others do
not keep up with their schoolwork because of emotional problems,
drinking or use of illegal drugs, or lack of motivation. About 11 %
drop out between the ages of 16 and 18.
Would public schools (state schools in G.B.) improve if they had
more competition? Some pupils, parents, politicians and educators
support the idea of giving parents greater choice in selecting their
children’s schools. One such plan involves giving parents vouchers
that can be used to pay part of the tuition at a private school. Tuition
tax credits (deductions from state taxes) have also be en provided to
help parents afford private school tuition.
Parents who are dissatisfied with the regular public schools in
their community may choose charter schools or even home schooling.
Charter schools have special agreements with their state board of
education that free them from some of the restrictions placed upon
regular public schools. Therefore, they are able to experiment with
new teaching methods. There are about 1.700 charter schools in the
U.S.A. today, and the numbers are growing. Home school ing is a
popular movement as well. About 1.5 million American children are
taught at home.
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Improving the school system is one of the nation’s top priorities.
In most states, teachers and school administrators are developing (or
have developed) standards. They are also improving assessment –
ways of finding out if students have met these standards. Tests that
evaluate students also evaluate schools.
Schools with low pass rates are expected to make changes that
will lead to improvement. While Americans lo ok for ways to make
elementary and secondary education better, they are encouraged by the
fact that 65 % of the nations high school graduates choose to continue
their formal schooling at a college or university and by some
standards, American education see ms very successful.

QUESTIONS AFTER YOU READ:
1. In what ways are American schools different from in G.B.?
2. Who sets guidelines for American public and British state schools?
3. What is the major goal of American public and British state
schools?
4. What are some differences between public (state) and private
schools?
5. What were John Dewey’s ideas about what and how students should
learn?
6. How are the upper elementary grades different from the lower
grades?
7. What are extracurricular activities?
8. What changes would you recommended to improve American and
British schools?
9. Compare American and British schools to schools in Uzbekistan.
Point out similarities and/ or differences. In your opinion, which
school system does a better job? Explain why.
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SELF STUDY TASKS:
Chose one and write about it.
1. Do bilingual education programs advance or show down the academic
development of immigrant students? Would all-day contact with American
students help them more?
2. Should American public schools educate children who are in the U.S.A.
illegally?
3. Should children who do very well in school be allowed to skip a grade?
Should academically slow children be required to repeat a grade (be retained
or failed)?
4. Should parents who send their children to parochial schools receive financial
assistance from the government, or would that violate the constitutional
requirement of separation of church and state?
5. Compare American schools to another country you’re familiar with. Point
out similarities and / or differences. In your opinion, which school system
does a better job? Explain why.
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10. Higher Education

Discuss Before You Read
1. Why do people go to college?
2. Do you think everyone should go to college? Why or why not?
3. In the U.S.A., and the U.K., many colleges and universities are
very expensive. What sources of money are available to help
students?
Guess
1. How many institutions of higher learning are there in the
U.S.?
----about 1,700

----about 2,700

----about 3,700

2. What percentage of Americans o ver age of 25 are college
graduates?
---the federal government

----the 50 state governments

3. Which one is the most popular in the U.K.?
----Cambridge

----Oxford

---- Manchester

KEY WORDS AND WORD COMBINATIONS: alumni, anxiety, obtain,
campus, credit, degree, elective, faculty, fraternity, freshmen, junior, recognized
qualification, reputation, socializing, senior, sophomore, sorority, transcript,
transfer, tuition, undergraduate
“The more you learn, the more you earn,” Americans often say.
Whenever we may go, almost all jobs that pay well require some
education or technical training beyond high school. In this high -tech
society, college graduates out earn those without a college education,
and people with advanced degrees are likely to earn even more.
Though some college degrees are worth more than others in the job
market, in general education pays off.
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Americans talk about “going to college” even if the institution
they attend is a university. To Americans the phrase “going to
university” sounds pretentious.
A college education is not just preparation for a career, however.
In addition to taking courses in their major field of study, students
enroll in elective courses. They may take classes that help them
understand more about people, nature, gove rnment, or the arts. Well –
rounded people are likely to be better citizens, better parents, and
more interesting and interested individuals.
Although two – thirds of American high school graduates enroll
in college, recent high school graduates no longe r dominate the
college campuses. Adults of all ages return to the classroom, either for
new vocational skills or for personal growth. Nowadays, almost 20 %
of American college students are over 35. Some 500.000 college
students are over 50. But smaller per centages of British students go on
to further or higher education than in U.S.A. In G.B. many students go
to University and study for a bachelor’s degree. Others study for a
certificate or diploma at a college of further education. Most courses
at these colleges train people in a particular skill and combine periods
of study with work experience. Some people return to education later
in life and attend evening classes run by adult education institutes.
Open

learning

schemes

enable

people

to

obtain

recognize d

qualifications, such as a degree from the Open University or a
qualification in accountancy, without having to leave their job. In
Britain most universities receive some money from the state. The
oldest and most famous are Oxford and Cambridge. Others mu ch
respected universities include London, Durham and St. Andrew’s.
Some universities such as Birmingham and Manchester are called
redbrick universities because they were built in the 19 t h century with
brick rather than stone. The newer universities have th eir buildings
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grouped together on a campus. In the U.S. the most famous
universities are those in the Ivy League, including Harvard and Yale,
but many others have good reputation. Large universities often put
most emphasis on research. Smaller colleges ten d to concentrate on
teaching undergraduates, and many students prefer these colleges
because they offer smaller classes and more personal attention from
teachers. There are many private colleges and universities in the U.S.
but most students choose a publi c institution because the costs are
lower. All universities charge tuition, and students pay extra for room
and board. Prices range from a few hundred dollars a year to well over
$25000 at some private colleges. Student whose families cannot afford
to pay the full amount apply for financial aid. Many students receive a
financial aid package which may be a combination of grants from the
government a scholarship, a student loan and work – study (=a part
time job at the college).
The U.S. has about 3.700 insti tutions of higher learning. About
1.600 of these are 2-year schools. More than 2.000 are 4 - year schools,
many of which also have graduate programs. With so many colleges to
choose from, how do prospective students find the right one for their
needs? Information about schools is easy to obtain from school
guidance counselors, college guidebooks, public libraries, the Internet,
and the schools themselves. Most colleges offer classes only for
undergraduate students studying for a bachelor’s degree. Community
colleges offer two-year courses leading to an associate’s degree, and
afterwards students transfer to a different college or university to
continue their studies. Universities are larger than colleges and also
offer courses for graduate students who study in graduate school.
Many universities also have separate professional schools, e.g. a
medical school or a law school.
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American high school students who want to study at a college or
university have to take a standardized test, e.g. the SAT (Scholastic
Aptitude test) or the ACT (American College Test). Students from
countries outside the U.S. who are not native speakers of English must
also take the TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language). Each
college or university decides on the minimum score it will accept,
though test scores are never the only factor taken into account.
Students apply direct to between three and six colleges in their last
year of high school. Each college has its own application form and
most include a question for which the student must write an essay. The
student also has to send a transcript (=an official list of all the
subjects studied and the grades received) and letters of reference.
The U.S. academic year may be divided into two semesters of
about 15 weeks or three quarters o f about 10 weeks each. Students
take courses in a variety of subjects, regardless of their main subject,
because the aim of the liberal arts curriculum is to produce well –
rounded people with good critical skills. At the end of their
sophomore (=second) year students choose a major (= main subject)
and sometimes a minor (= additional subject) which they study for the
next two years students take four or five courses each semester from
the course catalog. Courses may consist of discussion sections or lab
sessions.
Students are given grades at the end of each course. The highest
grade is A; the lowest is F, which means that the student has failed the
course and will not get credit for taking it. To check a student’s
overall progress, the university calculates a grade point average
(GPA). Students who finish their degree with high GPA may be
awarded Latin honors of which the highest is summa cum laude.
In Britain a first degree, which is usually an honors degree,
generally takes three years. Most courses end wi th exams called finals.
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Results are given as classes (=grades); a first is the highest class,
second are often split between upper second and lower second, and
below that is a third. Graduates may add the letters BA (Bachelor
Arts) or BS (Bachelor of Science) after their name. Some graduates go
on to study for a further degree, often a master’s degree or a
doctorate.
Students in Britain formerly had their tuition fees paid by the state
and received a government grant to help pay their living expenses, and
from 1999 most will also have to pay £ 1000 a year towards tuition
fees. The new arrangements have caused a great deal of concern both
among students and among members of the public who believe that
education should be free.
At most British universities the academic year is divided into
three terms. Students study a main subject throughout their degree
course, which is usually a mix of compulsory courses and electives.
Teaching methods vary between universities. M ost students have
lectures and seminars (=discussion groups) and three are practical for
those doing a science subject. At some universities, students have
individual tutorials or supervisions.
In Britain a professor is the person in charge of a department or a
senior member of staff. Graduate studen ts working towards a high
degree may colleges or universities and have a doctorate are addressed
as professors and teach undergraduate courses at larger universities.
These grad students are called as teaching assistants. In return,
Teachers do not have to pay for their own tuition and get a small
amount of money to live on.
American universities offer three kinds of graduate degrees:
master’s degrees, Ph.D. degrees, and professional degrees (for
example, in medicine, law, or engineering). In most fields, a master’s
degree can be earned in 1 or 2 academic years of study beyond the
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B.S. or B.A. Earning a Ph.D. degree (doctor of philosophy) usually
takes at least 3 years beyond the master’s. To receive a Ph.D. in most
fields, students must pass oral and writte n examinations and produce a
long and comprehensive research paper that makes an original
contribution to their field. In some fields, Ph.D. candidates must also
be able to read one or two foreign Requirements are different for
professional degrees.
In recent years, the graduate student population has become much
more diverse than ever before. It now includes more women, foreign
students. Also, the variety of degree programs offered has expanded
greatly. Today’s graduate students can choose from master’s de grees
in at least 1.000 fields and Ph.D.s in about 100 fields.
§ Student Life
A college community is an interesting and lively place. Students
become involved in many different extracurricular activities. Among
these

are

athletics,

college

newspapers,

mu sical

organizations,

political groups, and religious groups. Many religious groups have
their own meeting places, where services and social activities are
held. Most colleges have a student union, where students can get
together for lunch, study sessions, club meetings, and socializing.
On many campuses, social life revolves around fraternities
(social and, in some cases, residential clubs for men) and sororities
(similar clubs for women). Some are national groups with chapters at
many schools. Their names are Greek letters, such as Alpha Delta Phi.
Sports are an important pert of life on most campuses. Most
coeducational and men’s schools belong to various athletic leagues.
Teams within these leagues compete against one another for the league
championship. Football is the college sport that arouses the national
interest.
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Younger students are often though to be lazy and careless about
money but this situation is changing. In Britain reduced government
support for higher education means that students can n o longer rely on
having their expenses paid for them. Formerly students received a
grant towards their living expenses. Now most can only get a loan,
which has to be paid back. From 1999, they will also have to pay £
1000 towards tuition fees. In the U.S., students already have to pay for
tuition and room and board. College costs vary quite a bit, depending
upon the type of school. At expensive private schools, annual costs
(including tuition, room, board, books, travel to and from home, etc.)
may exceed $30.000. Public universities are much cheaper. At these
schools, tuition is significantly higher for out -of-state students are
much cheaper than for permanent residents of that state. Tuition at
community colleges averages about $ 1.500, approximately half t he instate tuition at public, 4 -year schools.
Many students in Britain go to a university away from their
hometown. They usually live in a hall of residence for their first year,
and then move into digs (=a rented room in a private house) or share a
house with other students. They may go back home during vocations,
but after they graduate most leave home for good. In the U.S. too,
many students attend colleges some distance from where their parents
live. They may live on campus in one of the dorms (=halls) , or off
campus in apartments and houses which they share with housemates.
Some students, especially at larger universities, join a fraternity or
sorority, a social group usually with its own house near the campus.
Some people do not have a good opinion of them because they think
that students who are members spend too much time having parties.
Many U.S. colleges and universities encourage an atmosphere of
political correctness to try to help students get on together.
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In Britain the interests of student are represented by a student’s
union, which liaises with the university on academic matters, arranges
social events and provides advice to students. Individual unions are
affiliated with (=linked to) the NUS (National Union of Students). The
student union building is usually the centre of student life and has a
bar and common room, and often a restaurant and shops. British
universities have a wide range of societies, clubs and social activities
including sports, drama and politics. One of the highlights (=main
events) of the year is rag week, a week of parties and fund – raising
activities in support of various charities.
Especially in their first year, US students spend a lot of time on
social activities. When social activities take up too much time,
students skip lectures (=miss them) or cut class and take after the
vocation. Generally, students must keep a C average to remain in
school. In the U.S. this has the effect of lowering their courses grades,
but most U.S. universities expect this behavior from stude nts and do
little to stop it. Students are though to be old enough to make their
own decisions about how hard they work and to accept the
consequences. A few students drop out but the majority tries hard to
get good grades and good degree. Even some studen ts complete
college in less than 4 years by attending summer sessions.
For most students, the college years are exciting and rewarding,
but they are certainly not easy or carefree. Just about all college
students face the pressure of making important caree r decisions and
anxiety about examinations and grades. Many students have additional
problems – too little money, not enough sleep, and a feeling of
loneliness because they are far from home. Still, many people look
back on their college years as the happi est time of their lives. Many
alumni feel great loyalty to their former schools. Throughout their
lives, they cheer for their school’s athletic teams, donate money to
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help the institution grow, and go back to visit for homecoming
festivities.
For those who need financial assistance, help is available. There
are three main types of financial aid: scholarships (grants), which are
gifts that student do not repay; loans to students or their parents; and
student employment (work/study), a part -time job that the school gives
the student for the academic year. Most financial aid is need -based;
that is, only student who need the money receive it. Financial
assistance to

excellent

students who

do

not need

the money

(commonly called merit-based aid) is limited.
Funds for all this aid come from three main sources – the federal
government, state government, and private contributors. Every college
and university has a financial aid office to help students find out what
kind of aid they might be eligible for and to as sist them in completing
the complicated application forms. Aliens who are permanent residents
are eligible for government assistance, but foreign students are not.

QUESTIONS AFTER YOU READ:
1. Why do people go to collage? List reasons mentioned in the reading and
others you can think of.
2. What are some steps you can take to find the right American collage?
3. What are three differences between a collage and university?
4. What are four requirements most Ph.D. applicants must fulfill?
5. What makes collage fun?
6. Why is it sometimes stressful?
7. What are three kinds of financial aid?
8. Which one do you think students like most?
9. In you opinion, until what age school attendance must be required?
10.Do you think school attendance must be required at a university level?
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SELF STUDY TASKS:
Write about one of these topics.
1.

Many collage students take out loans to pay tuition and living

expenses. Students who attend expensive undergraduate and graduate
schools may end up with $100,000 -$200,000 of dept. Is it a good idea
to borrow that money for one’s education? What are the pros and
cons?
2.

Should people who are paying for their own or their child’s

education be given tax credits to offset some of the expense?
3.

Is it better to go to collage right after high school or to work or

travel for a while first?
4.

What are your academic and / or vocational goals? How do you

expect to pursue them?
5.

A survey of 260,000 collage freshmen revealed that 30% of them

had long, tiring daily schedule and living under great stress. What can
be done to make the collage years less stressful, especially for people
who are trying to handle school, work, and family obligations? What
techniques do you use for handling stress and reducing anxiety?
6.

In Uzbekistan female students get married and will have huge

problems with their study because of their family obligations and child
care responsibilities. Do you think it is a good idea to start a family
before one’s graduation from the university?

FURTHER MATERIALS
1. The Politics, cultures and economies of the World. Macmillan 2000.
2. Oxford Guide to British and American Culture Jonathan Crowther.
Oxford University press 1999
3.The U.S.A. Customs and Traditions. E.Tiersky, M. Tiersky Longman
4. American Perspectives. Longman. S. Earle, C. C. Hildebrand.
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UNIT SIX
Holydays

11. Halloween
Discuss Before You Read
1. Are some holidays more important to
children and others more important to
adults? Explain.
2. What other holidays do you kno w of on
which people wear special clothing?
3. Do the Uzbek people have a holiday for
scary fun?

Guess
1. European immigrants from what country brought Halloween to
the U.S.?
---Spain

---Italy

--Ireland

2. A jack-o’-lantern is made from what vegetable?
---cucumber

---pumpkin

---onion

3. How much have the heaviest pumpkins ever grown weighed?
---about 150 pounds

---about 500 pounds

---about 1,000pounds

(Note: 2.2 pound=1kilogram)

KEY WORDS AND WORD COMBINATIONS: safety chain, play a prank, trickor-treat, devil, witch, ghost, pagan, scary, bonfire, superstition, turnip, pumpkin,
Devil, soul, heaven, hell, jack-o’- lantern, haunted house, scarecrow
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§ A Typical Halloween Scene
It was a cool autumn evening. Mrs. Brown was sitting in her living room,
reading. Suddenly, there was a loud knock on her door, then two or three more
knocks. Mrs. Brown put the safety chain on her door. Then she opened the door a
little and looked out. There stood three children wearing masks and costumes.
When they saw her, they all shouted, “Trick or treat! Money or eat!”
Mrs. Brown dropped a candy bar into each child’s bag. One boy was
wearing a big hat, a plain shirt, blue jeans, and high boots, the holster on his belt a
toy gun in it. Mrs. Brown asked him, “Who are you?”
“I am American cowboy,” he answered.
“And I am a skeleton,” said the third child. The “skeleton” was wearing a
black shirt and black pants with stripes of white tape of them.
“Thanks for the candy,” shouted the children as they ran off to ring another
doorbell.
“You are welcome,” said Mrs. Brown. “Have fun, and do not play any pranks.”
Every year on October 31, Halloween scenes like this occur throughout the
U.S.A. American children love to dress up in costumes and go trick-or-treat. If an
adult refuses to supply a treat-candy, cookies, fruit, or money-the children may
play a trick. Typical Halloween pranks are soaping windows, writing on doors with
crayons (=colored pencil), over-turning garbage cans, sticking pins into doorbells
to keep them ringing, throwing raw eggs, and spraying shaving cream on cars.
§ The Origins of Halloween Customs
Few holidays tell us much of past as Halloween. Its origins date back to a
time, when people believed in devils, witches and ghosts. Many Halloween
customs are based on beliefs of the ancient Celts, who lived more than 2,000 years
ago in what is now Great Britain, Ireland, and Northern France.
The name Halloween is a short way of saying All Hallows’ Eve, which
means “the night before the Roman Catholic holiday of All Saints’ Day”. Although
Halloween got its name from a Christian festival, its customs are of pagan origin.
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They come from two different sources: an ancient Celtic festival in honor of
Samhain, lord of death, and a Roman festival in honor of Pomona, goddess of
gardens and orchards. The Halloween colors, black and orange, suggest both ideas:
death and harvest.
Masquerading, begging, and other Halloween customs are now mainly
enjoyed by children. But many hundreds years ago, these customs were performed
quite seriously by adults as part of their religion. The scary part of Halloween
comes from the Celts, who lived in the British Isles and northern France during
ancient and medieval times. The Celts worshiped gods of nature. They feared
coming of winter, associating it with death and evil spirits. Every year on October
31, the last day of the year on the old pagan calendar, the Druids (Celtic priests and
teachers) built huge bonfires to scare away the bad spirits of evil and death. They
threw animals and crops into the fire as gifts for the evil spirits. The Celtic people
also dressed in ugly, scary costumes. They believed that if they disguised
themselves, the spirits, the spirit wouldn’t harm them. According to traditional
beliefs, ghosts rose from their graves on this evening, and witches flew through the
air on broomsticks or black cats. Also, the spirits of dead relatives and friends were
expected to return to the Earth for a visit. The Druids built bonfires on hilltops to
guide these spirits back home.
Many fears and superstitions grew up about this day. An old Scotch
superstition was that witched – those who had sold their souls to the devil – lift in
their beds on Halloween night a stick made by magic to look like themselves. Then
they would fly up the chime (= barrel, wooden container) attended by a black cat.
From the Druids religion come the custom of masquerading and the symbols
of Halloween: ghosts, skeletons, devils, witches, black cats, and owls. The jack-o’lantern is also of Celtic origin. It was an Irish custom to hollow out turnips and
place lighted candles inside them to scare away from the house. In the U.S., people
now use the native pumpkin. Pumpkins grow in a great variety of size-up to 1,092
pounds! To make a pumpkin into a jack-o’-lantern, remove the pulp and seeds.
Then, cut holes in the hollow pumpkin to make the eyes, nose, and mouth. Put a
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candle inside it, light the candle, and put the jack-o’-lantern by the window. Why
this light is called a jack-o’-lantern? An Irish story tells about an unhappy man
named Jack. He was not welcome in heaven because he was stingy (=mean), and
he could not go to hell because he had played jokes on the devil. One evening at
the local pub, the Devil appeared to take his soul. Clever Jack persuaded the Devil
to “have one drink together before we go”. To pay for his drink the devil turned
himself into a sixpence. Jack immediately put it into his wallet. The Devil could
not escape from it because it had a catch in the form of a cross. Jack released the
Devil only when the latter promised to leave him in peace for another year. Twelve
months later, jack played another practical joke on the Devil, letting him down
from a tree only on the promise that he would never purse him again. Finally,
Jack’s body wore out. He could not enter heaven because he was a miser. He could
not enter hell either, because he played jokes on the Devil. Jack was in despair. He
begged the Devil for a live coal to light his way out of the dark. He put it into a
turnip and, as the story goes, is still wandering around the earth with his lantern.
People in England and Ireland once carved out beets, potatoes, and turnips to
make jack-o’- lanterns on Halloween. When the Scots and Irish came to the United
States, they brought their custom with them. But they began to carve faces on
pumpkins because they were plentiful in autumn than turnips. Nowadays, British
carve faces on pumpkins, too.
In Ireland, and other parts of Great Britain, it was believed, that fairies
spirited away young wives, whom they returned dazed and amnesic 366 days later.
The Irish also introduced the trick-or-treat custom hundreds of years ago. Groups
of farmers would travel from house to house asking for food the village Halloween
party. They would promise good luck to generous contributors and threaten those
who were stingy.
The Druid holiday of Samhain also celebrated the harvest. This part of the
celebration became even more significant after 55B.C, when the Romans invaded
England and brought with them harvest festival of Pomona. After that, nuts and
fruit-especially apples became part of the Samhain ceremonies. Today, Halloween
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time, Americas and the British honor the harvest by displaying cornstalks and
pumpkins; eating nuts, autumn fruits, and pumpkin pies; and playing games with
apples. One of the most popular Halloween game is bobbing for apples. In this
game, apples float in a large tub of water. One at a time, children bend over the tub
and try to catch an apple in their mouths without using their hands.
In Wales, they believed that the devil appeared in the shape of a pig, a horse,
or a dog. On that night, every person marked a stone and put it in a bonfire. If a
person’s stone was missing the next morning, he or she would die within a year.
Much later, when Christianity came to Great Britain and Ireland, the Church
wisely let people keep their old feast. But it gave a new association when in the 9 th
century a festival in honor of all saints (All Hallows) was fixed on November 1. In
the 11th century All Souls’ Day to honor the souls of the dead, particularly those
died during the year.
§ Halloween Celebrations Today
Halloween is celebrated by nearly all American and the British children, and
over 70% of adults also participate in some Halloween activity. College students
and other young adults may attend masquerade parties or Halloween parades.
Many families carve pumpkins and decorate the outside of their homes with the
traditional Halloween symbols. Businesses get into the act, too. Store windows
display jack-o’-lanterns, scarecrows, and witches. Servers in restaurants and
salespeople in supermarkets and bookstores are often in costume. Many nightclubs
and bars encourage customers to come in costume by offering prizes for the best
disguises.
Part of the fun of Halloween is to get scared out of four wits. This can be
done by visiting a haunted house. Supposedly, the spirits of dead people “live” in
haunted houses. These spirits try to scare away living residents or visitors so that
the spirits can enjoy their afterlife (which really means a life after death) in peace.
Why do spirits hate the living? The living always want to clean up and brighten
their surroundings, while ghosts and skeletons prefer dust, spiders, cobwebs
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(=spider’s web), and darkness. These days, it’s hard to find a real haunted house.
But every year shortly before Halloween, many charities and communities create
fake haunted houses. They hire actors to dress up in scary costumes and hide
inside. Customers pay a few dollars each to walk through these places and have
“ghosts” surprise them with a loud “Boo!” and “skeletons” clang chains in their
ears. Children usually love these haunted houses, but sometimes their parents are
scared to death! For those who have no haunted house nearby, another way to
share a good scare is to go with friends to see a horror movie in a theatre or rent
one and watch it together on Halloween night (in a dark room, of course).
Most American and the British children have a wonderful, exciting day on
Halloween. If Halloween falls on a school day, they sometimes bring their
costumes to school and spend the last few hours of the school day with spooks
(=ghost) instead of with books. After school and perhaps on into the evening, they
go trick-or-treating. Often, there’s a party at a friend’s home or at a local
community center. At most Halloween parties, prizes are given for the best
costumes. Bobbing for apples, telling fortunes (=predicting the future), playing
scary games, and snacking on caramel-covered apples, candy; apple cider, and
pumpkin pie are all part of the fun. Some communities build a bonfire, just as the
Celts did. Children may sit around the bonfire telling scary stories while roasting
hot dogs or toasting marshmallows. Halloween which began hundreds years ago as
an evening of terror, is now an occasion of great fun.
However, some words of warning are needed. Halloween is a time when
children can became overexcited and careless, and it is a time when care is
especially needed. To be sure that cares will see children after dark, parents should
dress them in light-colored costumes or put reflecting tape on their clothing. To be
sure that the kids see the cars, parents should enlarge the eye-holes in masks by
cutting them with scissors. When trick-or-treating, children should go in groups.
Younger children should go with older children or an adult. Kids should be told
never to go inside the house or apartment of a stranger but to wait outside for their
treats. Even if no treat is given, children should be told not to damage property.
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Kids should stop trick-or-treating by 8:00 p.m. when they get home with their
candy, parents should inspect it and throw out anything not wrapped and sealed.
(There have been rare incidents of harmful ingredients found in Halloween treats.)
On Halloween night, adults should be careful, too. Robbers could take
advantage of the casual, open-door Halloween spirit to gain access to strangers’
homes. Note that Mrs. Brown (the woman at the beginning of this reading) did not
completely open her door until she was sure that uninvited visitors were children.

QUESTIONS AFTER YOU READ:
1. Why does Mrs. Brown give the children candy?
2. Today’s Halloween customs come from what two ancient holidays?
3. What are the two main themes and colors of Halloween?
4. In your opinion is it a good idea to frighten children when they misbehave?
5. Do the Uzbek or any other nation have a holiday of scary activities?

12. Thanksgiving and Native Americans

Discuss Before You Read
1. Were the Native Americans and the European colonies friends or
enemies?
2. What do you know about Native Americans from movies? How
accurately do these films portray contemporary Native Americans?
3. What foods are served at a traditional American Thanksgivi ng
feast? Have you ever eaten any of these foods? Do you like them?
4. Do the Uzbek people have a harvest holiday?
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Guess
1. When did the Pilgrims come to America to establish a country?
---1620

---1685

---1725

2. The Pilgrim did not have this piece of silverware:
---knife

---fork

---spoon

KEY WORDS AND WORD COMBINATIONS: cranberry, sauce, Pilgrim,
survive, explore, cope with, suffer, deer, separatist, colonist, settle, wilderness,
insufficient, descendant, harvest festival, feast, squash, imitate,

glassware,

silverware, role-playing costumed guide
§ Thanksgiving: Origin and Customs
Thanksgiving Day is on the fourth Thursday in November. It is a time for
big family reunions and big dinners, a time to eat turkey, stuffing, corn, cranberry
sauce, and pumpkin pie. But between endless bites of food, Americans also take
time to feel grateful for whatever is good in their lives. Some people thank fate or
their loved ones. And most people remember the small group of English colonists
who gave Americans this delicious and meaningful holiday. Today’s Thanksgiving
holiday was inspired by a harvest festival in Plymouth, Massachusetts, almost 400
years ago. The small group of colonists of the second permanent English
settlement in the New World, had very little by today’s standards, but they were
thankful for receiving what they valued most – a good harvest and the freedom to
live and worship as they pleased.
The Plymouth colonists began their journey to America in September of
1620 on a ship called the Mayflower. Some of the passengers were members of a
persecuted religious sect. They were called Separatists because they had separated
from the Church of England in order to practice their religion in ways they
considered closer to the message of the Bible. In search of greater religious
freedom, some members of this group went to live in Holland for several years, but
they were unhappy there, too. So they made plans to come to America, where they
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would be free to live as they chose. They returned to England to prepare for the
journey. Many years later, the separatists came to be called Pilgrims because of
their travels in search of religious freedom. Today, Americans commonly refer to
all of the Plymouth residents as Pilgrims, but only about half of the colonists were
Separatists. The others came to America, not for religious freedom, but for
adventure or new opportunity.
The journey to the New World was paid for by English businessmen in
return for furs and other goods to be sent back to England from the new colony.
The Mayflower was very crowded with 102 passengers (men, women, and
children), about 25 sailors, two dogs, and probably some chickens, cats, and pigs.
At times, the trip was very rough. Yet, during the voyage, the travelers suffered
only one death. Since there was also one birth aboard the ship, the Mayflower was
still carrying 102 passengers when, after 65 days at sea, it landed in Plymouth
Harbor, on the tip of Cape Cod, Massachusetts. The Mayflower passengers had
planned to settle near Jamestown, Virginia, where the first permanent English
colony in America had been established in 1607. However, winds pushed the
Mayflower farther north, where the climate was much colder.
The pilgrim leaders knew that, in order to survive, every society needed
rules for proper behavior. So, 41 men aboard the Mayflower held a meeting. They
chose their first governor and signed the Mayflower Compact, an agreement to
make laws for their colony and to obey them. It was the first formal agreement for
self-government in America.
For about a month, the Pilgrims lived abroad ship and sent out a few men to
explore the coastline. At Plymouth, the men found a harbor with some cleared land
and fresh water. The men went back to the Mayflower and reported their
discovery. A few days later, the Mayflower sailed across Cape Cod Bay to
Plymouth Harbor. According to traditional story, when the Mayflower passengers
came ashore in their small boat, they landed on a large rock later named Plymouth
Rock. In Plymouth, that rock is still on display for tourists to see.
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The Pilgrims were not trained and equipped to cope with life in the
wilderness. During their first winter, they suffered tremendously. Diseases, cold
weather, and insufficient food killed about half of them. Still, from this small
group of about 50 colonists, there are thousands of descendants alive today.
Among them is former American president George Bush.
One spring morning in 1621, a friendly Native American walked into the
little village of Plymouth and introduced himself. Later, he brought the chief
(Massasoit). The colonists gave gifts to their new friends. The members of
Massasoit’s tribe taught the Pilgrims how to hunt and fish. Because of this help,
that fall the colonists had a good harvest. To celebrate, they decided to have a
harvest festival.
Massasoit and about 90
of his men came to share
the

celebration.

The

Indians sent hunters out
to bring back deer meat
for the feast. Some of the
Pilgrim men also went
hunting

and

returned

with wild birds such as
ducks,

geese,

and

The Order of Good Cheer, 1606. Lithograph (Reproduction, turkeys.
Original: unknown)

The women of Plymouth prepared dishes from corn, squash (=citrus fruit drink),
and pumpkins. The meal was cooked and served out-of-doors. The holiday
combined feasting and entertainment. The colonists performed a military display
with their guns, and the Indians probably danced. The celebration lasted three days
and was a great success.
Today, when Americans celebrate Thanksgiving, they like to think that they
are imitating that 1621 harvest festival in Plymouth. And in some ways they are.
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The foods that are eaten are those that were part of the Plymouth diet – such as
turkey, squash, corn, the meal that the Plymouth colonists shared with their Indian
neighbors. To start with, the wild turkey that the Pilgrims hunted was somewhat
different from today’s domesticated turkey. (Wild turkeys, for example, can fly,
but today’s commercially produced turkeys cannot.) Next, the Plymouth colonists
didn’t have enough sugar to make the sweetened cranberry (=sour testing red bush
tree fruit) sauce that is considered an essential part of today’s Thanksgiving meal.
If they had cranberries at all, they were probably cut into pieces, not mashed and
served in pie. Also, for today’s Thanksgiving dinner, most Americans set a
beautiful table with a fancy tablecloth and the finest dishes, glassware, and
silverware they have. The Pilgrims (like most early-seventeenth-century people)
did not have forks. They picked up most of their food with their fingers, and then
wiped their hands on very large napkins. And, of course, few Americans eat their
Thanksgiving dinner outside, as the Pilgrims did.
Every year, about 500,000 tourists take a journey into early American
history by visiting Plymouth, Massachusetts. This modern city offers many
opportunities for reliving the Pilgrim experience. In Plymouth Harbor, sightseers
tour Mayflower II, a recently built ship similar to the original Mayflower. They see
the famous Plymouth Rock. Then they spend a few hours walking through a
recreation of the original Plymouth village as it looked in 1627. The site, called
Plymouth Plantation, is just a few miles from the location of the original village.
Plymouth Plantation is “inhabited” by role-playing costumed guides who speak in
many different English dialects, as the real Plymouth residents did. They also
demonstrate a wide range of activities that were part of village life in the 1920s.
§ A Famous Pilgrim Story
In 1858, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, a famous poet, wrote a long poem
about the Pilgrims of Plymouth Colony. He called it “The Courtship of Miles
Standish.” The colonists Longfellow wrote about were real people. However, the
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story he told, about two men in love with the same woman, was invented. Still, it is
a famous American story and well worth retelling.
Captain Miles Standish came to America with the Pilgrims, but he was not a
Puritan. He was a soldier. Although he was very brave in battle, Standish was
timid with women. After his wife died, he was lonely and wanted to marry a
Puritan girl named Priscilla Mullens. But he was too shy to ask her. Instead,
Standish asked his best friend, john Alden, to propose marriage for him. Never
were two friends so different. Standish was a short stocky, middle-aged man.
Alden was a young man and very handsome. While Standish was a man of action,
Alden was a scholar. It only one way these two men were alike: they both loved
the same woman.
Poor John! He also loved Priscilla, but he wanted to be a loyal friend. Hiding
his own feelings, he went to Priscilla and asked her to marry Miles Standish. He
told her how kind the captain was. He talked about Standish’s bravery in battle and
about his fine family. When John finished talking, Priscilla asked him a question:
“Why don not you speak for your self, John?”
John did not take Priscilla’s advice. Instead, he returned to his friend and
told him what Priscilla had said. The captain became very angry. “You have
betrayed me!” he shouted. A short time later, Standish left for a battle against
hostile natives. While the captain was gone, John and Priscilla grew to love each
other more and more. However, John did not ask her to marry him because he did
not want to be unfaithful friend. Then a massage arrived saying that Standish had
been killed in battle. After that John proposed marriage to Priscilla.
As the wedding ceremony ended, the guests saw a familiar figure standing in
the doorway, a figure they thought was a ghost. It was Captain Miles Standish! He
had not been killed after all. He had come apologize for his anger. At the end of the
story, John, Priscilla, and Miles were reunited as friends. What about the real
colonists? Standish eventually remarried, and John and Priscilla had 11 children.
One of their descendants was the famous poet Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.
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QUESTIONS AFTER YOU READ:
1. Why did the Separatists decide to immigrate to another continent?
2. What did the pilgrim leaders do in order to survive?
3. What difficulties did the Pilgrims have to cope with life in the wilderness?
4. How did the pilgrims survive?
5. Compare the Plymouth Thanksgiving of 1621 with today’s typical American
Thanksgiving.
6. Was John Alden a loyal friend, or did he betray Miles Standish?

13. The Winter Holiday Season
Discuss Before You Read
1. The winter holidays are special for many people. What holida ys are
celebrated at this time of year, and why are they special?
2. Discuss New Year’s holidays in different cultures.
Guess
1. What percentage of Americans is Christian?
---32%

---52%

---86%

2. How many time zones are t here in the 50 American sates?
---3

---4

---6

KEY WORDS AND WORD COMBINATIONS: needy, generosity, forgiveness,
virgin, anoint, pagan celebration, variation, customary, inscribe, mispronounce,
mistletoe, North Pole, gravy, jolly, beard, chimney, sleigh, reindeer, entertainment,
carol
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Each year, hundreds of thousands of people
all over the world send and receive Christmas
cards. Most of people think that exchanging cards
at Christmas a very ancient custom but it is not
right. In fact it is barely 100 years old.
There

are

about

2

billion

Christians

worldwide. They believe in Jesus’s ideas of
equality, caring for the weak and needy, generosity,
forgiveness, and love and kindness to all. They also
believe that Jesus Christ is the Son of God, born to
the Virgin Mary, and that he was sent to Earth to
save the human race.
The word Jesus means, “Savior” or “help of God”. The word Christ means
“anointed one,” someone set apart for special honor.

Jesus was born in Bethlehem in ancient Judea. The year A.D. 1, from which
most modern calendars are dated, is supposed to be the year of his birth. However,
Jesus was actually born several years earlier. No one knows the exact year or day,
but Christians have celebrated his birth on December 25 since the fourth century.
This date was probably selected so that Christmas would replace pagan
celebrations of the beginning of winter.
Since the majority citizens of the U.S. (86% of Americans) and the U.K. are
Christians, December 25is a religious and a legal holiday. Most of the Christmas
customs that Americans and the British enjoy today are variations of traditions;
Exchanging gifts. The first Christmas gifts were birthday gifts that the
three Wise Men brought to the infant Jesus. In the U.S., and the U.K., it is
customary to exchange gifts with family members and close friends. Both children
and adults get Christmas presents, although children usually get many more. The
idea of exchanging illustrated greeting and presents is, however, ancient. So the
first commercial card was produced in Britain in 1843 by Henry Cole, founder of
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the Victoria and Albert Museum, London. The hand colored print was inscribed
with the words ‘A Merry Christmas and Happy New Year”. It was horizontally
rectangular, printed on stout cardboard by lithography.
Receiving toys from Santa Claus. Many American and British children
believe that on Christmas Eve, Santa Claus (a fat, jolly man who wears a red suit
and has a long white beard) slides down their chimney to bring them gifts.
According to the story, Santa Claus flies through the air in a sleigh (a fancy sled)
pulled by eight reindeer. Several days or weeks before Christmas, children tell
Santa what toys they want by writing him letters or visiting him in a local
department store. Then, on Christmas Eve, many youngsters lie awake listening for
Santa Claus and his sleigh. Some children even leave him a snack of milk and
cookies.
Where did this legend come from? Santa Claus is the American name for St.
Nicholas, a generous fourth-century bishop who lived in what is now Turkey. It
was his custom to go out at night and bring gifts to the poor. After his death, his
fame spread throughout Europe. Dutch immigrants brought the idea of St.
Nicholas, whom they called Sinter Klaas, to the U.S., where the name was
mispronounced and finally changed the roly-poly man in red that we know today.
Santa’s sleigh and reindeer came from an old Norse legend. So, today’s Santa
Claus is a blend of several different cultures.
Hanging Stockings. As in Great Britain, American children hang stockings
hoping that Santa will fill them with candy and toys. Traditionally, stockings were
hung near the fireplace, but today children hang them wherever they think Santa
will see them!
Decorating the Home with Holiday Plants. The winter custom of
decorating homes and churches with evergreens began in ancient times. Branches
of fir or spruce (=qarag’ay) were though to bring good luck and guarantee the
return of spring. The early Germans believed that in winter, evil spirits killed
plants and trees and caused green leaves and flowers to disappear. Bringing
evergreens into their homes was supposed to protect them from death.
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Germans of the sixteenth century probably started the custom of decorating
trees. In the nineteenth century, the idea spread throughout Europe and the U.S…
Every year the people of Norway give the city of London a present. It is a big
Christmas tree and it stands in Trafalgar Square. Also in central London, Oxford
Street and Regent Street always have beautiful decorations at the New Year and
Christmas. Thousands of people come to look at them. Every year, Americans
spend about $460 million buying Christmas trees. The modern American tree is
usually covered with colored glass balls and strings of colored lights. The star on
top represents the star in the East.
Both in the U.S. and the U.K., the spirit of Christmas arrives at least a month
before the holiday itself. Starting in November, streetlights and store windows
began to display the traditional Christmas colors, red and green. Santa Claus,
shepherds, angels, and Nativity scenes appear in shop windows. Winter scenes
with snowmen, sledges, skaters, and skiers decorate greeting cards and store
windows.
The manufacture and sale of Christmas items is big business. Stores depend
on Christmas shoppers for about one-fourth of their annual sales. Smart shoppers
buy their gifts in advance, before the Christmas rush makes shopping a chore.
Some shop on the internet to avoid crowds. Christmas is often very expensive.
A tradition feature of Christmas in Britain is the Christmas tree. Queen
Victoria’s husband, Prince Albert, brought the German tradition (he was German)
to Britain. He and the Queen had a Christmas tree at Windsor Castle in 1841. A
few years after, nearly every house in Britain had one. In the U.S., decorated trees
stand in about two-thirds of American homes. Traditionally people decorate their
trees on Christmas Eve – that’s December 24th. They take down the decorations
twelve days later, on Twelfth Night (January 5th).
An older tradition is Christmas mistletoe (a traditional Christmas
decoration). People put a piece of this green plant with its white berries over a
door. Mistletoe brings good luck, people say. Also, at Christmas British people
kiss their friends and family under the mistletoe.
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Those who live away try to get back home because Christmas is a family
celebration and it is the biggest holiday of the year. As Christmas comes nearer,
everyone is buying presents for relatives and friends. At Christmas people try to
give their children everything they want. And the children count the weeks, than
the days, to Christmas. They are wondering what presents on December 24 th Father
Christmas brings their presents in the night. Then they open them on the morning
of the 25th.
There is another name for Father Christmas in Britain – Santa Claus. That
comes from the European name for him – Saint Nicholas. In the traditional story
he lives at the North Pole. But now he lives in big shops in towns and cities all
over Britain. Well, that’s where children see him in November and December.
Then on Christmas Eve he visits every house. He climbs down the chimney and
leaves lots of presents. Some people leave something for him, too a glass of wine
and some biscuits, for example. In the U.S., people leave their stockings outdoors,
because they believe that Father Christmas puts presents into the stockings.
In Britain, the most important meal on December 25 th is Christmas dinner.
Nearly all Christmas food is traditional, but a lot of the traditions are not very old.
For example, there were no turkeys in Britain before 1800. And even in the
nineteenth century, goose was the traditional meat at Christmas, but not now.
A twenty first-century Christmas dinner is roast turkey with carrots,
potatoes, peas, Brussels sprouts and gravy. There are sausages and bacon, too.
Then, after the turkey, there is Christmas pudding. Some people make this pudding
months before Christmas. A lot of families have their own Christmas pudding
recipes. Some, for example, use a lot of brandy. Others put in a lot of fruit or add a
silver coin for good luck. Real Christmas pudding always has a piece of holly on
the top. Holly bushes and trees have red berries at Christmas time, and so people
use holly to decorate their houses for Christmas. The holly on the pudding is part
of the decoration.
The poinsettia plant is another familiar Christmas decoration. Its starshaped red leaves symbolize the holiday. This plant is native to Central America
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and Mexico. It was named after Joel R. Poinsett, who served as the first U.S.
ambassador to Mexico (from 1825 to 1829). An Amateur botanist, he brought the
plant back with him when he returned to the United States.
Going Caroling. In the early days of the Christian Church, the bishops sang
carols on Christmas Day. Now, soloists and choirs on the radio, on TV, in church,
and in school all help fill the winter air with beautiful music. Copying an old
English custom, many Americans go caroling – walking with friends from house to
house singing the traditional holiday songs.
Sending Christmas Cards. The custom of sending Christmas cards began in
London in 1843 and came to the U.S. in 1875. Today, most Americans (Christians
and non-Christians) send dozens of season’s greetings cards to relatives, friends,
and business associates.
Other Christmas Traditions:
Crackers are also usual at Christmas dinner. These came to Britain from
China in the nineteenth century. Two people pull a cracker. Usually there is a small
toy in the middle. Often there is a joke on a piece of paper, too. Most of the jokes
in Christmas crackers are not very good. Here is on example:
Customer: Waiter, there is a frog in my soup.
Waiter: Yes, sir, the fly’s on holidays.
A pantomime is a traditional English entertainment at Christmas. It is meant
for children, but adults enjoy it just as much. It is a very old form of entertainment,
and can be traced back to the 16th century Italian comedies. There have been a lot
of changes over the years. Singing and dancing and all kinds of jokes have been
added; but the stories that are still fairy tales, with a hero, a heroine, and a villain.
In every pantomime there are always three main characters. These are the
“principal boy”, the “principal girl”, and the “dame”. Pantomimes are changing all
the time. Every year, someone has new idea to make them more exciting or more
up-to-date.
Attending Traditional Christmas Theatrical Productions. Americans of
all religions enjoy performances of three traditional Christmas works. One of these
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is Messiah, an oratorio written by the German composer George Frederick Handel
and performed by a chorus, orchestra, and solo singers. Another classic work
performed during the Christmas season is the Russian composer Peter Ilich
Tchaikovsky’s ballet the Nutcracker. It is a favorite with children because it tells
the delightful story of a little girl’s Christmas dream about her toys coming to life.
Finally, there is A Christmas Carol, a story written by the nineteenth-century
English author Charles Dickens. It is traditionally performed as a play and tells the
tale of a man named Ebenezer Scrooge. Scrooge is selfish, lonely, and rich. With
the help of ghosts from his past, present, and future life, he regains the spirit of
Christmas – the ability to care about others and enjoy helping them.
Happy Hanukkah!
While Christians brighten winter with Christmas color and lights, Jews
throughout the world celebrate their Festival of Lights – Hanukkah. This holiday
celebrates the triumph of religious freedom. In 168 B.C., the Syrian king
conquered Judea and tried to force the Jews to worship pagan gods. Three years
later, a small group of Jews defeated the powerful Syrian armies.
When the Jews recaptured Jerusalem and rededicated their holy temple, they
relit the eternal lamp. They had only day’s supply of the special oil needed for that
lamp. But miraculously, the light burned for eight days, until fresh oil was
available. In memory of this miracle, Jews celebrate Hanukkah for eight days and
light candles in a special holder called a menorah. The date of Hanukkah is
determined by the Hebrew calendar, but the holiday always occurs in December.
So, for Americans of both the Christian and Jewish faiths, the year ends in a spirit
of joy.
An African Festival
During the winter holiday period, African-Americans, along with Africans in
many other countries, celebrate Kwanza. This holiday was developed in the U.S.A.
in 1966 but is based in part upon a traditional African harvest festival. The name
Kwanza means “first fruits of the harvest” in Swahili, an East African language.
The festival begins on December 26 and lasts for 7 days. Each day is dedicated to
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discussion of one of these principles: unity, self-determination, collective
responsibility, cooperative economics, purpose, creativity, and faith. Kwanza
customs include

lightening candles and exchanging gifts, especially handmade

ones.
On December 31, community members dress in African clothing and share a
feast of traditional African foods. This celebration includes musical and dance
performances, an assessment of the past years, and commitments for the coming
year.
Kwanza provides an opportunity for African-Americans to reestablish their
links to an African past and their connections to their contemporary community. It
is celebrated by about 5 million African-Americans and about 10 million others in
Africa, Canada, the Caribbean, and parts of Europe.
December 26th is Boxing Day. Traditionally boys from shops in each town
asked for money at Christmas. They went from house to house on December 26 th
and took houses made of wood with them. At each house people give them money.
This was a Christmas present. So the name of December 26 th does not come from
the sport of boxing – it comes from the boy’s wooden boxes. Now, Boxing Day is
an extra holiday after Christmas day.
Traditionally Boxing Day Hunts is a day for foxhunting. The huntsmen and
huntswomen ride horses. They use dogs, too. The dogs (fox hounds) follow the
smell of the fox. Then the huntsmen and huntswomen follow the hounds. Before a
Boxing Day hunt, the huntsmen and huntswomen drink not wine. But the tradition
of the December 26th hunt is changing. Now, some people want to stop Boxing
Day Hunts (and other hunts, too). They do not like foxhunting. For them it is not a
sport – it is cruel.
Happy New Year!
“Ring out the old, ring in the new”, wrote Alfred Lord Tennyson, the
nineteenth century English poet. And that is exactly what Americans do every
December 31. New Year’s Eve is a time for noise and fun. At home or in
restaurants, most Americans drink and dine with friends. One popular New Year’s
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Eve drink is eggnog, made with eggs, milk or cream, nutmeg, and sugar.
Throughout the Christmas season, eggnog is a popular party beverage. Another is,
of course, champagne – the drink that symbolizes a celebration. At midnight on
New Year’s Eve, bells ring, horns blow, and friends toast each other with
champagne. It is also customary to exchange kisses. Everyone celebrates the
disappearance of old Father Time, replaced by the baby New Year. New Year’s
Eve festivities often continue until two or three o’clock in the morning. Many
people travel from one party to another to celebrate with several different groups of
friends. In U.K. it is not as widely or as enthusiastically observed as Christmas.
Some people ignore it completely and go to bed at the same time as usual on New
Year’s Eve.
The New Year arrives earlier in the East than in other parts of the U.S..
When midnight comes to New York, it is 11 p.m. in Los Angeles. The contiguous
(connected) 48 states span four time zones; Alaska and Hawaii add two more.
What do Americans do on New Year’s Day? Many sleep late because they
stayed up all night long. Many watch TV, which offers spectacular parades and
football games between champion college teams. From ancient times to the
present, New Year’s customs have been connected with saying good-bye to the
past and looking forward to a better future. Therefore, New Year’s Day often
inspires people to start new programs and give up bad habits. Some people make
New Year’s resolutions, promises to improve their behavior. People talk about
“turning over a new leaf”, referring to a clean, blank page or a fresh start. Typical
New Year’s resolutions are to spend less money, give up smoking, begin a diet, or
be nicer to others. It is safe to assume that about half of them are forgotten by
January 31!
Although the theme of the New Year’s holiday has not changed much from
one century to the next, the date of the celebration has been changed many times.
The ancient Egyptians started their year on September 21, while the ancient Greeks
began theirs on June 21. The old Roman calendar contained only 10 months, and
New Year’s Day was March 1. In 46 B.C., Julius Caesar introduced an improved
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calendar containing two additional months, January and February. January was
named for the Roman god Janus, whose name comes from the Roman word for
door. Like a door, Janus looks both ways; he is usually shown with two faces, one
looking backward and the other forward. Julius Caesar’s calendar, called in his
honor the Julian calendar, was revised in 1582 by Pope Gregory XII. This
Gregorian calendar is the one in use today.
Chinese and Jewish New Year’s Holidays
Many Chinese-Americans celebrate the New Year holiday established by
China’s ancient lunar calendar more than 4,000 years ago. The 15-day Chinese
New Year begins with Yuan Tan and concludes with the Festival of Lanterns, held
at the time of the full moon between January 21 and February 19. During this
period, Chinatown sections in major American cities look very festive, with paper
and glass lanterns decorating houses and colorful marchers parading in the streets.
Rosh Hashanah (which means “head of the year”) is the traditional Jewish
New Year. It occurs in September or October. Rosh Hashanah is a very solemn
holiday, marking the beginning of 10 days set aside for self-appraisal, repentance,
and promises to be a better person in the coming year.
In most cultures, the closing of one calendar year and the opening of another
is a happy, yet serious, occasion. To Americans, it is a time for fun and reflection,
a time to look both ways, to review the past with nostalgia and look forward to the
future with hope.
QUESTIONS AFTER YOU READ
1. What event does Christmas celebrate?
2. How does gift-giving relate to the birth of Christ and the spirit of the holiday?
3. What does Hanukkah celebrate?
4. Why are lights important?
5. Where did Kwanza originate?
6. What is the major theme of the New Year’s holiday?
7. How do Americans celebrate?
8. What does the star on top of the Christmas tree represent?
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14. Patriotic Holidays
Discuss Before You Read
1. Why do you think the flag, the bald eagle, and Uncle Sam are
symbols of the United States?
2. Do you know the meaning of party – in English or another
language? Have you heard people refer to their native country as
their fatherland or motherland?
3. Who were the opposite sides in the American Revolution and the
Civil War?
4. What holiday do the people in Uzbekistan celebrate on May 9?
Guess
1.

Whose

signature

is

the

biggest

and

fanciest

on

the

Declaration of Independence?
---Benjamin Franklin

---John

---

2. What is the national bird of the U.S.?
---the turkey

---the bald eagle

---the robin

KEY WORDS AND WORD COMBINATIONS: honor, general tribute, cemetery,
grave, gesture, wreath, ex-serviceman, artificial poppy, mourning, Tomb of the
Unknowns, Declaration of Independence, execute, treason, lead, bullet,
parchment, commemorate, adopt a resolution, horizontal stripe, liberty, fivepointed, contribute, devotion

Memorial Day, originally established to honor the Civil War dead, now
honors all Americans who lost their lives in military service. Unofficially, the
holiday has been extended its military connection to become a day of general
tribute to the dead. On Memorial Day, cemeteries are crowded with families who
come to decorate the graves of their loved ones.
Shortly after the bitter and bloody Civil War between the northern and
southern states, the women of Columbus, Mississippi, put flowers on the graves of
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both Confederate and Union soldiers. By doing so, they honored the war dead who
were their enemies along with their Confederate defenders. Northerners saw this
gesture as a symbol of national unity. In 1868, Decoration Day – now called
Memorial Day – became a legal holiday. Today, in every state except Alabama,
Memorial Day is celebrated on the last Monday in May. Parades and military
exercises mark the occasion. Also, in much of the country, Memorial Day is the
first warm-weather holiday. People get out the barbecue grill and start planning
outdoor fun. But, hopefully, they remember the meaning behind the day.
Remembrance Day is observed throughout Britain in commemoration of
the million or more British solders, sailors and airmen who lost their lives during
the two World Wars. On that day special services are held in the churches and
wreaths (=garland) are laid at war memorials throughout the country and at
London’s Cenotaph (a war memorial in Whitehall, London, commemorating the
dead of the two World Wars), where a great number of people gather to observe
the two-minute silence and to perform the annual Remembrance Day ceremony.
The silence begins at the first stroke of Big Ben booming 11 o’clock, and is broken
only by crash of distant artillery and perhaps by the murmur of a passing jet. When
the two-minute silence is over, members of the Royal Family or their
representatives and political leaders come forward to lay wreaths at the foot of the
Cenotaph. Then comes the march past the memorial of ex-servicemen and women,
followed by an endless line of ordinary citizens who have come here with their
personal wreathes and their sad memories.
On that day artificial poppies, a symbol of mourning, are traditionally sold in
the streets everywhere, and people wear them in their button-holes. The money
collected in this way is later used to help the men who had been crippled during the
war and their dependants.
Veterans Day, like Memorial Day, is a serious holiday honoring men and
women who have served in the military. Originally, the holiday was called
Armistice Day. It was established by President Woodrow Wilson in 1919 to
commemorate the signing of the armistice (on November 11, 1918) that brought an
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end to World War I. In 1954, President Dwight Eisenhower a bill changing the
name of the holiday to Veterans Day and extending its significance so that it now
honors American veterans of all wars. The holiday is celebrated on November 11
throughout the U.S. and in other countries as well. The armistice between the
opposing forces in World War I was signed in the eleventh month, on the eleventh
day, at 11 a.m. Some people still observe two minutes of silence at that time.
On Veterans Day, the flag is displayed, and veterans march in parades in
many communities. Special services are held at the Tomb of the Unknowns in
Arlington National Cemetery. The Tomb of the Unknowns is special to Americans
because the unidentified members of the military buried there symbolize everyone
who has died in defense of the U.S. Large crowds also gather for services at the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial (commonly called the Wall) in Washington, D.C.
On this holiday, veterans’ organizations in many countries sell paper poppies
(red flowers) to raise money for needy veterans. Poppies became associated with
World War I because of a famous poem by John McCrae. He wrote about a World
War I Belgian battle site, now an American military cemetery: “In Flanders fields
the poppies blow / Between the crosses, row on row.” The Poppies symbolize the
contrast the beautiful, peaceful landscape and the bloody battlefield it once was.
Independence Day, the most important patriotic holiday in the U.S.,
celebrates the birth of the nation. In 1776, the 13 American colonies were in the
midst of the Revolutionary War against Great Britain. On July 2, the Second
Continental Congress (which had representatives from all 13 colonies) passed a
resolution of independence. Two days later, this body adopted the Declaration of
Independence – a document that declared the colonies free and independent. In
taking these actions, these revolutionary leaders were risking their lives, and they
knew it. If the colonies had lost the war, these members would probably all have
been executed for treason. Benjamin Franklin told the other members of the
Continental Congress, “We must all hang together, or assuredly we shall all be
hang separately”.
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The Declaration of Independence was written by Thomas Jefferson, who
later became the young nation’s third president. The document listed that the
colonists had suffered at the hands of Great Britain and its king George III. Its
most famous paragraph summed up ideals that are still held by Americans today:
(See Chapter “George Washington” for details)
After making a few changes on Jefferson’s draft, on July 4, 1776, the
members of the Continental Congress accepted the revised version. The document
was quickly printed and announced to the public on July 8. The news of
independence was greeted enthusiastically by most colonists. The following day, in
New York City, an excited crowd pulled down a statue of King George III. Later,
its lead was melted down to make bullets for the war.
On July 19, Congress ordered the Declaration on Independence written on
parchment in special script. The members of the Continental Congress signed this
fancy document. Today, this original signed copy is on display in the National
Archives in Washington, D.C. Among the 56 signatures, one name stands out. It is
the large, fancy signature of John Hancock, president of the Second Continental
Congress. Today, his name is often used as a synonym for the word signature.
When asked to sign a legal document, Americans are sometimes told, “Put your
John Hancock right here”.
Since Independence Day is a summer holiday and off from almost everyone,
many families enjoy picnics or beach outings. The occasion is also commemorated
by colorful and noisy firework displays, parades, and, in some communities,
patriotic speeches. The flag is flown, and blue ribbons are used for decoration at
public ceremonies.
On the Fourth of July weekend is the celebration of the national bird, the
bald eagle. (No, this majestic bird isn’t bald. The white feathers on its head just
make it look that way.) At one time, about half a million of these huge birds flew
in the skies of North America. By 1963, bald eagles were close to extinction. Only
417 breeding pairs remained in the contiguous 48 states. Hunters, pesticides, power
lines, and loss of habitat causes this decline. Then DDT was banned, and the
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Endangered Species Act led to protective measures. Today, the U.S.A. is home to
about 6,000 pairs of these powerful birds, and they are being taken off the
endangered species list. Americans are delighted. They laugh when they recall that
Benjamin Franklin wanted the national bird to be the turkey. The high-flying eagle
seems much more appropriate for a nation so proud of its power and independence.
Flag Day, June 14, is the birthday of the American flag. It is a minor
honoring a major American symbol. On this date in 1777, the Continental
Congress adopted a resolution stating that the flag of the new nation should have
13 horizontal stripes (7 red ones and 6 white ones) to symbolize the 13 colonies
and 13 white stars on a blue background to symbolize the unity and equality of
these colonies. According to George Washington, the red striped symbolized Great
Britain and the alternating white stripes represented the separation between Great
Britain and its former colonies. White was also the symbol of liberty.
Who made the first American flag? A young widow, who was a Philadelphia
seamstress and flag-maker, probably did. Almost 100 years later, Betsy Ross’s
grandson went public with this family story: Early in 1777, George Washington
and two other men came to the Philadelphia home of Betsy Ross with a design and
asked her to make a flag for the new country. She followed their plan excepting for
making the stars five-pointed instead of six-pointed. When Betsy Ross’s story
became known throughout the country, more than 2 million people contributed to a
fund for the preservation of her home. Today, it remains a popular tourist
attraction.
The American flag has been redesigned many times. Today, it still contains
13 stripes in honor of the original colonies. But now there are 50 stars (one for
each state) arranged in 9 rows, alternating 6 stars in one row and 5 stars in the next.
Because of its design, the American flag has been nicknamed the Stars and stripes.
It is sometimes also called Old Glory.
In school, children memorize and often recite the following Pledge of
Allegiance to the flag: “I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of
America and to the Republic for which it stands one nation under God
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indivisible with liberty and justice for all.”6 Americans recite this pledge while
standing and holding the right hand over the heart to show devotion to the flag and
the nation it represents.
In 1814, the American flag inspired a lawyer and amateur poet named Francis
Scott Key to write “The Star Spangled Banner”, the poet that was later set to music
and became the national anthem. During the War of 1812 between Great Britain
and the United States, Key was on a ship in Baltimore harbor watching the British
attack Fort McHenry. As long as Key saw the American flag flying over the fort,
he knew his country had not lost the battle. He wrote “the bombs bursting in air /
gave proof through the night / that our flag was still there.” (The bombs lit up the
sky and allowed him to see the flag.) When this terrible night ended and dawn
finally came, to his great joy, Key saw that Stars and Stripes still flew “o’er the
land of the free and the home of the brave.” Key set his poem to music, using the
melody of an old British song. More than 100 years later, in 1931, Congress
declared “The Star Spangled Banner” the national anthem.
The American flag is a symbol of the country – its government, its people,
and its ideals. As such, most people agree that it should be handled with respect.
There are many rules and customs about proper handling of the flag. It is usually
displayed only between sunrise and sunset. If displayed after dark, it must be lit up.
It can be flown at half-mast to honor someone who just died. When a soldier dies

6

America, the meaning of the pledge

I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America and to the Republic for which
it stands one nation under God indivisible with liberty and justice for all.
“I pledge allegiance” – I promise to be true / “to the flag” – to the sign of our country
“of the United States of America” – a country made up of fifty states, each with certain rights of
its own / “and to the Republic” – a country where the people elect others to make laws for them
“for which it stands” – the flag means the country / “one nation under God” – a country whose
people believe in a supreme being / “indivisible” – the country can not be split into parts
“with liberty and justice” – with freedom and fairness
“for all” – for each person in this country, both you and me
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his or her coffin is covered with the flag, and is given to the family. It should
never touch the ground nor be stepped on. The flag has also been used as a symbol
of protest, especially during the Vietnam War, when some people burnt the flag to
show that they were ashamed of their country’s actions. Occasionally people who
are angry about government action or critical of American life in general still show
disrespect to the flag by burning it in public or stepping on it.
There have been many efforts to pass laws or amend the Constitution to
make it illegal to desecrate the flag. However, objectors to such laws that handling
the flag disrespectfully is a form of free speech and should be allowed. It is an
interesting debate, which goes to the basic question of what American rights are
and what they should be. On patriotic holidays, the American holidays, the
American flag flies in front of many homes and reminds many Americans of their
valuable Constitutional rights and freedoms.
Each of the U.S. states also has its own flag. State flags may show the state
flower or bird, or other emblem.
The Union Jack
The flag of the United Kingdom is commonly known as the Union Jack.
(Jack is a sailing term for a flag.) It has been used as the British flag since 1603,
when Scotland and England were united. The original design combined the red
cross of England with the white diagonal cross on a blue background of Scotland.
The red diagonal cross of Ireland was added in 1801, when Ireland became part of
the United Kingdom. Wales is not represented on the Union Jack because it is a
principality of England. The red dragon, which is now often used as the national
flag of Wales, dates from the 1950s.
The Union Jack is most often seen flying from public buildings or at sports
events Children may wave small Union Jacks when a member of the royal family
visits their town during national celebrations strings of small flags are hung across
the street as bunting.
The Union Jack is less important to British people than the Stars and Stripes
is to Americans. Many people feel a stronger loyalty to the national flags of
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England, Scotland, Wales or Northern Ireland. The flag of the European Union, a
circle of gold stars on a blue background, is sometimes also seen in Britain, e.g. on
car number plates. Each country in the U.K., has its own national emblem such as
red rose, daffodil, thistle, and shamrock.

QUESTIONS AFTER YOU READ:
1. What are four Veterans customs?
2. Why is the Fourth of July an important American Holiday?
3. What happened on July 4, 1776?
4. On Memorial Day, who is remembered?
5. Why are patriotic holidays so important?
6. Who wrote the Declaration of Independence?
7. Why do Americans sometimes ask, “Put your John Hancock right here” when
they need one’s signature?
8. Who wanted the national bird to be the turkey not the bald eagle?
9. What does the U.S. flag symbolize? And what about the Union Jack?
10. Why is the Fourth of July an important American Holiday?
11. What happened on July 4, 1776?
12. On Memorial Day, who is remembered?

FURTHER MATERIALS FOR SELF STUDY:

Religious Holidays
Easter
Although the Christian religion gave the world Easter as we know it today, the
celebrations owes its name and many of its customs and symbols to a pagan
festival called Eostre. Eostre, the Anglo-Saxon goddess of springtime and sunrise,
got her name from the world east, where the sunrises. Every spring northern
European peoples celebrated the festival of Eostre to honor the awakening of new
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life in nature. Christians related the rising of the sun to the resurrection of Jesus
and their own spiritual rebirth. On Easter, both American and British Christians,
together with Christians around the world, celebrate the Resurrection (the coming
to life again) of Jesus Christ, the founder of Christianity and, according to
Christian beliefs, the Son of God. Easter is always on a Sunday, but the date varies
from year to year. Symbols of rebirth new life and fertility are common Easter
decorations. These include the Easter bunny and colored, elaborately decorated
eggs. The egg, for instance, was a fertility symbol long before the Christian era.
The ancient Persians, Greeks and Chinese exchanged eggs at their spring festivals.
In Christian times the egg took on a new meaning symbolizing the tomb from
which Christ rose. The ancient custom of dyeing eggs at Easter time is still very
popular. Easter bunny is also originated in pre-Christian fertility lore. The rabbit
was the most fertile animal ancient Europeans knew, so they selected it as a
symbol of new life. Today children enjoy eating candy bunnies and listening to
stories about the Easter bunny, who supposedly brings Easter eggs in fancy basket.
It’s also traditional to wear new spring clothes on Easter, and many communities
have an Easter parade. Easter has also become a very popular time for vocations,
since many schools close for several days or more.
Passover
American and British Jews join Jews everywhere in celebrating this
important holiday. It celebrates freedom and is based upon a story from the Old
Testament of the Bible. In the story, Jews who were once slaves in Egypt were led
to freedom by a great Jewish hero, Moses. Most Jews celebrate Passover for eight
days, but for Reform Jews and Israeli Jews it’s a seven-day holiday. The date of
Passover is determined by the Jewish calendar, but it always begins between
March 27 and April 24, and is often the same week as Easter. The holiday begins
with a special feast called a seder, at which the story of the escape from Egypt is
retold. During the holiday, observant Jews eat no bread or other products made
with yeast. Instead, they eat flat bread called matzos.
Saint Patrick’s Day
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On March 17, Irish and Americans of Irish descent – who number about 37
million! – honor their patron saint, who brought Christianity to a pagan nation. The
holiday is celebrated by church services, parades, banquets, and “the wearing of
the green,” a color in the flag of Ireland, a country commonly called The Emerald
Isle.
Saint David’s Day
March 1st is a very important day for Welsh people. It is St. David’s Day.
He is the “patron” or national saint of Wales. On March 1st, the Walsh celebrates
St. David’s Day and wear daffodils in the buttonholes of their coats or jackets.
Midsummer’s Day
Midsummer’s day, June 24th, is the longest day of the year. On that day you
can see a very old custom at Stonehenge, in Wiltshire, England. Stonehenge is on
of Europe’s biggest stone circles. A lot of stones are ten or twelve meters high. It is
also very old. The earliest part of Stonehenge is nearly 5,000 years old. But what
was Stonehenge? A holy place? A market? Or was it a kind of calendar? Many
people think that Druids used it for a calendar. The Druids were the priest in
Britain 2,000 years ago. They used the sun and the stones at Stonehenge to know
the start of months and seasons. There are Druids in Britain today, too. And every
June 24th a lot of them go to Stonehenge. On that morning the sun shines on one
famous stone – the Heel stone. For the Druids this is a very important moment in
the year. But for a lot of British people it is just a strange old custom.
Pancake Day
Pancake Day is the popular name for Shrove Tuesday (=confess), the day
proceeding the first day of Lent. In medieval times the day was characterized by
merrymaking and feasting, a relic of which is the eating of pancakes. Whatever
religious significance Shrove Tuesday may have possessed in the olden days, it
certainly has none now.
The origin of the festival is rather obscure, as is the origin of the custom of
pancake eating. It is said that, since the ingredients of the pancake were all
forbidden by the Church during Lent then they just had to be used up the day
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before. In some books it is suggested that the pancake was a “thin flat cake eaten
the pangs of hunger before going to be shriven” (to confession). Some historians
link up Shrove Tuesday with the Mardi Gras (Fat Tuesday) festivals of warmer
countries. These jollifications were an integral element of seasonal ritual for the
purpose of promoting fertility and conquering the mailing forces of evil, especially
at the approach of spring.
The most consistent form of celebration in the old days was the all-overtown ball game or tug-of-war in which everyone let rip before the traditional feast,
tearing here and tearing there, struggling to get the ball or rope into their part of the
town. It seems that several dozen towns kept up these ball games until only a few
years ago.
Today the only custom that is consistently observed throughout Britain is
pancake eating, though here and there other customs still seem to survive. Among
the latter, Pancake Races, the Pancake Greaze custom and Ashburn’s Shrovetide
Football are the best known. Shrovetide is also the time of Student Rags.
Pancake races often formed part of old-time Shrove Tuesday revelry, and the
old custom has survived to this day in a few places. The most famous race takes
place at Olney, Buckinghamshire, and is said to date from 1445. The Pancake Bell
is rung to summon competitors, and starting time is five minutes before noon. Only
women are eligible, and they must wear an apron and head-covering. The course is
over a distance of 415 yards, during which the pancake must be tossed three times.
The prize is a prayer book from the vicar and kiss from the bellringer! Other
Pancake Races are held at Bodian, Sussex, and North Somercotes, Linkonshire.
At Westminster School, London, Shrove Tuesday is the occasion of the
Pancake Greaze custom. The cook, preceded by a verger carrying the silver-topped
mace, takes his frying-pan to the Lower School and tosses a pancake over a high
iron bar which separates the Lower School from the Upper School. There is a
glorious scramble, and the boy who secures the whole or largest part, of the
pancake receives the traditional guinea. The cook is awarded ten shillings for his
part in the proceedings.
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Holidays to Express Love
Valentine’s Day
On February 14, Americans and the British send or give greeting cards
called valentines. The holiday is primarily about romantic love, but many people
also send valentines to their children and parents. In elementary school, children
commonly exchange valentines with friends and teachers. Most valentines are
decorated with a red heart. Many also show a picture of Cupid (the young son of
the Roman goddess, Venus) with his bow and arrow. According to the myth, if
Cupid’s arrow hits a person in the heart, that person falls in love. This holiday
originated in Europe in the 1400s, but today it is more popular in the United States
than anywhere else. Traditional Valentine’s Day gifts are flowers or a heart-shaped
box of chocolate candy.
Saint Valentine was a martyr but this feast goes back to pagan times and the
Roman feast of Lupercalia. The names of young unmarried girls were put into a
vase. The young men each picked a name, and discovered the identity of their
brides. This custom came to Britain when the Romans invaded it. But the church
moved the festival to the nearest Christian saint’s day: this was Saint Valentine’s
Day. The first Valentine of all was a bishop, a Christian martyr (=sufferer), who
before he was put to death by the Romans sent a note of friendship to his jailer’s
blind daughter.
Mother’s Day
The purpose of this holiday is to honor one’s mother and give her a day of
rest. It is celebrated on the second Sunday in May. On this day, mothers and
grandmothers receive greeting cards, gifts, and flowers. Also, moms may be served
breakfast in bed and taken out for dinner to give them a day off from cooking.
Father’s Day
Father’s Day customs are similar to those of Mother’s day. Dad gets cards, gifts,
and a day of rest. This holiday is celebrated on the third Sunday in June.
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Holidays Just for Fun
Groundhog Day
According to legend, February 2 is the date the groundhog (a small, furry
animal) wakes up from hibernation (a long winter sleep). People who live in colder
parts of the United States eagerly await this moment because, tradition says, the
groundhog is a weather forecaster. If he sticks his head out of his hole on a sunny
day and sees his shadow, he’ll be frightened and run back in to hibernate a little
longer.
Bank Holiday
On Bank holiday the townsfolk usually flock into the country and to the
coast. If the weather is fine many families take a picnic – lunch or tea with them
and enjoy their meal in the open. Seaside towns near London, such as Southend,
are invaded by thousands of trippers who come in cars and coaches, trains and
bicycles. Great amusement parks like Southend Kursoal do a roaring trade with
their scenic railways, shooting galleries, water-shoots, Crazy houses and so on.
Trippers will wear comic paper hats with slogans, and they will eat and drink the
weirdest mixture of stuff you can imagine, sea food like cockles, mussels, whelks,
fish and chips, candy floss, tea, fizzy drinks, everything you can imagine.
Bank holiday is also an occasion for big sports meeting at places like the White
City Stadium, mainly all kinds of athletics. There are also horse race meetings all
over the country, and most traditional of all, there are large fairs with swings,
roundabouts, a Punch and Judy show, hoop-la stalls and every kind of side-show
including, in recent, bingo. There is also much boating activity on the Thames.
April Fools’ Day
When the French first adopted the Gregorian calendar in 1564, some people
still used old calendar and celebrated New Year’s Day on April 1. These people
were called April fools. Today on April 1, American and British people celebrate
this holiday by playing innocent tricks on family members, friends, coworkers, and
classmates. This holiday is especially popular with kids, and the tricks and jokes
are done in a fun-loving spirit.
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National Anthem of the U.S.A
Oh, say can you see, by the dawn’s early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright the perilous fight,
O’er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets’ red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.
O say, does that star-spangled banner yet wave
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave?

On the shore, dimly seen through the mists of the deep,
Where the foe’s haughty host in dread silence reposes,
What is that which the breeze, o’er the towering steep,
As it fitfully blows, now conceals, now discloses?
Now it catches the gleam of the morning’s first beam,
In full glory reflected now shines on the stream:
‘This the star-spangled banner! O long may it wave
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave.

And where is that band who so vauntingly swore
That the havoc of war and the battle’s confusion
A home and a country should leave us no more?
Their blood has wiped out their foul footstep’s pollution.
No refuge could save the hireling and slave
From the terror of flight, or the gloom of the grave:
And the star-spangled banner in triumph doth wave
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave.
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Oh! Thus be it ever, when freemen shall stand
Between their loved homes and the war’s desolation!
Blest with victory and peace, may the heaven-rescued land
Praise the Power that hath made and preserved us a nation.
Then conquer we must, when our cause it is just,
And this be our motto: “In God is our trust.”

And the star-spangled banner in triumph shall wave
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave!
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God Save the Queen (King)
God save the Qween

To sing with heart and voice,

God save our gracious Queen,

God save the Queen!

Long live our noble Queen,

Not in this land alone,

God save the Queen!

But be God’s mercies known,

Send her victorious,

From shore to shore!

Happy and glorious,

Lord make the nations see,

Long to reign over us;

That men should brothers be,

God save the Queen!

And form one family,

O Lord our God arise,

The wide world over!

Scatter her enemies

From every latent foe,

And make them fall;

From the assassins blow,

Confound their politics,

God save the Queen!

Frustrate their knavish tricks,

O’er her thine arm extend,

On Thee our hopes we fix,

For Britain’s sake defend,

Oh, save us all!

Our mother, prince, and friend,

Thy choicest gifts in store

God save the Queen!

On her be pleased to pour;
Long may she reign;
May she defend our laws,
And ever give us cause

The words of the national anthem of Great Britain were first printed in
Gentleman’s Magazine in 1745, their author unknown. The composer of the
melody to which they are sung is also unknown; interestingly, the same tune is also
used for the national anthem of the country of Liechtenstein. The piece was being
referred to as Britain’s national anthem by the early 19th century.
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UNIT SEVEN
THE GOVERNMENT

15.

The Legislative

Before You Read
Discuss
1. Why does a country need laws? List several reasons.
2. The U.S. Constitution is the “supreme law of the land.” What do
you know about the U.S. Constitution? What kind of government
does it outline?
3. Do you think the U.K. has a Constitution as well as the U.S.?

Guess
Try to answer these questions. Then look for the answer in the
reading. Check (  ) one:
1. Including the 10 amendments of the Bill of Rights, how many
times has the U.S. Constitution been changed (amended)?
---15

---27

---42
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2. How many senators are there in the U.S. Congress?
---100

---435

---345

3. Who is the official head of state in the U.K.?
---prime minister

---queen

---king

Britain is a constitutional monarchy. That means it is a country
governed by a king or queen who accepts the advice of a parliament. It
is also a parliamentary democracy. That is, it is a country whose
government is controlled by a parliament which has been elected by
the people. In other words, the basic system is not so different from
anywhere else in Europe. The highest positions in the government are
failed by members of the directly elected p arliament. In Britain, as in
many European countries, the official head of state, where a monarch
(as in Belgium, the Netherlands and Denmark) or a president (as in
Germany, Greece and Italy) has little real power.
However, there are features of the Briti sh system of government
which makes it different from that in other countries and which are not
“modern” at all. The most notable of these is the question of the
constitution. Britain is almost alone among modern states in that it
does not have “a constitution” at all. Of course, there are rules,
regulations, principles and procedures for the running of the country –
all the things, that political scientists and legal experts study and
which are known collectively as “the constitution”. But there is no
single written document which can be appealed to as the highest law
of the land and the final orbiter in any matter of dispute. Nobody can
refer to article ‘6’ or ‘the first amendment’ or anything like that,
because nothing like that exists. Instead, the princ iples and procedures
by which the country is governed and from which people’s right are
derived come from a number of different sources. For example, Magna
Carta (or the Magna Carta) was a document that King John was forced
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to sign by the English barons at Runnymede (a field beside the River
Thames) in 1215. It restricted the king’s power and gave new rights to
the barons and the people. Some of these rights are basic to Modern
British law, e.g. the right to have a trial before being put in prison.
They have been built up, bit by bit, over the centuries. Some of
them have never been written down at all. For example, there is no
written law in Britain that says anything about who can be the Prime
Minister or what the powers of the Prime Minister are, even t hough he
or she is probably the most powerful person in the country. Similarly,
there is no single written document which asserts people’s rights.
Some rights which are commonly accepted in modern democracies (for
example, the rights not to be discriminate d against on the basic of sex
or race) have been formally recognized by Parlia ment through
legislation. Nevertheless, it is understood that these latter rights are
also part of the constitution.
Daniel Webster, the nineteenth – century American statesman,
once said: “We may be tossed upon an ocean where we can see no land
– nor perhaps the sun or stars. But there is a chart and a compass for
us to study, to consult, and to obey. That chart is the Constitution”.
One of the reasons why the colonists in North America began the
American Revolution was that the British government had not
respected rights that people in America thought important. As a result,
when the colonists had won the war and were forming a new
government, they wanted to limit its powers. The y therefore wrote a
document, called the Constitution, be describing the new system of
government and how it would work.
Leaders from each state met in Philadelphia in 1787 to write the
Constitution. This meeting is known as the Constitutional Convention.
There was a lot of discussions and compromise, and it was especially
difficult to get agreement between large states and smaller ones, and
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between states with and without slaves. Finally, the Convention
agreed on a document, but it could not be put into ef fect until nine
states had ratified (=formally agreed to) it. People living in each state
discussed whether the Constitution would benefit or harm them. In
some states the decision was made quickly, but in others, such as New
York and Virginia, the United States was then composed ratified the
Constitution. In was signed by representatives from each state,
including some of the most important figures in early American
history: George Washington, Alexander Hamilton, Benjamin Franklin
and James Madison.
The Constitution of the United States was adopted on June 21,
1788. It is the oldest written constitution still in use. It is the basic
law from which the U.S. government gets all its power. It is the law
that protects those who live in the U.S.A. from unreas onable actions
by the national government or any state government.
The constitution defines three branches of government. They are
the legislative branch, which enacts (makes) laws; the executive
branch, which enforces those laws, and the judicial branch, which
interprets them (=decides what they mean). The separation of powers
between the three branches was designed to provide a series of checks
and balances, so that no branch would become too powerful. The
constitution said that it was a responsibility o f the U.S. government to
protect individual states. It also set a rather difficult process by which
it could be amended (=changed)
 Check Your
Comprehension
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What is the job of each branch of government?

Amendments to the Constitution
Since 1789 the Constitution has been amended 27 times, most
recently in 1992. The first ten amendments were made in 1791, and
list basic rights that many people had wanted to include in the original
Constitution, but had left out in order to persuade all the states to
ratify it. These amendments are together known as the Bill of Rights.
Among other things, the Bill of Rights promises citizens the right of
free speech, freedom of religion, and the right not to be arrested or
searched without a good reason and the right of anyone accused of a
crime to have a fair trial. Bill of Rights is the most significant portion
of the Constitution. Free speech means that the government can not
prevent people from saying or writing whatever they want, nor can it
punish people for expressing ideas that criticize the government. Free
speech is at the very heart of democracy. Former Supreme Court
justice Louis Brandies said that, for a democracy to work, people must
be allowed to express new, unusual, and unpopul ar ideas so that they
can be debated and examined and then adopted or rejected. After all,
democracy itself was a new and strange idea in the eighteenth century,
and it is still is in many parts of the world.
Recently, the Second Amendment has created muc h discussion and
controversy. This amendment deals with the right of people to keep
and bear arms (=guns). In view of the large number of guns in the U.S.
the increased use of them in committing crimes, especially murder,
many people are recommending great er limitations on gun ownership
and possessions.
Certainly, the most important of the remaining amendments is the
Fourteenth, which grew out of the Civil War. It was passed to protect
former slaves from state laws that discriminated against them. But its
effect has been much broader than that. It gives full federal and state
citizenship to all people born in the U.S. or naturalized there
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(including former slaves). It prohibits states from violating the right
of American citizen. But the most significant pr ovision is that no state
may “deprive any person of life, liberty or property, without due
process of law”. That means that all persons have equal legal rights
and that their rights or possessions can not be taken without a proper
trail. These last provisions apply not only to U.S. citizens but to all
persons in the country. Originally, the Bill of Rights did not protect
people from state action, but only from federal action. The Fourteenth
Amendment has been interpreted by the Supreme Court to apply
almost all of the provisions in the Bill of Rights to the individual
states. Thus, the Fourteenth Amendment is one of the most valuable
protections that people living in the U.S. have.
Amendments to the Constitution are first proposed by a two –
thirds vote of both houses of Congress. Then, they must be approved
by the legislatures of three – quarters of the states.

 Check Your
Comprehension

Name

some

of

the

most

important

rights

granted

in

the

Bill

of

Rights.
Why is the Fourteens Amendment so important?

16. Parliament
In the United Kingdom the institution responsible for making
laws, discussing major issues affecting the country and raising taxes is
called Parliament. The three parts of parliament, the sovereign (=the
king or queen), the House of Lords and the House of Commons, meet
together only on special occasions. Although the agreement of all
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three is required for laws to be passed, that of king or queen is now
given without question.
Parliament comes from “parley”, a discussion. The word was
first used in the 13 t h century to describe meetings between Henry III
and his noblemen in the Great Council. At that time, the king used his
and his noblemen’s money to pay for government and war. Several
kings found that they didn’t have enough money, and so they called
together representatives from the counties and towns of England to ask
them to approve increased taxes. Overtime, the Great Council became
the House of Lords, and the people from the countries and towns
became the House of Commons.
Originally, the king needed only the support of his councilors to
pass a law, but by the end of the 15 th century members of the House of
Commons were taking part in the lawmaking process.
Control of the money supply by the House of Lords and the
House of Commons made it difficult for the sovereign to ignore
Parliament’s wishes. Ministers were appointed by the sovereign but
they needed support in the House of Commons to be able to pass laws
and raise taxes. The rise of political parties during the 18 t h century
gave them the means to obtain the support. The involvement of the
sovereign in policy – making and administration was gradually
reduced, leaving government in the hands of a cabinet, presided over a
prime minister. Since the 19 t h century, the Government has been the
party with the most members in the House of Commons and royal
assent (= final stage) to new laws. She also formally appoints the
leader of that party has been the Prime Minister. The House of
Commons often called simply the Commons or t he House, is elected
by the adult population of Britain and is responsible to them.
Members of the House of Commons are known as Members of
Parliament, or MPs. There are currently 659 MPs representing
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constituencies (=special districts) in England, Wales, Scotland and
Northern Ireland. Elections must be held every five years, but if an
MP resigns or dies there is a by – election in that constituency.
Until the 20 t h century MPs did not receive a salary, so that only
rich people could afford to be MPs. Most MPs are now full – time
politicians but the hours of business of the Commons reflect a time
when MPs had other jobs. The House does not sit in the mornings,
except on Fridays, but starts at 2.30 p.m. and does not finish until
10.30 p.m., and sometimes much later. On Fridays, they finish early
for the weekend. The press and members of the public come to listen
to debates from the Strangers’ Gallery (either of two raised areas of
seats in the House of Commons and the House of Lords where
members of the public can sit and watch the debates).
The

House

of

Lords

consists

of

lord

Spiritual,

i.e.

the

Archbishops of Canterbury and York and senior bishops, and Lords
Temporal, i.e. all hereditary peers and life peers. The total number of
people eligible to attend the Lords is about 1200 but some get
permission to be absent. The Lord Chancellor presides over debates
from the Woolsack (the seat on which the Lord Chancellor sits in the
House of Lords. It is a large square cushion filled with wool and
covered with red cloth, and it has no back, arms or legs).
The power of the House of Lords has been reduced over time.
Since 1911 the Lords have had no control over financial matters, and
since 1949 they have not been able to reject legislation (=laws) based
by the Commons, though they may suggest amendments. At various
times people have suggested that the House of Lords should be
abolished (=got rid of), or that its composition and functions should
be changed. In 1998 the Labor government announced that it would
abolish the right of hereditary peers to sit in the Lords, and also that it
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would create new life peers to take their place. It is not yet clear how
they will be chosen.
The United Kingdom is officially government by Her Majesty’s
Government in the name of the Queen (or by his Majesty’s
Government when there is king).
The Queen is involved in some acts of government, including
summoning and dissolving (=ending) parliament, and giving the royal
assent (=final stage) to new laws. She also formally appoints the
Prime Minister, senior ministers, judges and diplomats. She is
expected to be completely impartial and not to support any political
party.

Congress
In the U.S.A the legislative branch is called Congress. It is made
up of two groups of legislators – the Senate and the House of
Representatives. A member of the Senate is addressed as Senator.
Members of the House of Representatives are called congressmen or
congresswomen from each state. The Senate is often referred to as the
upper house. It has 100 members – two senators from each state. Both
senators represent the entire state. Senators are elected for six year
terms. Every two years, one – third of all senators face reelection.
The lower house, which is called the House of Representatives,
has 435 members, all of whom are elected every two years. The
number of representatives from each state is determined by that states
population.

While

the

seven

smallest

states

have

only

one

representative each, California, the most populous state, had 52
representatives in the 108 Congress (2002 – 2004). For the purpose of
electing representatives, each state is divided into congressional
districts. The districts within a state are about equal in population.
One

representative

is

elected

from each

district.

One

of

the
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representative’s major duties is to protect the interests of the people in
that district.
The job of Congress is to pass laws (Before a law is passed, it is
called a bill. In order to become a law, a bill must be approved by a
majority of each house of Congress and by the president. If the
president vetoes (disapproves of) a bill, it can still become law if at
least two-thirds of the members of each house of Congress override
the veto by voting for it when it is voted on again).
A proposal for a new law may come fr om the President or from
one or more members of Congress. Sometimes the original idea for a
law comes from a group of ordinary people who do the same job or
who want to change a situation that they think is unjust. They use the
process of lobbying to try to convince members of Congress to help
them make the law. In all cases a proposal must, in order to become a
federal law (=one that applies throughout the U.S.), go through
Congress.
A detailed proposal for law is called a bill. A bill may be
introduced first in either the House of Representatives or the Senate
by a member of that house, who is called a sponsor. The more
sponsors a bill has, and the more important and influential they are,
the more likely it is to pass, especially, if the sponsors come fro m
different political parties.
The bill is then referred to committee, i.e. it is examined by an
appropriate committee in the house where it was introduced. A bill
dealing with farming, for example, would go to the Agriculture
Committee. The committee hol ds public hearing at which experts
testify (=give their opinion of the bill). The committee members
themselves then have a chance to give their opinion and to suggest
changes. If the bill does not receive strong support, it may be tabled.
In theory, this means that the committee can return to it later, but in
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practice it is often never considered again. Many bills die in
committee. If the members of a committee vote to approve the bill,
they send it back for discussion to the house as a whole. After the
debate members vote for or against it, either by a voice vote, when
members say “yea” or “nay” or with a recorded vote, when an
electronic system makes a record of how each member votes.
If a bill passes in the house where it began, it goes to the other
house. There, a similar process of debate begins, first in committee
and then by the whole house. If the bill passes, changes made in the
second house mean that the bill is different from the passed by the
first house, so the House of Representatives and the S enate together
form a conference committee to create a final version. This version
has to go back to both houses for another vote.
At all these stages, where changes are made to a bill, lobbyists
work hard to try to make it favorable to their interests. S ponsors of the
bill try to convince other members of Congress to vote on it,
sometimes by changing parts of the bill to make it more acceptable,
sometimes by promising their support for other members’ bill.
When both the House of Representatives and the S enate have
passed the same version of a bill they must ask for the President’s
approval. The President has three choices: to sign the bill, in which
case the bill becomes law, to do nothing, in which case the bill
becomes law after ten day; or to veto the bill and send it back to
Congress without his approval. If the President vetoes a bill, it still
has one more change: if two – thirds of the members of the House of
Representatives and the Senate vote for the bill, they can override the
veto and the bill becomes law.
Checks and balances
There are many stages in the law – making process at which a bill
may be opposed and die. It may be that different parts hold the
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balance of power in the House of Representatives and in the Senate or
the Congress is controlled by one party while the President is from
another. The people who wrote the Constitution intentionally made the
law – making process long and complicated so that only those
proposals which had wide support would become law. During the time
that it takes to make a law, citizens have many opportunities to
express their opinions about it and to convince their Senators and
Representatives to vote for or against it.If a law proves not to be
successful, it can be amended or repealed (=removed) by a process
similar to that for making a new law. Sometimes a law is held to be
unconstitutional (=goes against the principles of the Constitution) by
the Supreme Court, the highest court in the U.S. When a law is found
to be unconstitutional, it can no longer be applied.
Checks and balances were put to an important test in 1974 when
it was discovered that President Richard Nixon had been involved in
obstruction

of

justice

(hiding

crimes)

in

connection

with

the

Watergate scandal. Both Congress and the prosecutor appointed by
Congress demanded that the president to give them certain papers and
tape-recording that he had. The president refused. He said that neither
the judicial nor the legislative branch could tell the president, the head
of the executive branch what to do. He was relying on a doctrine
known as the separation of power.
This means that one branch of the government can not interfere
with the others. During this conflict, two important questions were
raised: (1) Could the president withhold information about p ossible
crimes from Congress and the courts? (2) Did the doctrine of
separation of powers mean that the judicial branch (courts) could not
order a member of the executive branch (the president) to give
evidence to the prosecutor?
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After considering these questions, the Supreme Court ordered the
president to give the evidence to the prosecutor. After examining the
evidence, Congress began the constitutional procedure to remove the
president from office – impeachment (an official accusation of
wrongdoing) and trial. However, before the process was completed,
President Nixon resigned from office. The checks and balances
prevented a major governmental crisis, and the presidency passed
smoothly to the vice president, General Ford. The “chart” had kept the
country on course, even when the captain tried to stray.
State and local law
At state level, two houses, often also called the Senate and the
House of Representatives, form the legislature. State laws are made in
a similar way to federal laws: they must be passed in both houses
before being sent to the state governor for his or her signature. At
local level, the paces are usually simpler. Local laws, or ordinances,
may be made by the city council, or possibly by voters at a town
meeting.
In some states it is common for a few laws to be made directly
by the people though a process called initiative. A group of people
write a law and ask other people to sign a petition saying that they
agree with it. With enough signatures, a petition can go on the ballot
at the next election and people can vote for or against it. If enough
people vote for it, it becomes a law. A referendum is similar to an
initiative, but people vote only to show their opinion: if most people
vote “yes” to a proposal in a referendum, members of the legislature
will probably decide to make it law.
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17. The Executive
Before You Read
Discuss
1. Why does a country need laws? List several reasons.
2. The U.S. Constitution is the “supreme law of the land.” What do
you know about the U.S. Constitution? What kind of government
does it outline?
3. Do you think the U.K. has a Constitution as well as the U.S.?

Guess
Try to answer these questions. Then look for the answer in the
reading. Check (  ) one:
1. Who is the chief executive of the U.K.?
---The queen

---Lord chancellor

---Prime minister

2. How many people are employed by the executive branch of
the U.S. government?
---300,000

---1,500,000

---3,000,000

3. Who is the official head of government in the U.S.?
---President

---Vice President

---Federal government

The Federal System
The United States is organized as a federal system. This means
that the power to govern is divided between the national (federal)
government, located in Washington, D.C., and the state governments.
Laws passed by Congress (federal laws) must be authorized by the
U.S. Constitution. That is what is meant by the statement that the
United States government gets all its power from the Constitution. All
matters over which the federal government does not have po wer can be
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regulated only by the individual states (such as ownership of property,
divorce, and education).
The original purpose of a national central government was to
perform those tasks that could not be performed efficiently by each
state

individually.

For

example,

dealing

with

foreign

nations,

establishing a monetary system, and regulating commerce between
states could be done better by a single national authority. Other
governmental responsibilities, such as public school systems, local
roads, and police and fire protection, were left to the states and their
subdivisions.
While

the

federal

government’s

power

is

limited

by

the

Constitution, the individual states are given the power to pass any law
that is not prohibited by the Constitution. In those ar eas where both
the state and the federal government have the power to pass laws, state
laws can not conflict with those passed by the federal government.
Most state governments are quite similar in structure to the
national government. Each is headed by a n elected executive called a
governor. The legislative branch may by called a state legislature or
general assembly, or have some other name, but it generally functions
much as Congress does. Most of the state legislatures also have two
houses. The state court systems generally follow the three -level
federal court plan, which provides for a trial court, an appellate
(appeals) court, and a supreme court.
States are divided into smaller governmental units, such as
counties, cities, towns, and villages. These units can pass laws that are
authorized by the state in which they are located, and they are
responsible for making and enforcing these laws within their
boundaries.
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The President
The President is the head of state of the U.S. and the nation’s
chief executive. He (the President has so far always been a man)
decides U.S. policy on foreign affairs and is the commander -in-chief
of the armed forces. He can appoint heads of government departments
and federal judges. Congress must ask the President to app rove new
laws, although it is possible to pass a law without the President
approval. Each year, the president gives a State of the Union Address
to

Congress

(speech

of

the

President

about

his

government’s

successes, plans and policies). The President works in what may be
the most famous office in the world, the Oval Office in the White
House in Washington D.C. He must see that all national laws are
carried out. Of course, a very large staff of advisers and other
employees assist the president. In fact, the executive branch employs
almost 3 million people located all over the world. The most important
group of advisers is called the cabinet. The cabinet consists of the
heads of the 14 departments of the executive branch, such as the
Secretaries of Education, Defense, and Agriculture. Cabinet members
are chosen by the President with the approval of the Senate.
The president also appoints ambassadors and other consular
heads who represent the U.S. abroad. In addition, he appoints judges
of the federal courts. The vice president is the only other elected
person in the executive branch. One important constitutional duty of
the person holding this office is to serve as president of the Senate.
The vice president’s most important function is to become president
upon the death, resignation, or disability of the president. Out of 37
presidents elected, eight have died in office, and one resigned. In each
case, the vice president became president
The Constitution requires that a president should be at least 35
years old and have been born in the U.S. It is often said that the
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President is directly elected by the people, and this is true in
compassion with countries like Britain where the Prime Minister is
elected by Members of Parliament. In fact, although people vote f or
one of the candidates for President, an electoral college makes the
final choice.
Americans have a lot of respect for the office of President, and
they are shocked when the president is believed to have done
something wrong or illegal. In such a case i t is possible for Congress
to impeach the President (=remove him from his job).
In 1999 President Bill Clinton was tried by the Senate after
admitting that he had had a sexual relationship with Monica Lewinsky,
having earlier denied it. Many Americans con tinued to support him
and the Senate decided that he was not guilty of “high crimes and
misdemeanors” (=offences for which a person can be impeached)

Prime minister
Originally, the king or queen could choose anyone they liked to be
chief or “Prime” Minister, and for a long time the Prime Minister
could come from either the House of Lords or the House of Commons.
In recent years the Prime Minister has always come from the
Commons and the king or queen gives the job to the leader of the
party with the largest number of MPs. Lord Home, who became leader
of the Conservative Party in 1963, was the first politician to be
allowed to renounce a peerage (=give up an inherited title and status)
to become Prime Minister (as Sir Alec Douglas – Home).
The Prime Minister is by tradition First Lord of the Treasury and
Minister for the Civil Service. He or she chooses and presides over the
Cabinet and heads the government. The Prime Minister also chooses
senior ministers and recommends their appointment to the king or
queen. While other ministers are responsible for particular government
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department, the Prime minister is concerned with policy as a whole.
Cabinet comities usually report directly to him or her. The Prime
Ministers has regular meetings with the sovereign to in form him or her
of the activities of the government.
The face and voice of the Prime Minister, informally called the
PM, are familiar to everyone in the country through television, radio
and newspapers. Public image is now very important, and specialist
advisers are employed to make sure that the Prime Minister’s
appearance, manner and tone of voice show qualities that they think
will appeal to the public. The prime minister usually lives at 10
Downing Street, above the office used by the Cabinet, and is o ften
photographed outside the front door.
In Britain, the cabinet is a committee responsible for deciding
government policy and for coordinating the work of government
departments. It consists of about 20 ministers chosen by the Prime
Ministers and meets for a few hours each week at Downing Street. Its
members are bound by oath not to talk about the meeting. Reports are
sent to government departments but these give only summaries of the
topics discussed and decisions taken. They do not mention who agreed
or disagreed. The principle of collective responsibility means that the
Cabinet acts unanimously (=all together), even if some ministers do
not agree.
When a policy has been decided, each minister is expected to
support it publicly or resign. In recent yea rs, prime ministers have
changed the members of their Cabinet quite often in Cabinet
reshuffles. Some members are dropped, new ones are brought in, and
the rest are given new departmental responsibilities.
The leader of the main opposition party forms a s hadow cabinet
of shadow ministers, each with their own area of responsibility, so
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that there is a team ready to take over immediately if the party in
power should be defeated.
Committees are appointed by the Cabinet to examine issues in
more detail than the Cabinet has time for. Members of these
committees are not necessarily politicians. The Cabinet office led by
the Secretary to the Cabinet, the most senior civil servant in Britain,
prepares agendas for cabinet meetings and committees.
In the U.S. the Cabinet consists of the heads of the 14
departments that make up the executive branch of the federal
government. Each president appoints the department heads, called
secretaries, from his own party, and they advice him on policy. Since
the Cabinet was not established by the Constitution, the President may
add, remove or combine government departments, and can decide
when to ask the Cabinet for advice, and whether or not to follow it.
State governments are usually organized in a similar way to the
national government, and most have a cabinet.

Local government
For

administrative

purposes

Britain

is

divided

into

small

geographical areas. The oldest and largest divisions in England and
Wales are called counties. In Scotland, the largest divisions are
regions. Counties and regions are further divided into districts.
Parishes, originally villages with a church, are the smallest units of
local government in England. These are called communities in
Scotland and Wales. Northern Ireland is sometimes known as the Six
Counties, but local government there is based on districts. Boroughs
were originally towns large enough to be given their own local
government. Now, only boroughs in London have political power,
which they took over in 1985 when the Greater London Council was
abolished.
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Counties and districts are run by councils which have power
given to them by central government. A system of local councils was
first established in the 19 t h century, but since then there have been
many changes to their structure and power. In 1992 a Local
Government Commission made a decision to replace some countries by
unitary authorities.
The first unitary authorities were created in 1995. Since then, all of
Wales and Scotland and many parts of England have become unitary
authorities.
Councils consist of elected representatives, called councilors.
They are elected by the local people for a period of four years (in
Scotland for three years). Counties, districts and parishes are divided
into areas, often called wards, each ward electi ng one councilor or in
some cases more. Most councilors belong to a political party and,
especially at country level, people vote for them as representatives of
a party, not as individuals. Country councils meet in a council
chamber at the local town hall or country hall. Councilors elect a
chairperson from amongst themselves. In cities, he or she is called the
Lord Mayor. Members of the public are allowed to attend council
meetings.
In 1998 further changes to local government structure were
proposed. The most widely discussed proposal is that mayors should
be directly elected by the people. It has already been decided that the
people of Greater London will elect their mayor.

State and local government in the U.S.A
State government
State government is similar in its organization to federal, or
national, government. In most states, a state constitution explains the
powers of the three branches of state government. These are the
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executive, the legislative and the juridical, as in the federal
government. In a state, the executive branch is headed by a governor,
and the person beneath him or her is the lieutenant governor. State
laws are made by a legislature, which usually has two houses, a Senate
and a House of Representatives, though the names of the houses m ay
be different in some states. The judicial branch usually consists of a
state supreme court and several lower courts.
U.S. states have traditionally had many power and considerable
direct influence on the lives of their citizens. State governments
organize their own system of courts and set local income tax and sales
tax. They decide at what age residents can for example, drink alcohol
or get married, and what students must study in school. Even actions
that are illegal in all or most states are the subje ct of laws at the state
rather

that

the

federal

level.

For

example,

murder

is

illegal

everywhere in the U.S. but every state has its own law against murder,
and the punishment for this crime is different in every state.

Country government
States are divided into counties. Most counties include several
towns, although a large city might occupy a whole county, or even lie
across the border between two or more counties. The county
government is located in a town or city called the county seat. The
structure of county government varies from state to state, but most
have a Board of Commissioners, sometimes called a Board of
Supervisors. The Board and other county officials are usually elected.
Services provided by a county government depend on whether the
county is urban, consisting mainly of a large city or several towns, or
rural, consisting of a few small towns and areas of county. In urban
areas, city and county governments may work together to provide
services for the area. In rural counties, the country gov ernment may
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provide some services, e.g. schools that would in an urban county by
the responsibility of the city. County governments are responsible for
repairing country roads. Counties usually have a sheriff’s department,
a kind of police department. Its officers are called sheriff’s deputies.
People who are accused of a crime are prosecuted in county courts by
the district attorney.

Towns and cities
America’s cities, towns, villages and other municipalities vary
greatly. They range from small towns of a few hundred people to
cities of millions. For that reason there is no single model of local
government, every municipal area decides for itself the form its
government should have. Most towns and cities have an elected mayor
as their head. A city council i s made up of members elected from
different areas of the city and makes ordinances (=local laws).
A municipal government usually has its own police force and
courts, runs local schools, takes care of the roads, and may also
provide services like public transport, water and electricity. There is
often a separate elected body called the school board, which controls
the way schools are run.
As there are so many offices in local government it is fairly easy
to become an elected official at this level. Although many ambitious
politicians see local office as the first step towards a more important
position, many ordinary people get involved in local politics because
they want to contribute to their community. Only a few places now
maintain the custom of a town mee ting, a chance for everyone in the
town to meet once a year to talk about matters of concern to the
community. But most city council and school board meetings are open
to the public and the meetings are often well attended.
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Since laws are made at several d ifferent levels of government they
vary greatly across the country. A person, who moves to a new state,
or even to a new town in the same state, will have a different amount
of income tax taken out of his or her pay. In some towns it is illegal to
sell alcohol, and so there may be a restaurant on one side of the road
that serves wine and another across the street, across the city limits,
that is not allowed to do so. People who like to gamble take trips to
Nevada or New Jersey because gambling is legal ther e but illegal in
many other states. Although these differences can be confusing they
rarely cause serious difficulty. Americans place great value of the fact
that they can decide the rules they live by.

18. Jurisdiction
Before You Read
Discuss
1. What is a law?
2. What is the highest court in Uzbekistan?
3. What does the criminal law deal with?
Guess
Try to answer these questions. Then look for the answer in the
reading. Check (  ) one:
1. English common law developed in…
---Norman times

---Roman times

---After the World War
II

2. Who has the right to represent people in higher courts?
--- solicitor

--- barristers

---attorney

3. Who is the most powerful person in the U.S. court?
---Judge

---State attorney

---Law
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The Judicial branch
For historical reasons a different system of laws is used in
Scotland from that in England and Wales. Northern Ireland law is
similar to that in England.
Scots law was greatly influenced by Roman law. When making
decisions Scottish courts look for an appropriate general principle and
apply it to a particular situation. English law relies more on case law,
a collection of previous decisions called precedents. English courts
look at precedents for the case being tried and make a similar
judgment.
English common law developed in Norman times when judges
traveled round the country. Later legal scholars collected together the
most significant cases and they became part of case law. Another
branch of law, equity, deals with cases involving rights and duties,
e.g. in connection with contracts. These two branches were joined in
1873. A third branch of law, statue law, consists of laws made by Acts
of Parliament. It describes general principles and is superior to case
law.
From 1536 Wales became subject to the same laws as E ngland.
Law in Northern Ireland is based on case law from England and
Ireland, and on British and Irish status. But the time of the Act of
Union between England and Scotland in 1707 both countries had well established legal systems. The Act allowed both sy stems to continue
and this resulted in the different legal practices still in use.

Civil and criminal law
Civil law concerns disagreements between individuals over rights
and responsibilities. Many civil cases relate to business contracts. The
plaintiff (=the person who claims to have been wrongly accused) in
the hope of winning damages (=a financial payment) or an injunction
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(=a court order preventing the defendant from doing something that is
causing harm). Taking a case to court is expensive, but people who do
not have enough money may qualify for legal aid.
Criminal law deals with offences that involve harm to a person
resulting from somebody breaking the law. The most serious offences
include murder, manslaughter and thief. Cases are brought against
criminals by the state, in England and Wales through the Director of
Public Prosecutions and in Scotland through procurators fiscal.
A basic principal of law in Britain is that anyone accused is
innocent until proved guilty, so it is the job of the prosecuti on to
prove beyond reasonable doubt that the defendant has broken the law
as stated in the charge. If this can not be proved the accused person
must be acquitted (=allowed to go free, with no blame attached).

Courts in England and Wales
Every town has a Magistrates’ Court, where minor cases are
judged and more serious cases are examined briefly before being
passed to higher courts. Cases are heard by three magistrates called
Justices of the Peace, who are specially trained members of the public
advised by a legally qualified clerk. Young people under 17 are sent to
special juvenile courts.
More serious criminal cases are heard in the Crown Court, which
sits at a number of towns in England and Wales. Cases are heard by a
judge and a jury. At the end of a tri al the jury decides whether the
defendant is guilty or not guilty. If the verdict is “guilty” the judge
decides the punishment.
Minor civil cases, such as divorce and bankruptcy proceedings,
are heard in the County Court. More serious cases are heard in th e
High Court and Justice. This is divided into the Chancery Division,
the Queen’s Bench and the Family Division. Cases are heard by one or
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more judges sitting together. Appeals against decisions of the County
Courts also go to the High Court.
Appeals from the Crown Court or the High Court go to the Court
of Appeal. A few cases in which a question of law is in doubt are
passed often on to the House Lords. Here the Lord Chancellor and
Lords of Appear, often called law-lords, make a final decision.

Courts in Scotland and Northern Ireland
Criminal cases in Scotland are heard in District Courts by
members of the public called lay justices. More serious cases go to
regional sheriff courts, and are heard by the sheriff and a jury. Juries
in Scotland can give a verdict of guilty or not guilty, or decide that
the case is not proved. This verdict is given when there is not
sufficient evidence to convict the accused but when it is probably that
he or she is guilty. Appeals go to the High Court of Justiciary in
Edinburgh.
Civil cases begin in the sheriff court and may go on appeal to the
Court of Session. This is divided into two Houses. The Inner House
hears appeals from the sheriff courts, while the Outer House hears
cases that were too serious to go to sheriff court .
In Northern Ireland minor cases are heard by magistrates. County
Courts hear most civil cases and Crown Courts most serious criminal
cases. They also act as courts of appeal from the Magistrates’ Courts.
The higher court in Northern Ireland is the Supre me Court of
Judicature.

The legal profession
A person who needs legal advice, e.g. when buying a house,
usually goes to see a solicitor. Solicitors may represent their clients in
Magistrates’ Courts and, since 1994, in the higher courts. However,
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solicitors often use barristers (=a lawyer who has the right to
represent people in the higher courts) to represent their clients in the
higher courts. Barristers are lawyers who have received special
training at Inns of Court and who have been called to the Bar. They
are not allowed to deal directly with the public and can only talk to
their client if a solicitor is present. In court they wear a withy curly
wig and black robes. The most respected barristers hold the title QC
(Queen’s Counsel). Barristers are calle d advocates in Scotland, and a
solicitor or barrister representing a client in the English or Welsh
courts is now often referred to as an advocate.
After many years in the courts barristers may be appointed as
judges. Judges wear a white wig and red robes in court. They are
highly paid and are sometimes accused of being remote from the rest
of society.
The judicial system is one of the three branches of the U.S.
federal government. But the legal system operates at many levels,
since as well as federal court s there are state, country and city courts.

The courts
Each type of court has its own jurisdiction, i.e. it deals with
certain kinds of cases. Some courts hear only criminal cases. Other
courts are for civil cases, in which two people disagree over
something. Cases are first heard in trial courts. The person accused in
a criminal trial, and both sides involved in a civil trial, have the right
to appeal against the court’s decision, and if they do the case goes to a
court of appeals.
Some trial courts have limited jurisdiction. Many states, for
example, have family courts where people get divorced, and small
claims courts which hear cases involving small sums of money. States
have trial courts of general jurisdiction which can hear a wider range
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of cases. These are often called courts of common please. State courts
of appeals are called superior courts or district courts, and most states
have a supreme court. This is the highest court in the state and hears
only the most serious appeals.
States have their own criminal code, but some crimes are federal
offences, i.e. against federal law. Crimes may fall under federal
jurisdiction if more than one state is involved, e.g. if cars are stolen in
one state and then sold in another.
The highest court is the Supreme C ourt in Washington, DC, which
can hear almost any case on appeal. In fact, it hears only those cases
that involve an important principle. When the Supreme Court decides
such a case, it sets a precedent which lower courts will use to decide
similar cases.

The people in a court
The almost powerful person in court is the judge. Most courts
have only one judge, but some higher courts have several. In the U.S.
Supreme Court, the nine judges are called justices, and the most senior
is the Chief Justice of the Un ited States. Many state judges are
elected, but federal judges are appointed by the President.
The people on either side of case are represented by lawyers, also
called attorneys-at-law. In a criminal trial the defendant (=the person
accused) is represented by a defense attorney. If he or she is too poor
to pay a lawyer, the court will appoint a public defender. The
prosecution is led by an Assistant District Attorney or, in a federal
case, a federal attorney. In each county the people elect a District
Attorney, who hires other attorneys. In a civil trial the defendant and
the plaintiff (=the person who claims to have been wrong) pay their
own attorneys. When only a small amount of money is involved people
go to a court of common pleas and represent themselv es.
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Witnesses go to court to testify (=tell what they know about the
case). Sometimes one or both sides will pay expert witnesses. The
bailiff calls witnesses when it is their turn to come into the courtroom.
The court reporter keeps a record of everythin g that is said.

The court in action
At the beginning of a session, the bailiff calls out. “All rise” and
everybody stands as the judge enters. Both attorneys make an opening
statement to explain their case. Then each side calls witnesses and
presents evidence. As each witness take the stand (=goes and sits in a
special place) the bailiff swears them in. Witnesses promise to tell the
truth, the whole truth and nothing but “the truth”.
Attorneys must not lead the witness by suggesting the answer they
want to hear, and they must not keep repeating the question. When one
attorney thinks another is breaking the rules he or she shouts
“Objection!” or “Move to strike” (=a request that words are deleted
from the record).
At the end of a trial the jury deliberates t ogether. In a case that
gets a lot of media attention, the judge may sequester the jury (=send
them to a hotel where they will not hear other’s opinions). In a
criminal trial the jury decides the verdict and if the verdict is guilty
the judge gives the sentence. In a civil trial the jury decides who wins
and may also decide the amount of damages (=money to be paid as
compensation).

Problems in the system
Americans often sue, i.e. start a civil trial, for problems that might
be solved in other ways. Large n umbers of these frivolous suits may
mean that people with genuine cases have to wait a long time.
Although the Constitution says that the law should protect everyone,
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rich people have an advantage: in civil cases both sides pay their own
attorney, so a poor person who has a good reason to sue may not be
able. Some attorneys will work for a contingency fee, a proportion of
the money that is awarded if they win the case, and nothing if they
lose. A few lawyers, called ambulance chasers, encourage people hurt
in accidence to sue because they think they can earn a large
contingency fee.

The courts and society
Courts, especially the Supreme Court, are very powerful in the
U.S. Congress makes laws and the President approves them, but if the
Supreme Court decides that a law is unconstitutional it cannot be
applied.
The Supreme Court has decided many important issues. For
example, the case Brown v Board of Education helped to end separate
schools for black and white children. For many years the police
encouraged people they arrested to confess to a crime, even though
they have the right not to. In Miranda, Arizona the Court said that the
police had to tell people their rights, and now the police Mirandize
people they arrest by reading them a formal statement saying t hat they
have the right to remain silent and to see a lawyer.
Most Americans believe that their legal system is fair. The idea of
innocent until prove guilty is especially important. Americans also
want their legal system to be open. Members of the public can go into
the courts, and real trials are shown on television. However, many
African-Americans think that the system is only fair and open for
white Americans. This is a growing problem seems likely remain as
long as there is prejudice against African -Americans in other areas of
life.
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19. Elections
and Political
Parties

Before You
Read
Discuss ↓
1. How do Americans choose their president? Tell what you know
about the process.
2. How does a person become the leader in other countries you are
familiar with?
3. Do you think the leader of a country should be electe d by all the
citizens?
Guess
Try to answer these questions. Then look for the answer in the
reading. Check (  ) one:
1. In the 1996 presidential election, how much money was spent
on all the campaigns?
---$23 million

---$400 million

---$1.2 billion

2. Does the presidential candidate with the greatest number of
voters always win the election?
--- yes

---No

3. Which political party is called the GOP (Grant Old Party)?
---the Democrats

---the Republicans

---the Labor Party

Every four year, Americans participate in a unique and exciting
ritual-selecting the notion’s president and vice president. Beginning
early in a presidential election year, people who would like to “run”
for the office of president try to win delegates to their party’s na tional
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political convention. Delegates are chosen from each state. Some are
selected at state caucuses (=local meeting of voters and party
officials) and others by party conventions. But most are chosen by
primary elections. Primaries give voters an opport unity to indicate
whom they want to be their party’s presidential candidate. In a
primary election, a presidential candidate is running against other
candidates in the same political party, competing for that state’s
delegate votes.
The summer before the election, each of the two major political
parties – The Democrats and the Republicans – holds a national
convention lasting about four days. At these conventions, delegates
select the people who will be candidates for president and vice
president. The number of delegates from each state is determined by
its population and its support for that party in previous elections. The
total number of delegates at a convention ranges from about 2,000 to
about 4,000.
Convention

business

usually

begins

with

the

creation

and

acceptance of the party’s platform. A platform is a general statement
of the party’s philosophy, positions, and goals on issues of national
and international concern. A majority of the convention delegates
must vote in favor of the various planks of th e platform in order for
them to be accepted. (A plank is a statement on one subject).
The next order of business is the nomination of prospective
presidential candidates. A speaker nominates each nominee, telling
that person’s strength and accomplishments. Each nominating speech
is followed by a long, noisy demonstration. Bands play and thousands
of delegates wave flags and signs, sing, yell, and clap. When the
convention quests down, a seconding speech is given for each
nominee. This is also followed by a noisy display of support.
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After the nominations, the delegates get down to the serious work
of choosing their party’s presidential candidate. What qualities are
delegates

looking

for in

their candidate?

The

most

important

qualification is the ability to wi n the election. In addition, delegates
consider a nominee’s integrity, philosophy, and talent for leadership.
Votes are taken alphabetically by state. At some conventions, one
nominee gets the majority of delegate votes on the first roll call. At
others, several roll calls may be necessary before one nominee wins
the majority of votes. Sometimes, state delegations bargain with the
major nominee. Delegates may agree to switch their votes in exchange
for some political favor or governmental position. For exam ple, an
agreement might be made that, in exchange for a state’s votes, the
nominee will recommend a certain person to be the vice presidential
candidate. Eventually, enough deals are made that one person receives
a majority of the votes and becomes the par ty’s presidential candidate.
In recent years, more and more states have held primary elections.
As a result, it has become common for one candidate to win a majority
of the delegate’s votes during the primaries. In that event, the party’s
presidential candidate has already been chosen before the convention
even begins.
After the presidential candidate is selected, the vice presidential
candidate must be chosen. Traditionally, the convention officially
elects whomever the presidential candidate wants as hi s running mate.
It is customary (and good politics) for a party’s presidential and vice
presidential candidates to come from different parts of the country and
to have somewhat different political views. That way, the team
appeals to voters with different viewpoints and concerns. At the
convention, the two candidates are formally nominated, elected as the
party’s candidates, and cheered greatly before and after they give their
acceptance speeches. Finally, the convention adjourns (=ends).
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Ceck your comprehension:

What are the three major jobs of a national

convention?

The Campaign
Campaigning for the general election traditionally begins on
Labor Day in early September. From that tim e until Election Day, in
early November, voters are bombarded from all sides – by radio,
television, newspapers, mail, and personal communications – with
political material. Long standing friendships and even marriages can
become battlegrounds as Americans argue about issue and candidates.
Ordinarily soft-spoken people become outspoken supporters of their
candidate. Neighborhood political workers from each party knock on
doors and give voters information about the candidates they support.
Each candidate tries to convince a majority of the American voters
that he is best qualified to lead the country for the next 4 years. Since
the candidate has only 2 months in which to do this, he must campaign
very

hard,

day

and

night.

All

of

the

recourses

of

modern

communication are used to acquit the voters with the candidates’
views and personalities. Television has become a powerful influence.
The candidate who lucks personal appeal on TV is at a great
disadvantage. In 1960, a series of televised debates between Richard
Nixon and John Kennedy probably influenced enough voters to change
the election results. It has been said that if Abraham Lincoln were
alive today, he probably wouldn’t be elected president because he was
not handsome.
Although modern communications have better acquainted voters
with candidates and issues, the resulting costs of election campaigns
have

created

a

serious

problem.

The

various

candidates

who

participated in the 1996 presidential campaign spent a combined total
of more than $ 400 million. Abou t $ 152 million of this total was
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contributed by the federal government. To receive government
campaign money, candidates must raise an equal amount from private
donations. Accepting private donations means that the person elected
has many “friends” who may expect political favors in return for their
financial help. Also, sometimes very well -qualified people cannot
raise enough money to campaign for the presidency.
Campaigning is extremely expensive, and a candidate must receive
a majority of the electoral votes to be elected; therefore, only the
candidates of the two major parties can expect to win. Still, third
parties play an important role in American politics by focusing
attention on particular issues and by influencing the policies of the
major parties.
Critics often ask, “Does it matter who wins? Are there any real
differences between the two political parties?” No candidates can hope
to win by appealing to only one or two groups of voters, such as
farmers or businesspeople. Because of the need for bro ad appeal, the
philosophies of both parties usually take a middle course so as not to
offend any large groups of voters. The government does change
somewhat depending on which party is in power, but it does not
change as much as political campaign speeches might lead one to
believe.
During the election campaign, one hears a lot of political labels,
such as reactionary, conservative, moderate (middle-of-the-road),
liberal, and radical. Most Democrats are moderates or liberals. Most
Republicans are moderates or conservatives. People sometimes refer to
liberals as being to the left and conservatives as being to the right. In
terms of specific programs, Democrats (or Liberals) tend to favor
more spending for social programs to help poorer people and less
spending for military programs. Republicans’ (or conservatives’) goals
tend to be the opposite. Traditionally, Democrats have also favored a
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stronger federal government while Republicans have emphasized
states’ rights. The Democratic Party is generally considered more
supportive of the poor and the middle -class worker. Republican
policies generally support big business and the rich.
Each party has a familiar symbol. For the Democrats, it is a
donkey known for its stubbornness. The Republican symbol is an
elephant, an animal that is supposed to have a long memory. These
symbols were created by Thomas Nast, a famous nineteenth -century
political cartoonist. The Republican Party is also called the GOP
(Grand Old Party).
To preserve free democratic elections, candidates in all elections
are allowed to express their opinion publicity. They may even severely
criticize other candidates and their viewpoints, without fear of
punishment. This is true even when an opponent is an incumbent
president (=one who is currently holdin g office).
 Check Your
Comprehension

What are the three major parties in the U.S.?
What are some differences between them?

The Political Parties in the U.K
The British political system relies on havi ng at least two parties in
the House of Commons able to form a government. Historically, the
main parties were the Tories and the Whigs. More recently these
parties became known as the Conservative Party and the Liberal
Party. The Conservative Party’s main rival is now the Labor Party,
but there are several other smaller parties. The most important is the
Liberal Democratic Party, which developed from the old Liberal Party
and the newer Social Democratic Party. Wales and Scotland have their
own nationalist parties, Plaid Cymru (The Party of Wales) and the
Scottish
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National

Party.

Northern

Ireland

has

several

parties,

including the Ulster Unionist Party, the Ulster Democratic Unionist
Party and the Social Democratic and Labor Party.
The Conservative Party is on the political right and the Labor
Party on the left. The Liberal Democrats are generally closer to Labor
in their opinions than to the Conservatives. Each party has its own
emblem and color: the Conservatives have a blue torch, Labor a red
rose, and Liberal Democrats a yellow bird.
In order to have closer contact with the electorate (=people who
have the right to vote in elections), the Conservative Party sets up
constituency

associations,

local

party

offices

coordinated

by

Conservative Central Office. These raise money for the party and
promote its policies. By contrast, the Labor Party began outside
Parliament amongst trade unions and socialist organizations, and tried
to get representatives into Parliament to achieve its aims. Both parties
now have many local branches which are responsible for choosing
candidates for parliamentary and local government elections.
Conservative supporters are traditionally from the richer sections
of society, especially landowners and business people. The Labor
Party originally drew its support from the working classes and from
people wanting social reform. It has always had support from the trade
unions, but recently has tried to appeal to a wider group, especially
well-educated and professional people. The Liberal Democra tic Party
draws most of its voters from these people who are unwilling to vote
Labor.
Support for the main parties is not distributed evenly throughout
Britain. In England, the south has traditionally been Conservative,
together with the more rural areas, while the north and inner cities
have been Labor. In Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland the
situation is complicated by the existence of the nationalist parties.
Wales is traditionally a Labor region, though Plaid Cymru is strong.
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Scotland, formerly a Conservative area, is now also overwhelmingly
Labor, though many people support the Scottish Nationalist Party.
After

the

1997

election

the

Conservative

Party

had

no

MPs

representing Welsh or Scottish constituencies. Support for the Liberal
Democratic Party is not concentrated in any ones area. In a first -pastthe-post system, where the winner in an election is the candidate with
the most votes in each constituency, a strong geographical base is
important. In the 1992 election, over 17% of all the votes cast were
for the Liberal Democratic Party but these were spread too thinly and
the party won only 3% of the seats in Parliament.
At present, political parties do not have to say where they obtain
their money. The Labor Party receives a lot of its money from t rade
unions,

whereas

the

Conservative

Party

receives

gifts

from

individuals, especially businessmen, and sometimes from people living
outside Britain. The Labor Party would like to have a law passed that
forced parties to reveal the source of large donatio ns and to prevent
money being sent from abroad.
A party conference is organized each year by the national office
of each party, to which constituency offices send representatives.
Prominent members of the party give speeches, and representatives
debate party policy. Conferences are usually lively events and receive
a lot of attention from the media. They also give party leaders the
opportunity to hear the opinions of ordinary party members. Before an
election, each party prepares a detailed account of its i deas and
intended policies and presents them to the electorate in an election
manifesto.
The

Labor

leader

is

elected

at

the

party

conference

by

representatives of trade unions, individual members of the party and
Labor MPs. The Liberal Democrats’ leader is also elected by party
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members but by a postal vote. But the Conservative leader is elected
only by Conservative MPs in a secret ballot.
In debates in Parliament, MPs from different parties argue fiercely
against each other. However, representatives of all parties cooperate
in arranging the other of business so that there is enough time for
different points of view to be expressed. Another example of
cooperation between parties is the pairing system. An MP of one party
is paired with an MP of another party, and when there is to be a vote
and the two MPs know that they would vote on opposite sides, neither
of them will be present to vote. In this way, the difference in numbers
between the two sides is maintained while MPs are free to do other
parliamentary work.
The parties are managed by several MPs or peers (=members of
the House of Lords) chosen from within their party. The Government
Chief Whip and the Opposition Chief Whip meet frequently and are
“the visual channels” through which arrangements for debate s are
made. Junior whips act as links between the Chief Whips and party
members.
The main parties hold regular meetings at which party policy is
discussed. Conservative MPs belong to the 1922 Committee which
meets once week and provides an opportunity for MPs to give their
opinions on current issues. Meetings of the Parliamentary Labor Party
are generally held twice a week and are open to all Labor MPs and
Labor members of the House of Lords. Liberal Democrat MPs and
peers also meet regularly. In addition, the parties have their own
specialist committees that deal with different areas of policy.

The election
On Tuesday following the first Monday in November, voters cast
their ballots for president and vice president. A party’s presidential
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and vice presidential candidates are voted for as a team, not
individually. The entire House of Representatives, one -third of the
Senate, and many state and local officials are also elected at this time.
Thanks to voting machines and computers, Americans usually know
most of the winners by late evening. In fact, the television networks
often predict the results of an election as soon as the polls close. They
do this by conducting exit polls – asking voters in scientifically
selected precincts how they voted.
The president and vice president are not actually chosen by now
many people vote for them (the popular vote); instead, they are chosen
by electoral votes. Altogether, there are 538 electoral votes; it takes
270 (a majority) to win. When citizens cast votes for presidenti al and
vice presidential candidates, they are selecting their state’s electors
(people chosen under state laws and procedures to cast each state’s
votes for president and vice president). Each elector is expected
(although not legally required) to vote for the candidate who wins the
majority of the popular votes in that state. These electors as a group
are called the Electoral College.
The number of electors for each state is equal to the total number
of representatives and senators, who represent that stat e in Congress.
(In addition, the District of Columbia has three electoral votes). Thus,
states with large populations have more electoral votes. In all states
except Maine and Nebraska, the candidate who receives the largest
number of popular votes receives all of the state’s electoral votes.
With this system, it is possible for a candidate to receive more popular
votes than an opponent but fewer electoral votes and, therefore, lose
the election. This can happen when a candidate loses by small margins
in states with many electoral votes and wins by large margins in states
with few electoral votes (as shown in the chart below). Only three
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American presidents have reached the White House by losing the
popular vote but winning the majority of electoral votes.
This happened in 2000, when George W.Bush was elected. When
the Electoral College votes, it is also possible, in some states, for an
elector not to cast his ballot for the candidate who won the popular
vote in that state. However, since electors are import ant members of
their political parties, this rarely happens.
Sample of Popular and Electoral Votes from the 2000 Presidential
Election
Popular Vote
States

Electoral Vote

Democrat

Republican

(Al Gore)

(George Bush)

Iowa

634.475

629.521

7 Democrat

Kansas

391.026

614.419

6 Republican

Utah

201.732

512.161

5 Republican

Wisconsin

1.240.266

1.234.167

11 Democrat

Totals

2.467.499

2.990.268

18 Democrat
11 Republican

To be elected, candidates for president and vice president must
receive a majority of the votes in the Electoral College. If no
candidate receives a majority, the House of Representatives chooses
the president from the top three candidates. Each state has one vote
for president. The Senate chooses the vice president from the two top
candidates. Each senator has a vote. This has only happened once, in
1824, when John Quincy Adams was elected.
The Electoral College method of choosing the president has been
criticized as old-fashioned and undemocratic. However, states with
small populations do not want to change it. They have a greater
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proportional vote in the Electoral College than they would have if the
president were chosen by popular vote.
The newly elected president and vice president are inaugurated
(formally sworn in) on January 20 fol lowing the election. The
inauguration is nationally televised and is followed by a parade and
many parties. The president then moves into the White House and
appoints members of the cabinet (the president’s closest advisers, who
are also the heads of the various departments of the executive branch).
Between the election and the inauguration, the outgoing president
meets with newly elected president and his staff to plan for a smooth
transition from one administration to the next. Because the outgoing
president is only awaiting the end of his term, he is often referred to
as a “lame duck”. Sometimes the new president and the majority of the
members of Congress do not keep promises made during the campaign.
Since the two major parties are not extremely differe nt, there is
seldom a sudden shift in national policy when a new president from a
different party takes office. Change occurs only with the passage of
time, as the new administration becomes accustomed to its powers.

 Check Your
Comprehension

What is the difference between popular votes and

electoral votes?
Which type of vote elects a president?

Elections to Parliament
Each of the 659 Members of Parliament, or MPs, in the House of
Commons represents a particular part of the United Kingdom called a
constituency. The county is divided into areas of roughly equal
population (about 90000 people). Cities have several constituencies
MPs are expected to be interested in the a ffairs of their constituency
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and to represent the interests of local people, their constituents, in
Parliament. Many hold regular surgeries, sessions at which they are
available for local people to talk to them. People may also write to
their MP if they want to protest about something.
Anyone who wants to become an MP must be elected by the
people of a constituency. Before an election one person is chosen by
each of the main political parties to stand for election in each
constituency. People usually vote f or the candidate who belongs to the
party they support, rather than because of his or her personal qualities
or opinions. Only the candidate who gets the most votes in each
constituency is elected. This system is called first past the post.
In a general election, when elections are held in all constituencies,
the winning party, which forms the next government, is the one that
wins most seats in Parliament (=has the most MPs), even though it
may have received fewer votes overall than the opposition parties . In
1992, for example, the Conservative Party gained more than half the
total number of seats but fewer than half of all the votes cast. A
proposal

that

Britain

should

use

a

system

of

proportional

representation, whereby seats in Parliament would be alloc ated
according to the total number of votes cast for each party, has been
put forward on various occasions.

General elections in United Kingdom
By law, a general election must take place every five years. The
government decides when to hold an election, and the Prime Minister
may decide to go to the country earlier than is illegally necessary if
there seems to be a good chance of winning.
General elections are always held on Thursdays. After the date has
been fixed, anyone who wants to stand for Parliamen t (=be a candidate
for election) has to leave a deposit of ₤500 with the Returning Officer,
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the person in each constituency responsible for managing the election.
The local offices of the major parties pay the deposit for their own
candidates. If a candidate wins more than 5% of the votes, he or she
gets the deposit back. Otherwise candidates lose their deposit. This is
intended to stop people who do not seriously want to be MPs from
taking part in the election. Sometimes people, who feel very strongly
about an issue, e.g. protect ing the lives of unborn babies, become
candidates and campaign specifically about that issue. A few people
become candidates for a joke, especially in the constituency which the
Prime Minister is defending, because they know that they will get a lot
of publicity. One candidate, `Lord` David Sutch, has stood against the
Prime Minister in most elections since 1966.
Before an election takes place candidates campaign for support in
the constituency. The amount of money that candidates are allowed to
spend on their campaign is strictly limited. Leading members of the
government and the opposition parties travel throughout the country
addressing meetings and “meeting the people”, especially in marginal
constituencies where only a slight shift of opinion would chan ge the
outcome of the voting. Local party workers spend their time
canvassing, going from house to house to ask people about how they
intend to vote. At national level the parties spend a lot of money on
advertising and media coverage. They can not buy tel evision time:
each party is allowed a number of strictly timed party political
broadcasts. Each also holds a daily televised news conference.
By-elections
If an MP dies or resigns, a by-election is held in the constituency
which he or she represented. By-elections are closely watched by the
media as they are thought to indicate the current state of public
opinion and the government’s popularity.
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Voting
Anyone over the age of 18 has the right to vote at elections,
provided that they are on the electoral reg ister. This is a list of all the
adults living in a constituency. A new, revised list is complied each
year. Copies are available for people to look at in local public
libraries. Voting is not compulsory but the turnout (=the number of
people voting) at general elections is usually high, about 75%.
About a week in advance of an election everyone on the electoral
register receives a polling card. This tells them where their polling
station is, i.e. where they must go to vote. On the day of the election,
polling day, voters go to the polling station and are given a ballot
paper. This lists the names of all the candidates for that constituency,
together with the names of the parties they represent. Each voter then
goes into a polling booth where nobody can see what they are writing,
and puts a cross next to the name of one candidate only the one they
want to elect. Polling stations, often local schools or church halls, are
open from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. to give everyone an opportunity to vote.
During a general election, people leaving the polling station may be
asked by professional analysts called pollsters how they voted. Similar
exit polls taken all over the country are used to predict the overall
election result.
After the polls close, the ballot papers from all the polling
stations in a constituency are taken to a central place to be counted. In
most constituencies counting takes place the same evening, continuing
for as long as necessary through the night. If the number of votes for
two candidates is very close, the candidates may demand a recount.
Several recounts may take place until all the candidates are satisfied
that the count is accurate. Finally, the Returning Officer makes a
public announcement giving the number of votes cast for each
candidate and declaring the winner to be the MP for the constituency.
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On general election night, television and radio keep everyone
informed of the results throughout Britain and make predictions about
the overall result and the size of the winning party’s majority in
Parliament.

20. The World of American and British Business
Before You Read
Discuss

1. If we say that the economy of a country is strong or healthy,
what do we mean? What does that say about employment, salaries,
prices, production of goods, and so on?
2. What is capitalism? What are its main characteristics?
3. What is competition? When is it good? When is it bad?

Guess
Try to answer these questions. Then look for the answer in the
reading. Check (  ) one:
1. How many Americans own shares of stock in compani es
traded on the two major stock exchanges?
---10 million

---60 million

---120 million

2. About how many Americans go bankrupt each year?
--- 500,000

---1 million

120 million

3. About how many women own their own businesses?
---6 million

---9 million

---12 million

The Basic Principles of Capitalism
Both the U.S.A. and the U.K. are capitalistic countries. In a
capitalistic economy, businesses are privately owned and operated.
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The government role in the business world is limited. Its main
function is to protect each part of the economy – big – business, small
business,

workers,

and

consumer

–

from

abuse.

In

American

capitalism, even such basic needs as transportation, communications,
and health care are provided by private companies.
In a capitalist economy, prices vary with changes in supply and
demand. When there are more apples available than people want to
buy, the price of apples goes down, when there is a shortage, the price
goes up. Of course, prices of goods and services are a lso affected by
the cost of producing them.
Under ideal conditions, a free economy (with limited government
controls) is good for everyone. Workers can choose their careers; they
can change jobs to get higher wages, better working conditions, or
professional advancement; and they can form unions with other
workers

to

demand

better

treatment

from

their

employer.

Manufacturers, whole sales, and retailers can also do well in a
capitalist system. They profit when their business is successful.
Competition is an essential element of capitalism. In order to
compete, businesses must operate efficiently, economically, and
creatively. Because of competition, customers receive high -quality
merchandise at the lowest possible prices. When there is a lack of
competition in an industry, a monopoly may develop. This can happen
when a company buys its competitors or when a company sells its
products below cost while in order to drive competitors out of
business. To prevent such abuses, there are rational laws prohibiting
most monopolies.
In a capitalistic economy, disagreements between employees and
employers can lead to work stoppages called strikes. A strike occurs
when unionized employees refuse to work until their demands are
satisfied. A strike in a vital industry can dis rupt the entire national
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economy. For example, if there is a strike in the transportation
industry, companies that depend on trans or trucks to transport raw
materials and /or finished products must shut down. Their employers
are, therefore, laid off. When workers’ incomes are greatly reduced,
they do not spend as much. This, in turn, affects the income of
business that usually sells those workers. Also, when large numbers of
workers go on strike, the public may be greatly inconvenienced.
Strikes can shut down transportation or cut of food or fuel supplies to
large areas.
Although capitalism has made most people prosperous, not all
have benefited. Foreign competition and factory automation have
caused many semiskilled workers who were earning good wages in
manufacturing industries, such as automobile production, to lose their
jobs. Many of those able to get new employment had to settle for
lower paying jobs.
At the end of the twentieth century, several multinational treaties
greatly expanded the idea of competition to what is called a “free
global economy”. This means that businesses in different countries
can export their goods to the U.S. and other countries without paying
tariffs (taxes imposed upon imports in order to favor the goods of the
importing country). A free global economy is good for the consumer
who can purchase cheaper merchandise from countries where the cost
of doing business is lower than it is in the U.S. However, it is not
good for American workers who may lose their jobs as a result of tha t
competition.
Today’s American capitalism benefits most workers as well as
business owners. However, not everyone is prosperous in the U.S.
About 12 % of the population has earnings below the poverty line
established by the government. Some people can not get a decent –
paying job for reasons such as illness or disability, old age, drug or
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alcohol addiction, or lack of education or job – related skills. Most
people with marketable job skills can earn a living in the U.S., and
there are many opportunities for learning these skills.

 Check Your
Comprehension

What are three characteristics of capitalism?
Who benefits from tariffs?

Stocks and Bonds
American businesses need huge amounts of money to develop new
products, purchase new equipment, build factories, and pay other
expenses of doing business. This money is known as capital. Much of
it comes from investors (capitalists), who expect to receive a
profitable return on the money that they invest. Without investors, the
American economy would not be able to grow and produce the goods
that consumers want. In other words, a capitalist economy depends on
capitalists to keep it growing.
Most investments take one of two forms – stocks or bonds.
Stockholders purchase shares of a business if the business does well;
they share in the profits of the company by receiving dividends. On
the other hand, people who purchase bonds lend their money to a
business in exchange for a fixed rate of return (a percentage of the
face value of bond) known as interest. Both stockholders and
bondholders hope that the value of their investments will increase.
Stocks and bonds are traded on national exchanges. The New York
Stock Exchange is located on Wall Street in New York City. As a
result, the world of investors is commonly known a Wall Street. Stock
prices are usually affected by the profits of the company, the general
economic climate, and the outlook for the company is the near future .
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Bond prices are primarily influenced by interest rates. If interest rates
rise, bond prices usually fall and vice versa.
In recent years, there has been a huge growth in the volume of
stocks and bond sales. Between 1990 and 1999, the numbers of shares
of stock traded on exchanges each year rose from about 4.5 billion to
more than 350 billion. On an average trading day, more than a billion
shares of stock change hands on the New York Stock Exchange and on
the NASDAQ (=National Association of Securities Dea lers Automated
Quotation) Stock Exchange. It is not unusual for each of those
exchanges to handle more than 2 billion shares in a day. In 1987, the
value of all stocks traded on stock exchange was $ 1.9 trillion. By
1999, that figure had jumped to more tha n $ 14 trillion.
In 1980, only about 27 million Americans owned stocks. Today,
more than 120 million individuals are stockholders. And many more
are indirectly involved in the markets though their participation in
pensions plans, credit unions, and insuran ce plans. In fact, most of the
stocks and bonds that are traded are owned not by individuals but by
large investors such as banks, insurance companies, pension funds,
and mutual funds (companies that invest in many different businesses
in order to minimize risk).
 Check Your
Comprehension

What is the difference between stocks and bonds?
Where are stocks and bonds traded?

The Cashless Society
When people buy merchandise or service, they often do not pay
for their purchases with cash. One very popular method of making
payment is by check. Most Americans have checking accounts and
have access to their money at the many ATMs (automatic teller
machines) found all over the country.
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Another form of payment is the use of cards. One type of credit is
issued by a particular store to its regular customers. At the end of each
month, the customer receives a bill showing the charge purchases
made during that period and how much is owed. The customer must
pay the balance within three or four weeks. If the payment is late, the
customer is usually charged a late fee. Most credit cards permit the
user to pay only a small portion of the total due. If the customer does
this, interest is charged on the unpaid balance.
Yet another type of credit card is issued by banks or other
financial institutions. Some of the most widely used are Master Card,
Visa, American Express, and Discover. These cards can be used for
purchases at any business establish meant that has agreed to accept
them. The merchant sends the sales slip to the issuing institution,
which pays the amount of the charge (less a discount) to the merchant
and then bills the cardholder. As with store credit cards, interest is
charged on any unpaid balance.
The easy availability of credit has given American consumers
tremendous purchasing power. But it has also led to a huge amount of
debt. Americans now owe more than $ 700 billion for credit purchases
(not including mortgage loans). Most people pay their debts regularly.
But if they have unexpected problems such as unemployment or an
illness, there may not be enough money to make the payments. If
payments are not made for several months, the seller may sue the
debtor in court to take legal action to repossess the merchandise.
The debtor who thinks that there is little chance to repay the debts
may choose to go into bankruptcy to be relieved of them. If the debtor
has any sizable assets, these may be sold to partially pay the cred itors.
Then, the debtor no longer has the obligation to pay back the rest of
the debts. While bankruptcy may sound like an attractive solution, it is
available only once every 6 years, and it result in a loss of credit to
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the bankrupt person. That is, the person will be unable to get loans or
credit cards for a long period of time, until he can show the ability and
willingness to pay debts. About 1 million Americans go into
bankruptcy each year. However, most people pay their bills regularly,
and the economy is greatly strengthened by the billions of dollars of
credit purchases made each year.
A recent development in the cashless society is the issue of debt
cards. Like credit cards, debt cards can be used to make purchases.
However, they don’t involve cred it. When a debt card is used, money
is immediately deducted from the user’s bank account and paid to the
seller. The use of a credit or debt card is necessary in purchases made
by telephone or on the Internet. Debt cards are a way of doing
business without increasing one’s indebtedness.
Another way of making purchases without cash is by obtaining a
Loan. A person wishing to buy an expensive item such as a car or
house can borrow the money and pay it back over a period of years.
The payments are usually made each month until the amount due has
been paid with interest. For example, a car may be paid forever a five
year period. A loan taken out to buy a house (a mortgage) may be paid
back over 25 to 30 years. These loans enable Americans to buy the
things they need and want before they have all the money to pay for
them. Low – cost loans enable many Americans to go to college. Many
college leans allow students to delay repayment until after graduation.
 Check Your
Comprehension

Why is the U.S. called a cashless society?
What is one advantage and disadvantage of

buying on credit?

Using a bank account in Britain
Most adults in Britain have a bank account. People use a current
account for their general expenses. Current account holders given a
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check book containing a number of crossed check, check with two
vertical lines down the middle. These check can only be paid into the
bank account of the person to whom they are made payable. Some
check books have check with stubs on which to write the name of the
person the check was paid to; others have a list at the back. It is
possible to withdraw money from an account by check, but most
people use a cash dispenser, a machine set in the wall outside a bank
or supermarket.
Many people receive their salaries by automated transfer direct
from their employer’s account into their own. Similarly, customers
can ask their bank to pay bills by standing order or direct debit. Banks
send their customers regular statements. Cash dispe nsers can supply a
mini statement, a record of the most recent transactions or a note
stating the balance. People who have an overdraft (=have spent more
money than was in their account) pay bank charges, but otherwise
banking is free.
Some people also have deposit account in which they put money
they want to save and on which they receive interest. Some types of
deposit account have restrictions on how often money can be taken out
of them.
Banks issue a variety of plastic cards. These include cash cards
for getting money out of a cash dispenser, check cards to guarantee
that check will be honored, debit cards which allow goods to be paid
for at a later date.
The high – street banks offer bank loans for individuals and small
businesses. Merchant banks deal with company finance on a large
scale. Recently banks have also begun to offer services such as
mortgages (a type of loan for along period from 15 to 30 years),
insurance, and buying and selling shares. They also buy and sell
travelers check and foreign currency. Bank customers are being
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encouraged to use telephone banking or telebanking, and to check
their accounts and give instruction over the telephone. Computer
banking is being developed. Although the bank manager was once an
important and respected person in society, banks have in recent years
become unpopular because of high charges on overdrafts and poor
interest rates for savers. Some banks invested badly and lost money,
so people are less willing to trust them with their money. Complaints
to the banking ombudsman (=a person appointed by the government to
investigate complaints) have increased.

 Check Your
Comprehensio
n

with

Why are the British less willi ng to trust banks

their money now?

What services can British banks offer to their customers?

Recent Trends in Business
Many changes in the way business operate have occurred over the
past 50 years. Some of the most interesting are the increased use of
computers;

the

increase

in

business

ownership,

esp ecially

of

franchises; the increasing number of businesses owned by women and
minorities; and the growing number of home – based business.
Computers in Business: Although computers have been used by
businesses for many years, until recently only large comp anies could
afford to own them. The 1980s saw a breakthrough in computer
development when personal computers were introduced. They require
littlie maintenance and can be operated by office personnel with a
minimum of training. Because of their widespread u se, mass –
produced programs have been developed that can keep track of
inventory and sales, keep payroll records, and even generate checks.
Today, a business can hardly afford not to have its own computer.
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Small

Business

Trends:

Every

year,

increasing

num ber

of

Americans go into business for themselves. They called entrepreneurs.
In the 1960s, there were about 8 million individually owned
companies; in 1999, about 17 million Americans owned their own
businesses. For the person who wants to be his/her own b oss,
American capitalism provides the exciting (though risky) opportunity
to try it.
Many people who want become entrepreneurs do so by purchasing
a franchise. A company that has developed a successful business may
decide to license other companies to oper ate similar business under
the same name. That license is called a franchise. The original
company is known as the franchisor, and the licensed companies are
franchisees. Each franchisor pays the franchisor for the right to use
the franchise name and ideas. The franchisor assists its franchisees in
selecting a site for the business, purchasing equipments, and learning
how to operate the business. Advertising is done on a national basis.
The franchisor controls the product sold, so consumers know the
product will be the same whether they buy it in New York or
California.
In the U.S., there are more than 500.000 franchised businesses
with sales exceeding $ 700 billion annually. That is more than one –
third of all retail sales in the U.S. Although the most wel l – known
franchises are fast – food businesses, franchises are available in many
industries, such as real estate brokerages, video rental stores,
automotive parts stores, and travel and employment agencies. Why do
so many people choose to buy franchises? A franchise is the least
risky way to go into business for oneself. The franchise’s national
reputation, advertising, training program, and business experience
give the franchisee a big advantage over independent businesses.
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Woman and Minority Business Own ership: The growing trend
toward business ownership by women and minorities is partly due to
the influence of the civil rights and women’s movements, which have
encouraged these groups to go into fields offering greater opportunity
for advancement. In 1999, about 9 million women owned businesses,
while members of minority groups owned another 2 million.
Home – based Businesses: Home – based business and people
doing their employers work from home is also on the rise. This has
been brought about largely by t he expanded use of personal computers
and their ability to connect with other computers to obtain information
and relay data to a central business. There are now 4 million people
operating their businesses out of their home and it is estimated that
number will increase rapidly during the first decode of the twenty –
first century.
American capitalism has proved to be one of the most productive
economic systems in history. In a capitalistic system, people try to
produce better goods and services because ther e are financial rewards
for doing so. In addition, the freedom of choice that capitalism
provides appeals to the independent American character. With few
exceptions, no outside power tells an entrepreneur how much to charge
for goods or services, and people are free to decide how they will earn
and spend their income. The American economy is based upon the
belief that every individual knows what is based for himself and must
take

responsibility

for

his

decisions.

Risks

exist,

but

so

do

opportunities for advancement. Most Americans gladly accept both.
 Check Your
Comprehension

ownership.
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Name three recent developments in small-business

The Industrial Revolution
The Industrial Revolution began in Br itain in about 1750 and
within 100 years the country developed from the agricultural society
into an industrial nation with trading links across the world. Industry
had a great effect on British social and economic life, as many people
moved from the countryside to work in the rapidly growing towns.
In the U.S., the Industrial Revolution brought similar changes. In
1790 only 5 % of Americans lived in cities but by 1940 more than half
had moved to urban areas. Starting a factory required a lot of money
and a new class of rich people, called capitalists, began to appear.
British industry raises nearly ₤ 120000 million each year. The
most important products are food items, followed by transport
equipment, machinery and motor vehicles. Heavy industries include
coal mining, engineering, manufacturing of cars, ships and aircraft,
and steel and chemical production. Light industries include the
manufacture of small electronic and household goods. Many privately
– owned companies operate from industrial estates or bus iness parks
on the edge of towns.
The performance of heavy industry has declined since 1945 and
many businesses have closed. This has resulted in high unemployment
in northern England and in south Wales. The government designated
these areas as development areas, and offered grants to new firms
setting up business there. Hopes that the old industries would be
replaced

by

equipment)

sunrise
in

many

industries
cases

(=industries

proved

false.

making
Several

electronic

foreign

car

manufactures and electronic companies built factories in Britain in the
1980s, but some have since been forced to close because of world
economic problems. In the 1990s British companies suffered because
of the high value of the pound.
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The government became closely involved in indust ry after World
War II when the lab our Party nationalized (=transferred to state
ownership) major industries. In the 1980s the Conservatives privatized
these industries again. Some industries, such as shipping, survive with
difficulty without government fu nding.
The Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) is the government
department dealing with industry. The CBI (Confederation of British
Industry) represents the interests of industry to the DTI.
In the 1960s and 1970s Britain was well known for its bad
industrial relations, relationships between management and workers.
In the coal mining and car manufacturing industries there was frequent
industrial action which took the form of a strike or a work -to-rule (=a
way of working in which all the rules are follow ed exactly, making
production less efficient). Since the 1980s there have been fewer
strikes, partly because of restrictions placed on unions by the
Conservative government of Margaret Thatcher.
In the U.S. there were many strikes after World War II, which
caused congress to restrict the right of workers to strike. Strikers now
risk being dismissed from their jobs, as happened to some air traffic
controllers in 1981.

Problems and Challenges
Computers and robots are increasingly important in production
processes and factory workers need higher technical skills to operate
equipment. Many managers now take business study courses at
university.
Efforts are being made to clean up industry. Many industries have
caused damage to the environment, especially through air pollution
and acid rain. Waste products may also be dangerous, and finding a
safe place to dump (=leave) this toxic waste is a serious problem.
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As international trade becomes easier because of associations like
the European Union and the North America n Free Trade Agreement,
foreign companies and multinationals are keen to build factories in
countries belonging to these groups to take advantage of the free trade
between them. These companies provide many new jobs but also enter
into competition with existing companies and may eventually cause
factories to close. In the future it seems likely that competition will
become even fiercer and many companies will have to reduce cost still
further and find new markets to survive.
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Appendix

A

Units of Measurement: U.S. and Metric
U.S. Units

U.S. to Metric
Conversion

Metric to U.S.
Conversion

Length and Distance
12in.=1 ft

1 in. = 2.54 cm.

1 cm. = .39 in.

3ft. = 1 yd

1 ft. = .3048 m

1m. = 39.37 in.

1 yd. = .9144 m
1 mi. = 1.609 km

1sq. mi. = 2.59 s. km.

1 sq. km. = .3844 sq. mi.

16 oz. = 1 lb.

1 oz. = 28.38 gm.

1 gm. = .035 oz.

1 ton = 2,000 lbs.

1 lb. = .4536 km.

1 km. = 2.2 lbs.

1 ton = .907 metric tons

1 metric ton = 1.057 tons

1 pt. = 16 fl. oz.

1 fl. oz. = 29.573 ml.

1 ml. = .034 fl. oz.

1 qt. = 32 fl. oz.

1 qt. = .946 l.

1 l . = 33.814 fl. oz.

1 gal. = 4 qt.

1 gal. = 3.785 l

1 l. = 1.0567 qt.

Area

Weight

Volume

U.S. abbreviations
foot = ft.
pint = pt.
gallon = gal.
pound = lb.
inch = in.
mile = mi.
ounce = oz.
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quart = qt.
square mile =
sq.mi.
yard = yd.

Metric abbreviations
centimeter = cm.
liter = l.
fluid ounce = fl.
meter = m.
oz.
gram = gm.
milliliter = ml.
kilogram = kg.
square kilometer =
sq.km.
kilometer = km.

Appendix

B

The United States, U.S. Territories, and Outlying Areas
The Northeast

The Midwest

New England

Middle Atlantic

Illinois (IL)

Missouri (MO)

Connecticut (CT)

New Jersey (NJ)

Indiana (IN)

Nebraska (NE)

Main (ME)

New York (NY)

Iowa (IA)

North Dakota
(ND)

Massachusetts

Pennsylvania (PA)

Kansas (KS)

Ohio (OH)

Michigan (MI)

South Dakota (SD)

Minnesota (MN)

Wisconsin (WI)

(MA)
New Hampshire
(NH)
Rhode Island (RI)
Vermont (VT)

The South
Alabama (AL)

Kentucky (KY)

South Carolina (SC)

Arkansas (AR)

Louisiana (LA)

Tennessee (TN)

Delaware (DE)

Maryland (MD)

Texas (TX)

District of Columbia (DC) Mississippi (MS)

Virginia (VA)

Florida (FL)

North Carolina (NC)

West Virginia (WV)

Georgia (GA)

Oklahoma (OK)

The West
Mountain

Pacific

Arizona (AZ)

Nevada (NV)

Alaska (AK)

Colorado (CO)

New Mexico (NM)

California (CA)

Idaho (ID)

Utah (UT)

Hawaii (HI)

Montana (MT)

Wyoming (WY)

Oregon (OR)

Washington (WA)
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U.S. Territories and Outlying Areas
American Samoa

Kingman Reef

Palmyra Atoll

Baker, Howland, and Jarvis

Midway Islands

Puerto Rico

Guam

Navassa Islands

U.S. Virgin Islands

Johnson Atoll

Northern Mariana Islands

Wake Island

Islands
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Appendix

C

The Presidents of the United States of America

President

Party

Term as President

1. George Washington (1732 – 1799)

None,

1789 – 1797

Federalist
2. John Adams (1735 – 1826)

Federalist

1797 – 1801

3. Thomas Jefferson (1743 – 1826)

Democratic

1801- 1809

4. James Madison (1751 – 1836)

Democratic

1809 – 1817

5. James Monroe (1758 – 1831)

Democratic

1817 – 1825

6. John Quincy Adams (1767– 1848)

Democratic

1825 – 1829

7. Andrew Jackson (1767 – 1845)

Democrat

1829 – 1837

8. Martin van Buren (1782 – 1862)

Democrat

1837 – 1841

9. William H. Harrison (1773– 1841)

Whig

1841

10. John Tyler (1790 – 1862)

Whig

1841 – 1845

11. James K. Polk (1795 – 1849)

Democrat

1845 – 1849

12. Zachary Taylor (1784- 1850)

Whig

1849 – 1850

13. Millard Fillmore (1800 – 1874)

Whig

1850 – 1853

14. Franklin Pierce (1804 – 1869)

Democrat

1853 – 1857

15. James Buchanan (1791- 1868)

Democrat

1857 – 1861

16. Abraham Lincoln (1809 – 1865)

Republican

1861 – 1865

17. Andrew Johnson (1808 – 1875)

National Union 1865- 1869

18. Ulysses S. Grant (1822 – 1885)

Republican

1869 – 1877

19. Rutherford Hayes (1822 – 1893)

Republican

1877 – 1881

20. James Garfield (1831 – 1881)

Republican

1881

21. Chester Arthur (1829 – 1886)

Republican

1881 – 1885

22. Grover Cleveland (1837 – 1908)

Democrat

1885 – 1889

23. Benjamin Harrison (1833– 1901)

Republican

1889 – 1893

24. Grover Cleveland (1837 – 1908)

Democrat

1893 – 1897
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25. William McKinley (1843 – 1901)

Republican

1897 – 1901

26. Theodore Roosevelt (1858-1919)

Republican

1901 – 1909

27. William Taft (1857 - 1930)

Republican

1909 – 1913

28. Woodrow Wilson (1856 - 1924)

Democrat

1913 – 1921

29. Warren Harding (1865 - 1923)

Republican

1021 – 1923

30. Calvin Coolidge (1872 - 1933)

Republican

1923 – 1929

31. Herbert C. Hoover (1874 - 1964)

Republican

1929 – 1933

32. Franklin Delano Roosevelt (1882-1945)

Democrat

1933 – 1945

33. Harry S Truman (1884 - 1972)

Democrat

1945 – 1953

34. Dwight David Eisenhower (1890-1969)

Republican

1953 – 1961

35. John Fitzgerald Kennedy (1917 - 1963)

Democrat

1961 – 1963

36. Lyndon Baines Johnson (1908 - 1973)

Democrat

1963 – 1969

37. Richard Milhous Nixon (1913 - 1994)

Republican

1969 – 1974

38. Gerald R. Ford (1013 - ?)

Republican

1974 – 1977

39. James (Jimmy) Earl Carter, Jr. (1924 - )

Democrat

1977 – 1981

40. Ronald Wilson Reagan (1911 - 2004)

Republican

1981 – 1989

41. George H. W. Bush (1924 - )

Republican

1989 – 1993

42. William (Bill) Jefferson Clinton (1946-

Democrat

1993 – 2001

43. George W. Bush (1946 -

Republican

2001 - 2008

44. Barack Obama

Democratic

2008 -
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Appendix

D

Governments and Prime Ministers since the Second
World War

1945 - 1951

Labour Party

Clement Attlee

1951- 1955

Conservative Party

Winston Churchill

1955 - 1957

Conservative Party

Anthony Eden

1957 - 1963

Conservative Party

Harold Macmillan

1963- 1964

Conservative Party

Alec Douglas Home

1964 - 1970

Labour Party

Harold Wilson

1970 - 1974

Conservative Party

Edward Heath

1974 - 1976

Labour Party

Harold Wilson

1976 - 1979

Labour Party

James Callaghan

1979 - 1990

Conservative Party

Margaret Thatcher

1990 - 1997

Conservative Party

John Major

1997 – 2010

Labour Party

Tony Blair

2010 -

Conservative Party

David William Donald Cameron
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Appendix

E

adopt

Glossary
[ə’dopt]

A.D.

qabul qilmoq
eramizgacha

abandon

[ə’bændən]

tashlab ketmoq, qoldirmoq, tark etmoq

abhorrence

[əb’hor(ə)ns]

keskin salbiy munosabatda bo’lmoq,
jirkanish, nafrat

abolish

[ə’boli∫]

bekor qilmoq, yo’q qilmoq

abolish

[ə’boli∫]

yo’q qilmoq, bekor qilmoq

aboriginal

[æbə’ridзənl]

(=original , native) mahalliy aholi

abortion

[,æbə’ridзənl]

= original , native

abortive

[ə’bo:tiv]

аmalga oshirilmagan,

(population)

muvaffaqiyatsizlikka uchragan
abuse

[ə’bju:s]

haqoratlamoq

accession

[æk’se∫(ə)n]

admittance , admission

accession

[æk’se∫(ə)n]

increase , growth, admittance , admission

accomplishment

[ə’kompli∫mənt]

bajarish, uddalash

accomplishmen [ə’kompli∫mənt]

uddalash, muvafaqqiyat

t
accountancy

[ə’kauntənsi]

hisobot, buxgalteriya

accuse

[ə’kju:z]

ayblamoq, aybdor deb topmoq

acquire

[ə’kwaiə]

ta’minlamoq, olmoq, egallamoq,
orttirmoq, o’ziga qaratmoq, sotib olmoq

acquit

[ə’kwit]

oqlamoq, aybsizligini isbotlamoq

adhere

[əd’hiə]

yopishmoq, yopishib qolmoq, yopishib
turmoq

advanced
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[əd’va:nst]

ilg’or, zamonaviy, mukammal, yaxshi

o’zlashtiradigan
advancement

[əd’va:nsmənt]

rivojlanish, taraqqiyot

adventure

[əd’vent∫ə]

sarguzasht

advertising

[‘ædvətaiziŋ]

reklama

affirm

[ə’fə:m]

tasdiqlamoq

affirmative

[ə’fə:mətiv]

ijobiy, tasdiqlovchi, ariza

afford

[ə’fo:d]

qurbi etmoq

alien

[‘eiljən]

ajnabiy, xorijlik

allegiance

[ə’lidз(ə)ns]

sadoqat

allocate

[‘æləueit]

taqsimlamoq, tayinlamoq

ally

[‘ælai] or [ə’lai]

hamkor

aloof

[ə’lu:f]

begona, betaraf

alumni
amend

tarbiyalanuvchi
[ə’mend]

amnesic

to’g’rilamoq, tuzatmoq, o’zgartirmoq
aмнестический

animosity

[,æni’mositi]

(=enmity), dushmanlik

annex

[‘æneks] [ə’neks]

addition, extension, add

anniversary

[,æni’və:s(ə)ri]

yillik, yubiley

anoint

[ə’noint]

surtmoq, surkamoq (xristiyanlarda
hushbo’y moy (miro) surtish marosimi)

anxiety

[æŋ’zaiəti]

notinchlik, vahima, qo’rquv

apologize

[əpolojaiz]

uzr so’ramoq

apology

[ə’polədзi]

kechirim, avf

appoint

[ə’point]

tayinlamoq, belgilamoq

appraisal

[ə’preiz(ə)l]

narx, baho

apron

[‘eipr(ə)n]

fartuk

archbishop

[‘a:t∫bi∫əp]

arxiyepiskop

arrow

[‘ærəu]

o’q (kamon o’qi)

artificial

[,a:ti’fi∫(ə)l]

sun’iy
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assail

[ə’seil]

tashlanmoq, hujumga o’tmoq

assassinate

[ə’sæsineit]

предательски уничтожать,
преднамеренно разрушать

assemble

[ə’sembl]

chaqirmoq, corlamoq, yig’moq

assert

[ə’sə:t]

tasdiqlamoq, ta’kidlamoq

assertive

[ə’sə:tiv]

sabotli, quntli, tirishqoq

assess

[ə’ses]

narx belgilamoq

assessment

[ə’sesmənt]

soliqqa tortish, soliq summasi

asset

[‘æset]

mulk, bankrotning mulki, mulk aktivi

assume

[ə’sju:m]

qabul qilmoq, o’ziga olmoq
(majburiyatni, boshqaruvni)

astute

[əs’tju:t]

ayyor, uddaburon

asylum

[ə’sailəm]

boshpana

attorney

[ə’tə:ni]

yurist, advokat

ballot

[‘bælət]

saylov byulliteni

ban

[bæn]

ta’qiqlov, ta’qiqlamoq

barbecue (=grill)

[‘ba:bikj:]

qovurdoq, qovurmoq

barely

[‘bεəli]

atiga, faqat, ochiqchasiga

bargain

[‘ba:gin]

bitim, kelishuv

barrier

[‘bæriə]

xalaqit, to’siq

barrister

[‘bæristə]

advokat, yurist

battleground

[‘bætlgraund]

janggoh

beet

[bit]

lavlagi

beg

[beg]

o’tinmoq, so’ramoq (kechirim)

behave

[bi’heiv]

o’zini tutmoq

behavior.

[bi’heivjə]

yurish-turish, o’zini tutish

bend

[bend]

engmoq, bukmoq

beneath

[bi’niθ]

pastga, pastda

benefit

[‘benifit]

foyda, foyda ko’rmoq
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beset

[bi’set]

atrofini o’ramoq

betray

[bi’trei]

xiyonat qilmoq, sirini ochib qo’ymoq

beverage

[‘bevəridз]

ichimlik

bilingual

ikki tilli

bishop

[‘bi∫əp]

yepiskop

bitter

[‘bitə]

achchiq, azobli, qattiq

blend

[blend]

arashma, qorishmoq, jamlama

boarding

internat maktab

school
bolster

[‘bəulstə]

support , uphold

bond

[bond]

bonus, qimmatbaho qog’oz, aloqa

bonnet

[‘bonit]

ayollar shlyapasi

borough

[‘bΛrə]

ma’muriy hudud

boundary

[‘baund(ə)ri]

сhegara

bow

[bau]

ta’zim, egilmoq, bosh egmoq

brave

[breiv]

jasur, botir, qo’rqmas

bravery

[‘breiv(ə)ri]

jasorat

brick

[birk]

g’isht, bo’lak, (buxanka non), g’isht bilan
qurmoq

brim

[‘brim]

sath, chet, sohil, qirg’oq, to’ldirmoq

broad

[bro:d]

keng

brokerage

maklerlik (savdoga oid)

bullet

[‘bulit]

o’q, yadro

bunny

[bΛni]

= rabbit

burst

[bə:st]

portlash

canvass

[‘kænvəs]

discuss , consider , investigate , scrutinize

cardboard

[ka:dbo:d]

karton

career

[kə’riə]

kar’era, muvafaqqiyat

cartoonist

[ka:’tu:nist]

karikaturachi rassom, komik rassom
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cash

[kæ∫]

naqd pul

cash dispenser

[dis’pensə]

kredit kartochkasi uchun avtomat

casual

[‘kæзjuəl]

nogahoniy, to’satdan

caucus

[kouks]

partiya vakillari kengashi

cement

[si’ment]

sementlamoq, mustahkamlamoq

cemetery

[semitri]

qabriston

cessation

[se’sei∫(ə)n]

to’htash, tanaffus qilish

chain

[t∫ein]

tizim, shoda, zanjir

challenge

[‘t∫ælindз]

chorlov, chaqiruv, rag’bat

chapel

[‘t∫æp(ə)l]

cherkov

charity

[‘t∫æroti]

hayriya

chart

[t∫a:t]

karta, grafika, diagramma

cheer

[t∫iə]

ko’nglini ko’tarmoq

chimney

[t∫imni]

mo’ri

claim

[kleim]

talab, talab qilmoq, tasdiqlamoq

coach

[kəut∫]

kolyaska, kareta, ekipaj, avtobus

coal

[kəul]

yoqilg’i

cobweb

[kobveb]

o’rgimchak to’ri

cockle

[kokl]

ajin

coffin

[kofin]

tobut

collapse

[kə’læps]

destruction, demolition, breakdown ,
failure , ruin
bosh qo’mondon

commander in
chief
commemoration

[kə,memə’rei∫(ə)n] bayram, tantanali marosim

commit

[kə’mit]

sodir qilmoq

commitment

[kə’mitmənt]

topshirmoq, qonun loyihasini
kommissiyaga taqdim etmoq, hibsga olish
uchun order, majburiyat
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commonwealth

[‘komənwelθ]

hamdo’stlik

comprehensive

[,kompri’hensiv]

har tomonlama, to’liq, tushunadigan,
anglaydigan

compulsory

[kəm’pΛls(ə)ri]

majburiy, lozim

concede

[kən’si:d]

boy bermoq, yutqazmoq, huquqdan voz
kechmoq

concern

[kən’sə:n]

dahldorlik, taalluqlilik

conclude

[kən’klu:d]

finish, enclose, decide

concurrent

[kən’kΛr(ə)ntli]

(consentaneously, simultaneously) ayni
paytda, bir vaqtrning o’zida

confess

[kən’fes]

tan olmoq (gunohni, aybni), gunohlarga
tavba qilmoq

confirm

[kən’fə:m]

corroborate , bear out, ratify, strengthen

confirm

[kən’fə:m]

ratify, strengthen

congregation

[,koŋgri’gei∫(ə)n]

yig’ilish, to’planish, diniy birodarlik

consent

[kən’sent]

kelishuv, bitim, mivofiqlik, ruhsat
bermoq, ijozat bermoq, tasdiqlamoq

considerate

[kən’sid(ə)rit]

attentive , diplomatic , helpful , tactful ,
thoughtful

consideration

[kən,sidə’rei∫(ə)n]

mulohaza, mushohada, tahlil

consolidation

[kən’solidei∫n]

birlashma

conspicuous

[kən’spikjuəs]

ko’zga tashlanadigan, oddiy, sodda

constituency

[kən’stitju(ə)nsi]

saylov okrugi

consumer

[kən’sju:mə]

xaridor, talabgor

contain

[kən’tein]

cheklamoq, chegaralamoq, nazorat
qilmoq, o’z ichiga olmoq, mujassam
bo’lmoq

contemporary

[kən’temp(ə)rəri]

zamondosh, tengqur, tengdosh, yangi,
zamonaviy
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contiguous

[kən’tigjuəs]

yaqin, tutashgan, qo’shni, bir-biriga tegib
turadigan

contribute

[kən’trbju(:)t]

hissa qo’shmoq

contributor

[kən’tribjutə]

yordamchi, hamkor, homiy, hissa
qo’shuvchi

controversy

[‘kontəvə:si]

munozara, bahs, tortishuv

convert

[kənvə:t]

qaytadan qilmoq, yangitdan yasamoq,
qayta ishlamoq, aylantirmoq,
o’zgartirmoq

convict

[kən’vikt]

jazoga hukm qilmoq, qoralamoq

convince

[kən’vins]

ishontirmoq

cope

[kəup]

uddalamoq, eplamoq

corn stalk

[ko:n] [sto:k]

bug’doy dastasi

court of

appilyatsiya sudi

Appeal
courteous

[kə:tjəs]

muloyim

cracker

[‘krækə]

maqtanchoq, yolg’onchi, paqqildoq,
qarsildoq, maydalaydigan,
qumoqlaydigan dastgoh

cranberry

[‘krænb(ə)ri]

klyukva (qizil nordon mevali buta va
uning mevasi)

cum laude

graduate

curiosity

[,kjuəri’ositi]

qiziqish, qiziquvchanlik

current

[kΛr(ə)nt]

hozirgi, shu kunlarda sodir bo’layotgan
o’quv rejasi

curriculum
cushion

[‘ku∫(ə)n]

divan yostiqchasi

dame

[‘deim]

doska, planka, tun, qorong’ulik, zimiston

date

[‘deit]

sana, uchrashmoq, uchrashib yurmoq

dawn

[do:n]

tong, sahar, tongotar vaqti, nahor
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daze

[deiz]

hayrat, hayron qolish, shaffof mineral

decisive

[di’saisiv]

conclusive , determinative, unhesitating ,
resolute , determined

decline

[di’klain]

pasayish, pasaymoq, susaymoq

decode

[di:kəud]

rasshifrovka qilmoq, topib o’qimoq
(shartli belgilar, raqamlar bilan yozilgan
hatlarni o’qimoq)

defendant

[di’fendənd]

javobgar, ayblanuvchi, sudlanuvchi

defender

[di’fendə]

himoyachi, chempion, o’z titulini himoya
qilmoq

delay

[di’lei]

detain , hold , keep , retard , postpone ,
put off

delightful

[di’laitful]

maftunkor, jozibador

demand

[di’ma:nd]

rasmiy talab qilmoq, talab, sudga
chaqirmoq

denomination

[di,nomi’nei∫(ə)n]

nomlanish, kategoriya, diniy jamoa

deprive

[di’praiv]

olib qoymoq, tortib olmoq, maxrum
qilmoq, judo qil moq

derive

[di’raiv]

olmoq, ciqarib (sug’urib) olmoq, olib
chiqmoq, olib chiqib ketmoq

desecrate

harom qilmoq, murdor qilmoq, haqorat
qilmoq

despair

[dis’pεə]

umidsizlik, umidsizlikka tushmoq

destiny

[destini]

taqdir

determine

[di’tə:min]

aniqlamoq, qaror qilmoq

devolve

[divolv]

oqib chiqmoq, boshlanmoq, me’ros bo’lib
o’tmoq

devotion

[di’vəu∫(ə)n]

xudojo’ylik, dindorlik, taqvodorlik,
sig’inish, sadoqat
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dignity

[‘digniti]

munosiblik, iftihor, fahr, g’urur, mansab,
titul

disability

[,disə’biliti]

layoqatsizlik, ilojsizlik

discount

[diskaunt]

chegirma, narxni pasaytirmoq
(arzonlashtirmoq)

discourage

[dis’kΛridз]

tushkunlikka tushmoq, ruhini sysaytirmoq

disguise

[dis’gaiz]

yolg’on, aldamchi qiyofa, tashqi
qiyofasini o’zgartirmoq

dismantling

[dis’mæntliŋ]

buzish, buzg’unchi, parchalovchi

dispute

[dis’pju:t]

munozara

dissolve

[di’zolv]

ajralmoq, bo’linmoq, erimoq, yoq bo’lib
ketmoq

distinctive

[dis’tiŋtiv]

farq qiladigan, ajrab turadigan

distort

[disto:t]

noto’g’ri talqin qilish

distract

[dis’trækt]

hayolni bo’lmoq, bo’lmoq, halaqit
bermoq

diversity

[dai’və:siti]

xilma-hillilik, turfahillilik

donate

[dəu’neit]

in’om qilmoq, moddiy yordam
ko’rsatmoq

donation

[dəu’nei∫(ə)n]

in’om, sovg’a, tuhfa

dragon

[‘dræg(ə)n]

ajdar, ajdarho

duke (Grand

[dju:k]

gersog (Buyuk Knyaz)

[dΛmp]

chiqindi, ahlat, dala ombori, depressiya

Duke)
dump

holatiga tushmoq
efficiently

samarador, samarali

elaborately

[i’læbərətli]

sinchiklab, diqqat bilan, puxtalik bilan

eligible

[‘elidзəbl]

mos keladigan, munosib (=desirable ,
acceptable , suitable)
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emancipation

[imænsi’pei∫(ə)n]

liberation, ozod qilish

emancipation

[,imænsi’pei∫(ə)n]

ozod qilish

embrace

[im’breis]

quchoq, bag’ir, og’ush, o’z ichiga olmoq,
qamrab (o’rab) olmoq, chulg’amoq,
o’ramoq, qoplamoq, qabul qilmoq, band
qilmoq, tarafini olmoq

employee

[,imploi’i:]

hizmatchi, ishchi, xodim

employer

[im’ploiə]

ish beruvchi

enable

[i’neibl]

authorize , sanction , empower

endorse

[in’do:s]

accredit, approve, confirm, ratify,
sanction

endure

[in’djuə]

chidamoq

enemy

[‘enimi]

dushman, qarshi taraf

enormous

[‘ino:məs]

huge , immense , massive , tremendous ,
vast

enroll

[in’rəul]

a’zosi bo’lmoq, ro’yhatga yozilmoq,
ro’yhatga kiritmoq

entertainment

[,entə’teinmənt]

kongil ochar bazm, tomosha tadbiri

entire

[in’taiə]

to’liq, butun, mutlaqo (=complete , full ,
intact , total, whole)

entitle

[in’taitl]

nomlamoq, nom bermoq, huquq bermoq,
noil qilmoq

entrepreneur

savdo yoki ishlab chiqaruvchi korhonaga
tashkil qiluvchi, moliyalovchi va
boshqaruvchi shaxs

environment

[in;vaiər(ə)nmənt]

atrof-muhit

envisage

[enviseidз]

nazarda tutmoq, ko’rib chiqmoq (barcha
imkoniyatlarni)

equation

[i’kwei∫(ə)n]

me’yor, me’zon
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equity

[‘ekwiti]

haqiqat, adolat, adolat sudi

escalate

[iskaleit]

oshirmoq, kuchaytirmoq

estate

[is’teit]

er-mulk, hudud

estimate

[,estimeit]

narh belgilamoq, hisobini chiqarmoq,
hisob-kitob qilmoq

eternal

[i(:)tə:nl]

mangu, doimiy, tugamaydigan

ethical

[‘eθik(ə)l]

ruhiy, ichki

eventually

[i’vent∫əli]

ultimately, at the end of the day, in the
end

evergreen

doimiy yashil

evidence

[‘evid(ə)ns]

aniqlik, yaqqollik, ravshanlik, isbot, dalil

evil

[‘ivl]

yovuzlik, yomonlik, kulfat

exact

[ig’zækt]

aniq, to’latmoq, undirib olmoq, qat’iy
talab qilib olmoq

exaggerate

[ig’zædзəreit]

qiyinlashtirmoq, murakkablashtirmoq,
kuchaytirmoq

exceed

[ik’si:d]

oshirib yubormoq, orttirib yubormoq,
ustun kelmoq, afzal bo’lmoq

exception

[ik’sep∫(ə)n]

mustasno

excessive

[ik’sesiv]

haddan ziyod, cheksis, haddan tashqari,
benihoya

exclude

[iks’klu:d]

chiqarib yubormoq, chetlastirmoq

execution

[,eksi’kju:∫(ə)n]

bajarish, hukm ijrosi, jazo, qonunni
kuchga kirishi

exile

[‘eksail]

mamlakatdan chiqarib yubormoq,
departatsiya qilmoq

expand

[iks’pænd]

kengaytirmoq, yoymoq, rivojlantirmoq

experience

[iks’piəriəns]

tajriba

explode

[iks’pləud]

portlatmoq, portlamoq
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expose

[iks’pəuz]

tashlamoq, tashlab qo’ymoq, o’z holiga
tashlab qo’ymoq, duchor qilmoq, mubtalo
qilmoq

extensive

[iks’tensiv]

vast , spacious, far-reaching ,
comprehensive

extent

[iks’tent]

hajm, olcham, ko’lam, kenglik

extinction

o’chish, so’nish, nihoyasiga etish, tugash

extracurricular

darsdan tashqari

fabulous

[‘fæbjuləs]

afsonaviy, ertaknamo, cho’pchak

failure

[‘feiljə]

default, bankruptcy, insolvency

fair

[fεə]

bozor, yarmarka, ko’rgazma savdo,
chiroyli, yorqin, tiniq, aniq

fairies

[‘fεəri]

sehrli, feya, shaffof, inja, afsonaviy

fake

[feik]

qalbaki, qalbakilashtirmoq

famine

[‘fæmin]

starvation , hunger

favor

[‘feivə]

ixlos, mayl, rag’bat, yordam, ko’mak,
foyda

favorable

[‘feiv(ə)rəbl]

yahshi (ijobiy) ta’sir ko’rsatadigan, mos
keladigan, umidli

feature

[fi:t∫ə]

xususuyat, xossa, jihat

fee

[fi:]

taqdirlash, qalam haqi, ish haqi, maosh,
to’lov puli

fertility

[fə(:)’tiliti]

unumdorlik, serhosillik, mo’l ko’lchilik

festivity

[fes’tiviti]

hursandchilik, tantana, bayram

fiercely

[fai(ə)sli]

g’azab bilan, darg’azab bo’lib,
yovuzlarcha, yirtqichlarcha

fireplace

[fai(ə)plaeis]

o’choq, kamen, olov yoqiladigan joy

fiscal

[fiskəl]

soliq yig’uvchi, sud ijrochisi

fix

o’rnatmoq, mahkamlamoq, hozirlab
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qo’ymoq, taht qilib qo’ymoq, kelishib
qo’ymoq, qadamoq, tuzatmoq
fizzy

gazlangan (ichimlik)

flavor

[‘fleivə]

taste, aroma , perfume , smell , odour

flee (fled)

[fli:]; [fled]

escape, vanish , disappear, fly

float

[fləut]

suzmoq, qalqib turmoq (suv yuzasida),
chidamoq

flock

[flok]

tivit, qiyqim, otar, gala, qavm (diniy
qavm), to’da

forbid

[fə’bid]

taqiqlamoq

forecaster

[fo:kastə]

bashoratchi

forge

[fo:dз]

1) bolg’alamoq, bolg’alab yasamoq Syn:
mould, mold, hammer out 2) o’ylab
topmoq, kashf qilmoq Syn: invent , devise
3) qalbakilashtirmoq (hujjat, imzo va
muhlarni) Syn: counterfeit • - forge ahead
1) doimiy ilgarilab ketmoq, ilg’orlikni
qo’ldan bermaslik, forge ahead ) to forge
into the lead — oldingi o’rinda harakat
qilmoq

forgiveness

[fə’givnis]

avf, kechirim

franchise

[‘frænt∫aiz]

saylovda ishtirok etish huquqi, savdo
qilish uchun ruhsatnoma

franchising

[‘frænt∫aiziŋ]

mahsus litsenziyalsh turi (sifatni nazorat
qilish sharti bilan savdo belgisidan
foydalanishga ruhsat berish)

free of charge

bepul

frequent

[‘fri:kwənt]

tez-tez uchraydigan

fur

[fə:]

yung, mo’yna
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gain

[gein]

qozonmoq, orttirmoq, foyda qilmoq

gambling

[‘gæmbl]

qimor oyini, tahlikali, qaltis ishga qo’l
urmoq, jur’at qilmoq

garbage can

[‘ga:bidз/kən]

chiqindi bochkasi

generosity

[dзenə’rositi]

oliyhimmatlik, oliyjanoblik, muruvvat,
himmat

genuine

[‘dзenjuin]

veritable , actual , authentic , real , true

gesture

[‘dзest∫ə]

tana harakatlari, imo-ishora

ghost

[gəust]

ruh

grave

[greiv]

qabr

grief

[gri:f]

g’am, qayg’u, andux

gross domestic

[grəus]

yalpi ichki mahsulot

groundhog

[grənfhog]

sug’ur

guarantee

[,gær(ə)n’ti]

kafolat, kafolat bermoq

guidance

[‘gaid(ə)ns]

boshqaruv, rahbarlik

product

guinea

gineya (pul birligi 12 shillinga teng)

Half-mast

[ha:f/ma:st]

antenna yarimida, yarim belidan

harbor

[ha:bə]

bandargoh

harm

[ha:m]

zarar, ozor

harmony

[‘ha:m(ə)ni]

garmoniya, moslashuv, bitishuv, kelishuv

harsh

[ha:∫]

qattiq, qo’pol, yoqimsiz, g’adir-budur,
dag’al

harvest

[ha:vist]

hosil, hosil yig’ishtirmoq, yetishtirmoq

hatchet

[‘hæt∫it]

chopqi, boltacha

haunted house

kimsasiz uy, haroba kulba

heal

[hi:l]

davolamoq

heaven

[‘hevn]

osmon, samo

heavy industry

og’ir sanoat
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heir

[εə]

legatee , successor

hell

[hel]

do’zah

hemisphere

[‘hemisfiə]

yarim shar
lordlik unvonini me’ros qilib olgan

hereditary
peers
heritage

[‘heritidз]

me’ros

holster

[‘həulstə]

to’pponcha qini, egar sumkasi

holy

[‘həuli]

ilohiy, muqaddas, tabarruk

hoop-la

qichqiriq

horn

[ho:n]

shoh, (hayvon shohi)

hostile

[‘hostail]

(bellicose, belligerent, unfriendly)
dushmanlarcha

humble

[‘hΛmbl]

tahqirlamoq, tahqirlaydigan

humble

[‘hΛmbl]

oddiy, sodda, odmi

humiliation

[hju(:)mili’ei∫(ə)n] tahqirlash, haqorat, kamsitish

illegal

[i’li:(ə)l]

illegal drug

noqonuniy
narkotik modda

imitate

[imiteit]

taqlid qilmoq, qalbakilashtirmoq

immediate

[I’mi:djət]

darhol, dolzarb, to’g’ridan-to’g’ri

impact

[im’pækt]

zarba, mahkam qismoq

impartial

[im’pa:∫(ə)l]

adolatlilik, haqqoniylik

impatient

[im’pei∫(ə)l]

sabrsizlik, toqatsizlik, betoqatlik

impeachment

haq-huquq talashish, kurashish

in full swing

[swiŋ]

to’liq kuchlanishda, (harakatda)

inadequate

[in’ædikwit]

talabga javob bermaydigan

inauguration

[i,no:gju’rei∫(ə)n]

tantanali ochilish, (marosim)

incline

[in’klain]

pastlashmoq

[in’kri:ziŋli]

o’sib boradigan

income taxes
increasingly
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indicate

[‘indikeit]

ko’rsatmoq, e’tiborni jalb qilmoq,
qaratmoq

indivisible

[,indi’vizəbl]

bo’linmas, ajralmas

inferior

[in’fiəriə]

boysinuvchi, yordamchi, itoatgo’y, past
mansabdagi

influential

[influ’en∫(ə)l]

ta’sir etadigan, muhim, hukumat egasi

ingenuity

[,indзi’nju(:)iti]

zakovat, topqirlik, kashfiyotchilik

inheritance

[in’herit(ə)ns]

me’ros

initiative

[i’ni∫iətiv]

tashabbus, tashabbuskorlik

injunction

[in’dзΛŋ∫(ə)n]

buyruq, topshiriq, ko’rsatma

innocent

[‘inəs(ə)nt]

begunoh, aybsiz

inscribe

[in’skraib]

royhatga olmoq

inspire

[in’spaiə]

ruhlantirmoq, rag’batlantirmoq

insult

[‘insΛlt]

zarar, ziyon, ziyon etkazmoq, haqorat
qilmoq

insurance

[in’∫uər(ə)ns]

sug’urta

integrity

[in’tegriti]

to’g’ririlk, halollik, poklik

intentionally

[in’ten∫ənili]

maqsadli, puxta o’ylangan

interest

[‘intrist]

qiziqish, ulush, foyda

interference

[,intə’fiər(ə)ns]

aralashuv

intervention

[intə(:)’ven∫(ə)n]

interference , meddling

intrigue

[in’tri:g]

fitna, qutqu, murakkab (chalkash )syujet,
ishqiy sarguzasht, f: qiziqtirib qoymoq

item

[‘aitəm]

bob, bo’lim, buyum, tartib raqam

jailer

[‘dзeilə]

mahbus

jealous

[‘dзeləs]

qizg’onadigan, rashkchi

jet

[dзet]

kuchli oqim, sachratqi, qora qahrabo,
reaktiv motor

jollification

[dзolifikei∫(ə)n]

rohatlanish
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juvenile court

voyaga yetmaganlar sudi

keep pace with

[kip ‘peis wið ]

bir hil tezlikda

kidnap

[‘kidnæp]

o’g’irlamoq (odamni), majburan olib
ketmoq

kneel

[ni:l]

tizza, tizzalamoq, tiz cho’kmoq

lame

[leim]

oqsoq, cho’loq, yupqa temir plastinka

landscape

[‘lænskeip]

atrof, peyzaj, manzara

lawsuit

[‘lo:sju:t]

sud jarayoni, sudlashuv

leap

[li:p]

sakrash, sakramoq

legislative

[ledзislətiv]

qonun chiqaruvchi

lent

[lent]

xristyanlarda ro’za tutish davri (40 kun
davomida go’sht, yog’, tuhum
mahsulotlari iste’mol qilinmaydi)

liberty

[‘libəti]

erk, ozodlik, hurlik
lord (vafotidan so’ng unvoni avlodiga

life peer

me’ros bo’lib o’tmaydi)
light industry
lithography

engil sanoat
[li’θogrəfi]

tosh bosma, tosh bosmahona, toshbosma
usulidagi rasm

loan

[ləun]

qarz pul, ma’lum muddatga qaytarib
to’lash sharti bilan olingan pul

log cabin

[log/ ‘kæbin]

lore

yog’och hujra
muzey, tomoshahona

luxury

[‘lΛk∫(ə)ri]

zeb-ziynat, boylik, dabdaba, rohatlanish

mace

[meis]

yog’och bolg’a

manslaughter

[‘mæn,slo:tə]

qotillik, odam o’ldirish

margin

[‘ma:dзin]

chegara chizig’i, minimum, farq

martyr

[ma:tə]

jafokash, qiynalgan

mayhem
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jarohat etkazosh

merchandise

[‘mə:t∫(ə)ndaiz]

tovar, savdo qilmoq

merchant

[‘mə:t∫(ə)nt]

savdogar, do’kondor

merge

[mə:dз]

kirishib ketmoq, singib ketmoq

military band

[milit(ə)ri/ bænd]

harbiy orkestr

military draft

harbiy hizmatga chaqiruv

mining

[mainiŋ]

tog’ ishlari (yumushlari), konchilik

minority

[mai’noriti]

kamchilik

miracle

[mirəkl]

g’aroyibot

miraculously
miser

ajoyib
[maizə]

hasis, burg’u, parma, yer kovlaydigan
dastgoh

misguide

[misgaid]

noto’g’ri yo’naltrimoq

motivation

[motivei∫(ə)n]

asos, dalil, isbot, vaj-karson

mourner

[mo:nə]

azador

mourning

[mo:niŋ]

g’am, anduh, qayg’u, uqubat, yig’i

multi-faith

ko’p dinli, turfa e’tiqodli

mussel

midiya (zoologiyaga oid)

negotiate

[ni’gəu∫ieit]

mizokara o’tkazmoq

nickname

[nikneim]

tahallus, laqab

nobleman

dvoryan (mansabdor shahs, katta mulk
egasi)

nominally

[nominəli]

nomigagina, mavhum
o’t ochmaslik to’g’risidagi kelishuv

noncombat
assignment
nonconformist

[‘nonkən’fo:mist]

mazhabparast, biror diniy sektga mansub
kishi
sog’inch

nostalgia
notable

[nəutəbl]

remarkable , noteworthy, distinguished ,
prominent, great
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nuisance

[nju:sns]

o’kinch, ranj, alam, nohushlik, noqulaylik

nutmeg

[‘nΛtmeg]

muskat yong’oq (Osiyoning issiq
mamlakatlarida o’sadigan doimiy yashil
daraht va uning mevasi)

oath

[əuθ]

qasam, ont, va’da

obey

[ə’bei]

bo’ysunmoq, itoat qilmoq

obligation

[,obli’gei∫(ə)n]

burch, majburiyat

obscure

[əb’skjuə]

hira, zerikarli, noaniq, tushunarsiz

observe

[əb’zə:v]

kuzatmoq, e’tibor bermoq, tantanali
bayram qilmoq

obsession

[əb’ses∫(ə)n]

bosqin, istilo, azob, qiynoq

obstruction

[əb’strΛk∫(ə)n]

harakatni qiyinlashtirish, to’siq o’rnatish,
majlisni qasddan buzish (shovqun-suron
ko’tarib)

obtain

[əb’tein]

olmoq, ega bo’lmoq, sohib bo’lmoq

obvious

[‘obviəs]

aniq, ayon

occupation

[,okju’pei∫(ə)n]

mashg’ulot, ish, kasb, vaqtincha
foydalanish

occur

[ə’kə:]

sodir bo’lmoq

orchard

[‘o:t∫əd]

mevali bog’

orphan

[‘o:f(ə)n]

yetim, sag’ir

orthodox

[‘o:θədoks]

provaslav

overlap

[auvə’læp]

bir-biriga (qisman) mos kelmoq;
hamohanglik

overseas

[‘əuvə’siz]

dengiz orti, horijlik, ajnabiy

overwhelming

[əuvə’welmiŋ]

son-sanoqsiz, haddan ziyod, o’ta ko’p,
ta’sir etuvchi kuch (son jihatdan
ko’pchilikni tashkil etuvchi guruh)

owe
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[əu]

egalik qilmoq, majbur bo’lmoq

pagan

[‘peigən]

ma’jusiy, butparast

parochial

[pə’rəukjəl]

prixod maktab (diniy), qisqa doiradagi

partition

[pα:ti∫(ə)n]

taqsimlamoq, bo’lmoq

peer

[piə]

teng, tengdosh, lord, mansabdor

penalize

[pi:nəlaiz]

jazolamoq, jarima to’latmoq

pending

[‘pendiŋ]

tugallanmagan, qarorni kutayotgan,

school

davom etayotgan
pension

[‘pen∫(ə)n]

nafaqa, nafaqa tayinlamoq

permanently

[‘pə:mənəntli]

doimiy

persecution

[,pə:sikj:∫(ə)n]

ta’qib, quvg’in, ta’qib qilish

persian

[pə:∫n]

forsiy

persuade

[pə’sweid]

ishontirmoq

petition

[pi’ti∫(ə)n]

ariza, iltimosnoma, sig’inish, ariza bilan
murojaat qilmoq
burchakka qisib qo’ymoq, ilojsiz

pin down

qoldirmoq
plaintiff

[‘peintif]

da’vogar

plank

[plæŋk]

doska

pledge

[pledз]

bail , bond , collateral , guarantee ,
security, promise, vow

polling booth

[poliŋbu:θ]

polling station

ovoz berish xonasi
saylov uchastkasi

polygamy

[poli’dзæmi]

ko’pxotinlilik

poppy

[‘popi]

lolaqizg’aldoq

possession

[pə’ze∫(ə)n]

egalik qilish, tasarruf qilish, mulk

poverty

[‘povəti]

qashshoqlik

prank

[præŋk]

sho’hlik, to’polon, hazil

precinct

[‘pri:siŋkt]

panjara bilan o’ralgan hudud, chegara,
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ma’muriy hudud
predominantly

asosan

pregnancy

[‘pregnənsi]

homiladorlik, homila

prejudice

[‘predзudis]

xurofot, bid’at

preliminary

[pri’liminəri]

debocha, muqaddima, kirish, tayyorlov

prerogative
preside

mustasno
[pri’zaid]

raislik qilmoq, boshqarmoq, nazorat
qilmoq

pretentious

[pri’ten∫əs]

serhasham, jimjimador, bejamdor,
balandparvoz

prevailing

[pti’veiliŋ]

outstanding , predominant , prevalent

priest

[pri:st]

ruhoniy

primitive

[primitiv]

ibtidoiy, ilk, boshlang’ich, oddiy, sodda

principality

[prinsi’pæliti]

knyazlik

privacy

[‘privəsi]

yolg’izlik, yakkalik, jumboq, topishmoq,
sirli

privilege

[‘privilidз]

imtiyoz, yengillik, tabaqa, iftihor, imtiyoz
huquqi

proceed

[prə’sid]

davom etmoq, kirishmoq

proceed

[prə’si:d]

davom etmoq, kirishmoq, yo’nalmoq

proclamation

[,proklə’mei∫(ə)n]

deklaratsiya

procurator

[‘prokj(ə)reitə]

prokuror

productive

[prə’dΛktiv]

sermahsul, hosildor, serhosil

profit

[‘profit]

foyda

profitable

[‘profitəbl]

foyda beradigan, foydali

prohibit

[prəhibit]

taqiqlamoq, ma’n qilmoq

prominent

[‘prominənt]

chiqib turadigan, ko’rinib turadigan,
ko’zga tashlanadigan

promptness
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o’limga mahkum etish, qatl etish, tezlik,

chaqqonlik, epchillik, ildamlik
proposal

[prə’pəuz(ə)l]

plan , suggestion , offer

propose

[prə’pəuz]

intend , mean , be about, nominate

prosecute

[‘prosikju:t]

ohiriga (nihoyasiga) etkizmoq, amalgam
oshirmoq, batafsil shug’ullanmoq, batafsil
ko’rib chiqmoq

prosecution

[,prosi’kju∫(ə)n]

bajarish, amalga oshirish, sud ayblovi

prosecutor

[‘peosikju:tə]

prokuror (da’vogar )

prosperity

[pros’periti]

muvafaqqiyat

prosperous

[‘prosp(ə)rəs]

muvafaqqiyatli, omadli, rivojlanayotgan

provision

[prə’viз(ə)n]

ta’minot

purchase

[‘pə:t∫əs]

harid, harid qilmoq

puritan

Puritan (16-17 asrlarda ingliz, shotland
burjuaziyasi uyushtirgan diniy siyosiy
harakat ishtirokchisi)

quest

[kwest]

qidiruv

rarely

[‘rεəli]

kamnamo, noodatiy, g’ayrioddiy

rational

[‘ræ∫ənl]

oqilona, aqlli, ihtirochilik

reaffirmation

qaytadan tasdiqlash

reaper

[ri:pə]

o’roq, o’roqchi, o’rish mashinasi, o’lim

rebelled

[ri’bel]

qozg’alon ko’tarmoq

rebuff

[ri’bΛf]

qat’iy taqiqlamoq

recaptur

[ri’kæpt∫ə]

qaytadan bosib olmoq (ishg’ol qilmoq),
qaytadan qamoqqa olmoq

reciprocate

[ri’siprəkeit]

interchange, repay , pay back , requite

recite

[ri’sait]

yoddan (ifodali) aytmoq

rectangle

[‘rektæŋgl]

to’g’ri burchak

reduce

[ri’dju:s]

qisqartmoq, kamaytirmoq, pasaytirmoq

refer

[ri’fə:]

yo’naltirmoq, ishni sudda ko’rib chiqish
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uchun yo’llamoq, murojaat qilmoq,
mansub bo’lmoq
refugee

[refju(:)’dзi:]

emmigrant , qochqin

refund

[ri:fΛnd]

to’lov, pulni qaytarish

regardless

[ri’ga:dlis]

e’tiborsizlik, ahamiyat bermasdan

reign

[rein]

boshqaruv, hukmronlik, hukmdorlik
shimol bug’usi

reindeer
reinforce

[,ri:nfo:s]

kuchaytirmoq, mustahkamlamoq

reject

[ri’dзekt]

rad qilmoq, inkor qilmoq

rejection

[ri’dзek∫(ə)n]

raddiya, inkor

relax

[ri’læks]

o’zini bo’sh qo’ymoq, engillamoq

relieve

[ri’li:v]

yordamlashmoq, ko’maklashmoq,
yengillashtirmoq, tinchlantirmoq, farq
qilmoq, smenani almashtirmoq

rely

[ri’lai]

ishonmoq, inonmoq, ishonchi komil
bo’lmoq

remote

[ri’məut]

olisdagi tuman, voqea joyidan reportaj,
uzoqdagi

renounce

[ri’nauns]

rad qilmoq, tan olmaslik

rental

[rentl]

ijara haqqi (summasi), ijara

repentance

[ri’pentəns]

aybiga iqrorlik, tazarru

reputation

[ripju(:)’tei∫(ə)n]

obro’, shuhrat

reserve

[ri’zə:v]

zahira, cheklov, sovuqqonlik, indamaslik

reshuffle

[ri’∫Λfl]

tartibsizlik

resign

[ri’zain]

mansabidan bo’shamoq, rad qilmoq,
mas’ullikni topshirmoq

resist

[‘rizist]

qarshilik qilmoq

resistance

[ri’zist(ə)ns]

qarshilik

restrict

[ris’trikt]

qisqartirmoq, chegaralamoq, cheklamoq
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resurrection

[,rezə’rek∫(ə)n]

qaytish, qayta tiklanish

retailer

[ri:’teilə]

chakana savdogar, ko’cha sotuvchisi,
g’iybatchi

retaliate

[ri’tælieit]

javob qaytarmoq, qarshi javob qilmoq

reunion

[ri:’ju:njən]

qayta birlashmoq, ayriliqdan so’ng qayta
uchrashmoq

revelry

[‘revlri]

kichik ziyofat, xonaki bazm

reverse

[ri’və:s]

qaytadan, takroran, orqaga qaytarmoq,
yo’nalishni o’zgartirmoq

revive

[ri’vaiv]

o’ziga kelmoq, qayta tiklamoq

reward

[ri’wo:d]

mukofot, taqdirlamoq

rile

[rail]

put out, unfix , unfasten , loosen

riot

[‘raiət]

rebellion , mutiny, abundance , plenty

rival

[‘raiv(ə)l]

raqib, musobaqadosh, raqobat,
musobaqalashmoq

robes

[rəub]

xalat, ayollar kiyimi, mantiya, o’ranmoq,
kiymoq

roly-poly
rough

baqaloq
[rΛf]

noteks, dag’al, yovvoyi (o’rmon), qaysar
(shamol)

roundabout

[raundəbaut]

atrof bo’ylab joylashgan, yon-atrof,
transport vositalarining bir taraflama
aylanma harakat tizimiga bog’langan,
biqqi, tiqmachoq, mahkam, mustahkam

row

[rəu]

qator, qavat, kvartira, qayiqda sayr,
tinchlikni (osoyishtalikni) buzmoq, janjal,
tortishuv, shovqin qilmoq, iste’molga
tayyor emas, pishmagan, hom

rural

[‘ruər(ə)l]

qishloqqa oid
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sacrifice

[‘sækrifais]

qurbonlik

salary

[sæləri]

ish haqqi, oylik maosh

satisfy

[sætisfai]

qoniqtirmoq, javob bermoq, zararni
qoplamoq

scary

[skεəri]

dahshatli, qo’rqinchli, vahimali

scheme

[ski:m]

dastur, reja, tizim

scholarship

[‘skolə∫ip]

ta’lim, anglash, stipendiya, gumanitar fan

seamstress

[‘simstris]

tikuvchilik, chevar ayol

sectarian

[sek’tərien]

bid’atchi, umumiy tartib qoidalarga,
odatdagi qarashlarga xilof fikr
yurutuvchi, ish tutuvchi kishi

segregate

[‘segrigeit]

ajratmoq, bo’lmoq, tabaqalashtirmoq

selfish

[‘selfi∫]

hudbin, faqat o’zini yahshi ko’radigan

self-sufficient

[selfs(ə)’fi∫(ə)nt]

iqtisodiy mustaqil

semiskilled

kamtajribali

sensitivity

[,sensitiviti]

sezgirlik

severely

[si’viəli]

qattiq, qat’iy, talabchan, qiynaydigan,
azob beradigan

share

[∫εə]

ulush, hissa, almashmoq (ta’surotlarni,
fikrni)

shareholder

[‘∫εə,həuldə]

paychi, hissador

shepherd

[‘∫epəd]

podachi, cho’pon, cho’pon iti

shortage

[‘∫o:tidз]

taqchillik, yetishmovchilik

shy

[∫ai]

cho’chish, hurkish, hadik, ishonchsizlik,
ikkilanish

significant

[sig’nifikənt]

muhim, ahamiyatga (e’tiborga) molik

sleigh

[slei]

chana

slide

[slaid]

sirg’anish, sirpanish, yurish, pasayish,
kamayish, sirpanmoq, sudralmoq
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slur

[slə:]

behurmatlik, hurmatsizlik, uyatli dog’,
kamsitmoq, masxara qilmoq, uyaltirmoq,
qoralamoq, tovushlarning noaniq talaffuzi

smoothly

[smu:ðli]

silliq, mayin

snobbish

[‘snobi∫]

tentaklarcha, ahmoqona

solemn

[‘soləm]

ilohiy, sirli, tantanali, jiddiy, muhim,
rasmiy, zerikarli, tund

solicitor

[sə’lisitə]

yurist-maslahatchi

soul

[səul]

qalb, dil, yurak, vujud

span

[spæn]

qisqa masofa (=9 dyum), tomorqa, vaqt
oralig’i, o’lchamoq

species

[‘spi:∫iz]

tur, hil, nasl

split

[split ]

yoriq, tilingan joy, bo’linish, fraksiya,
sekt

spray

[sprei]

novda, shoh, suv changi, aerozol

spruce

[spru:s]

tartibli (kiyingan), bashang, yasangan,
tartibga keltirmoq, qoraqarag’ay

statue law

[stætju lo:]

bosh qonun

step on

[step on]

toptamoq, ustidan bosib o’tmoq,
tepkilamoq, oyoq osti qilmoq

stimulate

[stimjuleit]

rag’batlantirmoq

stingy

[‘stindзi]

hasis, tor, mahkam bog’langan, o’ziga
pishiq

stock

[stok]

aksiyadorlik mablag’i, asos, bo’g’in,
negiz, qo’ndoq, til oilasi

stocky

[stoki]

yo’g’on, ildizi baquvvat, chorpaxil,
(girdig’um) odam, kaltabaqay, biqti,
baqaloq

stoke

[stəuk]

isimoq
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stout

[staut]

mahkam, kuchli, baquvvat, semiz

stray

[srei]

podadan ajragan, egasini yo’qotgan
hayvon, daydi, uysiz, adashgan

strengthen

[‘sreŋθ(ə)n]

string

kuchaytirmoq, quvvatini oshirmoq
arqon, tasma, ip, tor (musiqiy cholg’u),
shnur, qator, karvon

stripe

[sraip]

yo’l-yo’l chiziq

stubborn

[‘stΛbən]

betgachopar, qaysar, bo’ysunmaydigan,
qattiq, egilmas, ko’pga chidaydigan

subsequent

[‘sΛbsikwənt]

keyingi, keyinchalik

subsidize

[‘sΛbsidaiz]

mablag’ bilan ta’minlamoq

substantial

[səb’sæn∫(ə)l]

strong , firm , sturdy, essential , important

successor

[s(ə)k’sesə]

valeahd

superior

[sju(:)piəriə]

yuqori, tepa, ilk, yahshiroq, manmansiragan, burni osmonda

superstition

[,sju:pə’sti∫(ə)n]

irim-sirim, diniy hurofot

surgery

[‘sə:dз(ə)ri]

jarrohilk, bemorlarni qabul qilish xonasi,
deputat kabineti

surrender

[sə’rendə]

yengilganligini tan olmoq, voz kechmoq

survive

[sə’vaiv]

omon qolmoq, qutilib qolmoq, tirik
qolmoq

suspicion

[səs’pi∫(ə)n]

shubha, gumon

swear

[swεə]

qasam, ont, va’da, qasamyod

swing

[swiŋ]

tebranish, erkin harakat, ritm, belanchak,
halinchak, burilish, aylanma harakat
qilmoq, bir hil odim bilan yurmoq

temple

[‘templ]

cherkov

temporary

[‘temp(ə)rəri]

vaqtinchalik

tenant

[‘tenənt]

mulk egasi, ijarachi, yashovchi, istiqomat
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qilmoq
tend

[tend]

egilmoq, bukilmoq, og’moq, yo’nalmoq,
e’tibor qaratmoq, quluq solmoq, hizmat
qilmoq

thief

[θi:f]

o’g’ri, kisovur

thrifty

[‘θrifiti]

ehtiyotkor, hisob-kitobini oladigan,
tejamkor, rivojlanayotgan, gullabyashnayotgan

timid

[‘timid]

kamsuqum, kamgap, hurkak

tip

[tip]

ingichka uchki qisim, biror narsani uchi,
kesmoq, qutulmoq, tashlamoq (ahlat)

to be obliged

[ə’blaidзit]

minnatdor bo’lmoq, qarzdor bo’lmoq

to veto bill

[‘vitəu bil]

qonun hujjatiga taqiqlov e’lon qilmoq

tolerant

[‘tolər(ə)nt]

sabrli, toqatli, chidamli

torch

[to:t∫]

yoritgich moslamasi (uskunasi), mash’ala
bilan yoritmoq, yondirmoq

toss

[tos]

uloqtirish, irg’itish, otish, tintuv, nazorat,
taftish, siltamoq, silkitmoq, halaqit
bermoq

toxic waste

[toksik weist]

zaharli chiqindi

trait

[treit]

xarakterli chizgilar

treason

[tri:zn]

sotqinlik, hiyonat, davlatga hiyonat,
jinoyat

tremendously

[trimendəusli]

vahimali, dahshatli, o’ta

trend

[trend]

kurs, umumiy yo’nalish, egilmoq, og’moq

trial

[trai(ə)l]

sinov, sinab ko’rish, sud jarayoni

tribute

[‘tribju:t]

soliq, o’lpon, to’lov, e’tirof, jamoa
hurmati

triumph

[‘traiəmf]

tantana, g’alaba, zafar, zafar qozonmoq,
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g’alabani nishonlamoq
tub

[tΛb]

quticha, dekcha, rudalar uchun yashiq,
shaxta vagonchasi

turnip

[tə:nip]

sholg’om

unanimously

[ju(:)’næniməsli]

bir ovozdan, yakdil

uneven

[‘Λn’iv(ə)n]

=rugged , rough, unbalanced, odd

unfaithful

[Λn’feiθful]

bevafo, ishonib bo’lmaydigan

unidentified

[Λn’aidentifait]

noaniq, aniqlanmagan

universal adult

[‘sΛfridз]

umumiy saylov

unprecedented

[Λn’presid(ə)tid]

solishtirib bo’lmaydigan

upheaval

[Λp’hiv(ə)l]

evrilish

urban

[‘ə:bən]

shaharlik

urge

[ə:dз]

istak, mayl, hohish, niyat, turtki, quvib

suffrage

o’tmoq, ishontirmoq, maslahatlashmoq,
ko’ngliga tegmoq, joniga tegmoq
vehicle

[‘vi:kl]

transport vositasi

verdict

[‘və:dikt]

qaror, xulosa, hukm

verge

[və:dз]

qirg’oq, sohil, chet, botmoq, singmoq

verifiable

taftish qilinadigan, tekshiriladigan

vice versa

[‘vaisi’və:sə]

teskarisi, aksincha

villain

[‘vilən]

yaramas, ablah, jinoyatchi, (tarixda:
krepostnoy)

violence

[‘vaiələns]

haqorat, tahqirlash

virgin

[‘və:dзin]

bokira, parizod (munajjim), erkin

vital

[‘vaitl]

hayotiy, hayot, tirik, jonli, hayotiy
zarurat, zaruriy

voucher

[‘vaut∫ə]

kafolat, guvoh, guvohni chaqirish,
guvohnoma, ruhsatnoma
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wallet

[‘wolit]

yon daftar, karmon

wander

[‘wondə]

daydimoq, tentiramoq, sang’imoq,
esankirab qolmoq

war bride

[wo’braid]

urush kelinchagi

welfare

[‘welfεə]

farovonlik

westward

[westwəd]

g’arbga tomon kengayib borish

expansion

[iks’pæn∫(ə)n]

whereas

[wεər’æz]

garchi, ze’ro, vaholanki, e’tiborga olib

widow

[‘widəu]

beva

wig

[wig]

ulama soch, sun’iy soch

wipe

[waip]

artmoq, tozalamoq, yo’q qilmoq, artib
tashlamoq

wisdom

[‘wizd(ə)m]

aql

witch

[wit∫]

sehrgar, jodugar, afsungar, yalmog’iz

withdrawal

[wið’dro:v(ə)l]

chiqish, chetlatish, chiqarish

withhold

[wið’həuld]

rad qilmoq, to’htatib qolmoq, yashirmoq,
sir tutmoq

witness

[‘witnis]

guvoh, guvohlik bermoq, tasdiqlamoq

worship

[‘wə;∫ip]

sig’inmoq, e’tiqod qilmoq, ibodat

yawn

[jo:n]

esnamoq

yeast

[ji:st]

hamirturush, achitqi

yell

[jel]

chinqiriq, qichqiriq
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